Farm, Garden,

and Household,

TURKEYS.
Hon. W. A. Rrowning, a successful turkey-raisin Eastern Connecticut, gives the following valuable hints in relation to turkey-raising: There
should be a yard, of from one-eighth to one quarter of an acre, where nothing else is allowed to go
but turkeys. In the latter part of March suitable
nests should be made in the yard, and the turkeys
should be watched and kept in tin* yard till they all
lay. If two or three lay in one nest, when they
LARGEST CATTLE IN THE WORLD.
have laid halt a dozen eggs each, build nests on
• ach
ode of the one where they all lay, and put in
A
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., letter of (he lstli ult.,
eggs; for, as a general thing, they will not crowd
The curiosity of the city lias been greatly
says :
on to a nest with another turkey when there is a
Mr. Geo.
good nest by Us sale. If they continue to all lay excited to-day upon‘ bovine’ matters.
is
a well-to-do Duchess county farmer, a
m one nest, when one begins io set, shut her on— Ayrault
fat catman
who
takes
in
sleek,
great pride
raising
tor an hour or so—say from eight to twelve each
tle. In this brunch of a farmer’s business he has
day, and then the others will go into the adjoining 1 met with the
greatest success, so great, in fact, as
Where turkeys lay near together, they
nests.
should he set at the same time, for if one hatches a to be able to-day to state with truthfulness that be
lias
raised
the
four fattest steers in the world. The
few days before the others, the peeping of the little
lightest of them weighs three thousand three hunones will make them uneasy, and not unfrequently
dred pounds, and the heaviest over four thousand
they forsake their nests. Resides, if the turkeys
The latter is named George Peabody.’
-et side by side, when they hatch and come olf, pounds.
Recently Mr. Ayrault sold these cattle to Mr. Lalor,
they will aim* -t invariably go together and not of
Fulton market, New York, for $800 each, or
right. Set the first turkey on some old or addled
for all.
eggs, and let her set till all get to setting, and then $3,200
They are purely American, having been calved
put under the egg**'.
on
Mr.
Ayrault's farm, and they are indeed wonderIt is well to take the eggs in every night, to preful to look upon. They were brought here from
x iit their freezing or being destroyed by vermin.
1'he eggs that are laid first should he put in a dish Mr. Ayrault’s on huge barn-like sleds, being drawn
into town one by one, the first two by six horses,
or basket, to the number of seventeen or eighteen,
and the last two by twelve oxen each. As they
as many as you wish to set under one turkey, and
then mark them one, two, three, «Ae. The reason passed through the city to the stables of the North
i,t this is, that eggs that have been laid three weeks ern Hotel, vast crowds followed them, and the
windows in the streets through which they moved,
vs ill he two days longer in hatching than eggs just
laid; consequently, some would hatch ami be off were filled with men and women peering down
running around, while other eggs were just being upon the monstrous masses of flesh. They are to
If eggs are left in the nest, the turkey remain here till Friday, when they are to he shipped
pipped.
sitting on them every day (to lay) will warm them*, to New York and there butchered, after which
their hides will he smiled and placed in Central
and tney will all hatch together.
Vests should be made so tight that when a tur- Park.
During the past year, these animals have gained
k» v is taken off, the little ones cannot get into the
11.44b pounds, or 3110 pounds each. Their feed has
wall.
been
mostly meal and beets. A beautiful eliromo
When a. turkey or turkeys are ready to take off,
make a yard, twelve feet square, with hoards a lithograph of them has already been issued, and it
foot or eighteen inches wide,
tight that the little is soon to he followed by a chart from Mr. Ayrault
In this put one, two, or three giving particulars relative to their ‘bringing up.’
ones cannot get out.
or
two
three days, with The heaviest pair weighs 300 pounds heavier than
them
old ones, ami let
stay
than any on record in this country or Europe.
a pie-pan of water, so that the little ones can get
--=
—==
in ami out of the pan. When turkeys are taken off
From Appleton’s Journal.
with their iittl«* ones, have a strong decoction of
GREAT POPULAR DELUSION.
\
which, by the way, i> just fit to kill sheep
ticks u ! lice,) and saturate the old ones under tin*
There is no greater delusion than that
a ing—
Setting turkeys and soldiers in the army which
imagines early rising important tor
it-rv apt to get lousy, and lice are death to
ai<
health; no greater error than that which
yu ing turk'-v-. Ii the old turkeys are not lousy,
dors no harm. If the young ones get places it among the virtues. While early
ihe tobat
lousy, put yellow snuff and grease under their rising has been sung in poetry, and advocater
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SONG.

Bright

oyes, soft pyos,
Gazins into mine;
Sweet eyes, glad eyes,
Making life divine;
Eyes so full of earnest thought,
Full of girlish lightness;
Heaven grant no deed of mine
Shall over dim their brightness.
Dear face, rosy fare,
Smiling all for me;
Wise face, sunny face,
Beautiful to see;
Glad face, sad face,
Rounding all completeness,
Never thought or word of mine
Shall wrong its holy sweetness.

Glad heart, dear heart,

Clinging unto mine;
heart, gentle heart,

Brave

Knowing me all thine;
Heart, oh, true and worshipful,
Sure to till thy measure,
God will make me worthy,
Of

thy

love’s

surpassing

treasure.

[From New York Post.]
MISSING-A YOUNG LADY.
A

DETECTIVE

STORY.

dresses, her admirers, and sundry little pe- if you will have the truth—Mr. Horton has
culiar characteristics, he set himself to work known all along where your daughter has
to solve the

problem.

Both the detectives agreed at once on one
point, although they carefully kept it to
themselves. As the officer in question re-

marked to the writer ol these lines—“Whenever a girl suddenly runs away in this fashion, a man is at the bottom of it. Let us
only find the man, and the rest will be easy.”
lie thereupon cautiously questioned her
sisters, and even the domestics, as to whether
any one gentleman had appeared to be more
agreeable than any other. No: she had
never
exhibited any decided preference.
Did any one see to whom the letter was directed which she carried to the post on the
lday of her leaving home? No: it was not
even certain that she had a letter at all.
Could he. see any other handwriting? Yes,
plenty of it; and he thereupon secured a

specimen.

He then

prepared

a

carefully-written

de-

scription, and forwarded it, together with
her likeness, to various police stations in
this city and other large towns. He visited
of New York, watched
few every hole and corner

Among the potentates of Wall street
held a higher position in the estimation of the railway depots, and interrogated clerks.
all than Messrs. Archbold and Horton, and The hue-and-cry was raised everywhere, but
raised in vain.
great was the sympathy universally expressNow and then a message would be sent to
ed when the former, a man of middle age
only, died suddenly at his residence, in the him, saying that a young lady answering the
description of the truant was at some distant
vicinity of Fifth Avenue.
For years previously to this occurrence town, and thither at once would the detecMr. Horton had dwelt with his partner and tive repair, only to find he had his journey
his family, and Mrs. Archbold, on her hus- for his pains, and that he was as much at
band’s demise, could look to no firmer friend sea as ever. Once he fancied that he saw
than he; so. after the accounts of the firm Miss Archbold in a carriage in Broadway,
had been settled, and she knew the amount and followed it for a longtime, only to acof the income she w mid be entitled to enjoy, knowledge himself again mistaken; but he
was convinced, nevertheless, that she had
vv ings.
ed in proverbs from time immemorial, it has she begged him still to remain at her house not left the
country, and he much doubted
on the same footing as of yore.
Young turk* y> should he fed on the hoimeopatliic been
The arand
cursed
its
secretly
rightfully
by
principle. Tin y need but little to eat, but need it
would be all the more pleasing whether she had left the town.
rangement
convictims
ever
since
civilization
The best feed for little turkeys is corn unhappy
often.
He had carefully examined, or caused to
to her, inasmuch as she was the mother of
ground course, and then mix it with sour or cur- ceived the idea of comfort. But we are all
be examined, all the books of the various
three
who
were just
indaughters,
dled milk, scalded, >o as to make a curd, and eggs so hound
ripening
by the law of custom, so endeared to
interviewed”
and would feel the benefit steam-ship companies, and
boiled hard and chopped tine, and all mixed or to a
proverb or a musty sentiment, that our of womanhood,
their agents, to no purpose. The girl had
urn-lied ather dry. Then as the young turkeys
a male friend, almost old
to lie
value
enough
to
the
taint
assent
lips
continually
give
grow larger, have the meal ground coarser until
their father, and who had so long been as- melted into the air without leaving a trace
of early rising, even while we long to resist
some of the kernels of the corn conic out whole.
sociated with them by terms of the closest behind her, and the trail was about as diffiFine meal is liable to bake in their crops.
the tyranny which it imposes upon us.
cult to follow up as that of a mosquito over a
Turkeys should never ’>* led after *i\. o'clock at What a frightful aggregate of discomforts intimacy. Mr. Horton was a man of about
who had long been separat- rock.
night; they are great sticklers for health, and of accumulate
forty-five
years,
a
man
who
it
upon
practices
curse they go in for early and light suppers.
An unusually liberal reward had been ofed from his wife by mutual agreement, but
Turkeys must not In* kept shut up after they are through life—who every day is ushered from did not suffer in the esteem of
fered by Mr. Horton tor any information that
his
week old.
neighbors could lead to her
'They cannot bear confinement. They sleep into the raw, blank, chill, dull atmosrecovery, and constant aparc regular Yankees,
possessed of the spirit of phere of early morning, and begins his day’s on this account, as it was generally conceded
that
the
fault
with
the lady, plications were made by individuals who prochange and enterprise. Turkeys must be driven existence before the sun has
lay entirely
the
dispelled
home ami yarded every night, else the skunks or
fessed either to have seen her themselves or
dried up the vapors, warmed the air, and lie invariably himself deplored the misfoxes will kill them.
Turkeys should be watched fogs,
that had arisen. In a word, to have heard from some friend who had seen
from morning till night for three weeks after they and made ready, like nature’s great servant- understanding
her, and many a wild-goose chase was the
arc turned into tin* fields, to keep the hawks and
ol'-all-work, as it is, the earth for our use! Mrs. Horton was jealous, and yet was una- result, until
at last the detective began to
ble to assign any cause lor being so. Durcrows away; and see that none of the little ones
means
a
hurried
in
a
Early rising
dressing
fear that she had made away with herself,
the
linger behind and get lost.
few
in
which
she
and
her
1msing
years
room—a sleepy, yawning,
In rain-storms they should be shut under the dim, half-lighted
and actually visited the Morgue more than
descent down dark, cold stair- bank lived as man and wife, she was continb tnii or on the barn floor, or in a large stable, on- stumbling
once when the
him
of
of
body of a dead woman was
which
infidelities,
ly putting one flock in a place; for if you shut two ways—a rapid breakfast in a gray, cheerless, ually accusing
advertised. Still he did not relinquish his
or more flocks together, they will kill more than
sunless room, while cold shivers run down she could produce no proofs,, and their lives
and when pressed bv his comihcv would lose to be out of doors.
the back, a sensation of dizziness creeps over had been rendered so miserable by this con- original idea,
wet as many old ones to nerd together as possitinual bickering that they had decided to panion to try some other tack, only repeatthe
entire
then
a
body—and
precipitate live
ble, for it takes no longer to hunt up eight old ones
apart for the future. As they were ed what he had said before :
and a hundred young ones, than one old one and a plunge into the mists, and general rawness
“Depend upon it, a man is at the bottom
dozen young ones; then if they get on to your in the day begun in this way, and no health separated by no judicial decree, it was not
neighbor’s land.it will take no longer to drive off either. The sun should be up before us to legally incumbent on her husband to pro- of it.” One day a new thought struck him,
a large flock than a small one; hut they should not
tor his wife’s maintainance, still he did and absurd as it appeared, even to himself,
us light, and warmth, and comfort; vide
he allowed to get on to a neighbor's land, for a give
the lady described the sum lie determined on giving it a fair trial, and
although
our breakfast room should he cheerful with so,
is
under
no
more
to
his
neighbor
obligation
keep
her as being totally inadequate to her siarueu ms orotner omcer ny remarking,
neighbor’s turkeys, than lie is his neighbor's sheep, ms ueams, aim our ureaKiasr, snoum ue par- paid
for both are taxable property, and both should pay taken with the ease, the comfort, tlie deliber- condition, ana was ever striving to collect “Dave, I am going to watch old Horton.”
The other laughed at him, but did not opdamages when done.
ation, the social enlivcnment, that can come evidence of Mr. Horton’s alleged irregularidid turkeys, as a general thing, are better to
that
she
pose his suggestions, as it gave at least a
be
enabled
to
ties,
a
when
might
we
rise
at
a
rational
A
hour.
procure
raise young ones than yearling turkeys are, be- only
and
divorce
promise of something to do. Mr. Horton, in
him
law
to
contribute
compel
by
cause they arc more gentle and they lav a larger breakfast eaten by candle-light, or snatched
common with
more bounteously to her
many other gentlemen, was
support. This eviegg, and the young ones when hatched will he in the gray, chilling dawn, is an abominalarger and stronger. Turkeys, two, three, or four tion. Early rising hence opens the'day with dence, however, was not forthcoming, and extremely fond of driving, and an afternoon
Save over the winter
years old, are the best ages.
keen discomforts. It is productive of nu- Mr. Horton was accounted a man of excel- rarely passed without his ordering his buggy,
the best and gentlest of your old turkeys and some
lent moral character and behavior by the so- lie had, of late, been much worked at his ofones.
Never
save
little late turkeys for merous social ills; it sours the stomach, proyoung
fice, and frequently slept at a hotel when lie
breeders; they lay small eggs and hutch "small, motes irritability, disorganizes the nerves, ciety in which he moved, and was blamed found it too
late to enjoy an evening at home.
weak young ones.
he
-eates had temper, and makes of domestic by none, and pitied by all.
Personally
There was nothing extraordinary in all this
It is best to change gobblers every year, in or- bliss
a mockery.
A voyager, long suffering was handsome, of tall statue and good
der to nave good turkeys, feed them from the day
presence, and possessed ot a most winning —more particularly as at home was no longthey are hatched till liie day before they an* killed". from sea-sickness, declared that, if once on
which not only was of the greatest er as cheerful as it used to be before the
A large flock of turkeys needs more feeding, ae- land again, lie would devote the rest of his tongue,
death of the father and the loss of the daughtording to numbers than a small flock, as there is days to hunting up and (logging the man service to him in his business, but made him
ter—and no one had paid any attention to his
a universal favorite with the fair sex'.
only the same amount of hugs and worms. One who wrote
great secret of raising turkeys is to lake care of
When Mrs. Archbokl represented her for- conduct.
“A life on tlie ocean wave.”
them; and then you can't always raise them, for
The detective commenced his espionage
Similar sentiments animate our heart when lorn condition to him, he at once entered
they won’t lay or they won’t hatch, or something
into her plans. Anything that he could immediately, and Mr. Horton was carefully
fully
befall
them.
we
recall
that
ancient
may
distich, “Early to bed
he averred, to serve the widow and followed wherever he went. His drives were
It is of little use to try to raise them when the and
early to rise”—but it is not necessary to do,
holds in the immediate neighborhood of the house
of his lamented friend, would afford usually in the direction of Harlem ; and as he
quote what we all know and have suffered orphans
are in heavy
mowing. They get into the grass, from.
him heartfelt joy, and as he was unblessed was but little learned in horses, and would
and getting tired, go to sleep in the sun. mid are
with children of his own, in consequence of have as soon thought of driving a locomotive
lost.
The Louisville Courier-Journal publishes a the unhappy relations existing between his as a fast trotter, the officer became curious
They should have a range of pasture-lands while
they are young; when August comes, they can highly interesting and important article on wife and himself, he would, to the best of to sec what it was that induced him so contake care of themselves.
the effects of the Fifteenth Amendment on the his powers, save Mrs. Archbold every unnec- stantly to patronize that road. He therefore
Last year I kept eight lieu turkeys and one Tom different
States, and particularly those of New essary trouble, and stand as far as possible hired a vehicle, and having instructed the
and raised one hundred and twelve young ones,
coachman to follow Mr. Horton's buggy,
in the place of a father to the three
England. We quote a part:
one hundred of which Were of the lirs’t brood, and
girls.—
The Democratic party, to take a ready ex- Matters were thus amicably arranged, and waited patiently for the upshot, whatever it
twelve of the last.
Of these I sold at Thanksgiving:
ample, made a great mistake in what it ex- Mr. Horton in time came to be recognized might be.
Of one thing he was soon convinced.
‘-‘8, weight 34s 3-4 lbs., average 12 lbs.,
pected ot the repeal of the Missouri Com- as master of the house, and whispers were
at 27c ($3.25 apiece),
$84.IS
promise. Tlie Kansas-Nebraska bill, which circulated abroad, that, were it not for the Wherever Mr. Horton drove, it was not to
At Christmas:
embodied that repeal, was made a test ques- obstacle in shape of his wife, he would have Harlem, for after pursuing that direction
71. weight 1072 llis., average, loli-lu
tion, and no man was held tube a good Dem- actually become so by contracting a marriage for a short distance he turned his horse’s
head and drove back toward the city. Closelb*., at 28c ($3.77 apiece),
268.00
ocrat who did not stand up squarely to the with the relict of his deceased partner.
Un hand January 1,1870:
rack. The fidelity of every Southern politician
As we have only to deal with the eldest ly followed by the detective in the fly, he
24.00
12, worth (at least) $2,
was suspected if lie flinched for a moment. daughter, Mary Archbold, it is needless to drove to a house in the immediate neighborTime went on.
Old Buck came into the introduce her sisters, or their uncle, who j hood of the New York Hotel. Here he drew
Total sales from eight hens,
$3S6.18
up, and having rung the bell, entered with
Presidency on a flood tide, and began at once likewise formed one of the household. Mary the
air of a man who was perfectly at home.
l’p'• to June 1st, 1 fed s bus. corn, $1.20— 9.60
to carry out vigorously the policy of tlie party was a charming girl of twenty, who had
4
1.20— 4.80
July
in the new territories.
But the result did not been completing her education abroad, at The detective, iu the meantime, left his car“•
li
1-20— 7.20
Aug.
and took up a position where he could
answer the anticipation; and in tlie end it the time of her father’s death, and had
lo
only riage
1.20—12.00
Sept.
••
turned out that the repeal of the Missouri recently returned.
As it was known that command everything without being himself
Oct.
20
1.20—24.00
Nov.
35
1.20—42.00
Compromise had strengthened the enemies of she would inherit a considerable sum on her visible. Nearly an hour elapsed, and Mr.
I lee.
35
1.20—42.00
slavery instead of enlarging the area of what marriage, she was much sought after, and Horton did not appear. What on earth is he
was called the slave power.
Both Kansas no dance or reception was thoroughly suc- up to? thought the detective; there must be
Total cost of food.
$141.60
and Nebraska grew into ultra Republican cessful unless she was present. More than some great attraction here; and he congratStates. The middle men, such as Robert J. one gentleman was pointed at by rumors as ulated himself on the step he had taken.
I’rofit,
$244.51
Presently the front door opened and Mr.
Walker and Frederic P. Stanton, went down likely to win the prize, and the home circle
Average for the eight turkey hens each,
$30.57
1 have not included in this anything for Irate li between two millstones; and in 1860, as in were ever urging her to make her choice Horton stepped into the street with a lady on
his arm, whom he tenderly assisted into the
and care. Most of it has been done by a little buy 18j(i, the Kansas-Nebraska hill was the
quickly. That her heart was engaged in
not twelve years old. and all the trouble walk over
that was used against the some quarter or other was the universal buggy. The lady’s face was thickly veiled,
strongest
weapon
bv the middle of July.
and the looker-on could not guess even at
Democratic party.
belief, as her manner was strangely altered
The Fifteenth Amendment, it seems to us, since her arrival from the Continent. She her age, except that her movements seemed
HOW MUCH BUTTER AND MILK WILL A is a delusion ot the same sort. It has haunt- grew thoughtful, and not unlrequently was those of a young woman. Mr. Horton seateu uuusen i>> ner siue anil move ou, aim me
ed the Republicans a long while. It is the discovered in tears, but ever refused to
COW GIVE.
give
his curiosity now excited to tiio
last of the questions which were given to the any clue to the why or the
wherefore; at- detective,
A correspondent of the English Agricultural
the war, and which belong imme- tributing her sadness to her not
highest pitch, again started on his trail.
Hazettc gives his experience in in Dairy Earning. country by
feeling
He says:
diately to the passions and ratiouals of the quite well, or some other equally trivial ex- This led him straight to the Jersey Ferry,
•'I consider 720 gallons—2,880 quarts—a fair re- war.
The Republicans ought to desire to cuse. Thinking that it would be best to al- and in course of time he alighted, carriage
tain in a year for a coiv, and this
The chase set off
quantity of milk. keep it open as long as possible, for they have low matters to take their own course, and and all, in Jersey City.
If the food does not contain more than sb
per cent,
But totally unsuspicious of any impending evil, without delay towards Newark, in happy igi.f moisture, will produce from 280 to 200 pounds of everything to gain from it as it stands!
when the Fifteenth Amendment becomes a her mother ceased to speak with her on the norance of the presence of a pursuer. When
butter.”
Newark was reached, Mr. Horton stepped at
The writer also says that 25 t-4 pounds of milk— sealed book there will be an end of legal subject, and endeavored to
dissipate her
or about ten
quarts—will make one pound of but- artifices in behalf of the civil and political melancholy by providing all kinds of amuse- an hotel, and, accompanied by the lady,
ter.
He also states that five gallons, or 30 quarts, status of the
after ordering his horse to be put up
negro. lie has been made a ments to divert her. All was in vain, and went in,
was the highest daily yield of one cow.
He was
for an hour or two. The detective soon
a citizen and a voter.
house
freeman,
else?
one
the
was
What
thrown
into
the
a
evidently
day
greatpractical man, for lie actually kept 48
cows.
He stati's that 47 cows actually gave through- To this extent laws can certainly be made est grief and alarm, by her disappearance. learned that he had ordered dinner, and, as
out the year an average of H4 gallons
daily, or 30.- effectual. But no further. To “take another She had gone out, as she said, to post a his own appetite was good, resolve l to imi000 gallons in one year, from forty-seven cows, or
step in advance” is impossible in law. The letter, and nothing unusual was noted in her tate his example. While hi- meal was pre2,610 quarts from one cow, and if 10 quarts
next step beyond is an invasion of hu- manner, but from that errand she did not paring, he loitered about the passage in hope
produced one pound of butter, that would he 261 very
the fair unknown.
pouuds of butter yearly from each cow as the man nature. Yet the more irresponsible of return, and her distracted mother was almost ot obtaining a peep at
the Republican leaders will attempt to force neart-nroKen.
Presently the opportunity came. One of the
average from 47 rows in one year.
Again, in the Farmers’ Almanac for 1808,1 find the Republicans to take it, and in doing so
No one felt the blow more than Mr. Hor- waiters left the door open, and through tho
it stated that a Holderness eow gave 20 quarts will
divide their strength.
ton.
After she had been absent some hours crack the lady was distinctly visible.
daily, yielding one pound of butter from each 12
Every one of the Southern States recon- he had been sent for from his office, and his
The detective fell back as if he had been
Ail Ayrshire cow gave twenty quarts
quarts.
daily, yielding one pound of blitter from 0 1-2 structed under theFifteeuth Amendment will pale looks,and evident agitation, proved that shot; plunged his hands into his pockets to
quarts. An Alderney cow gave 19 quarts, yield- fall into the hands of the Democratic party, he had feared the worst.
But he did not at find the portrait of Miss Archbold; presently
ing one pound of butter from 12 quarts; and a and the Republicans cannot risk a division In all waste time. The evil was
done, and the he pulled it out, lookod at it attentively, and
Devon eow gave 17 quarts,
one pound of
yielding
the
North.
On suffrage they can hold to- remedy was to be found.
then took another peep through the crack in
butter from 9 3-4 quarts. Of course these last are
“It may be,’.’ he said, “only a girlish the door.
exceptional cases, but your correspondent gave gether—not on any other proposition concernApparently satisfied, he slowly
bis actual experience of one year of a dairy of 47 ing the negro.
settled leaves freak. She may have run away to some of walked away, his countenance exhibiting a
Suffrage
beiug
cows.
Now, 1 reckoned on 3000 quarts, but 1 al- the ultras nothing to do but to agitate for her friends. Let us
immediately communi- mixture of the greatest surprise, indignation
lowed twelve quarts to produce one pound of but- social
equality, which cannot be made to cate with all to whom she is in the least and self satisfaction. At this moment a waitter, which gave 250 pounds instead of 201. Ido
work as apolitical instrument. Besides, the
not think that I have greatly over-estimated the
likely to go.” Ho assured Mrs. Arehbold er met him.
“Hallo!” said he, “Do that gentleman and
produce of a eow. Moreover, in Dorsetshire, it is disappearance of the negro question, as a that all would yet be well, and asserted that
by no means uncommon for a farmer to let out his live and progressive element in our politics, it was preposterous to think of any great lady often come here ?”
£15
and
even
£18
to
at
a
cow
will
clear the field for new divisions and com- harm
per
dairy
diaryman
“Two or three times a week, sir," was the
happening to one brought up with so
|>er year, and that the dairyman makes a profit out binations upon financial
topics, from which much care. “You must scold her finely reply.
of It.
the Democrats have
“The deuce they do,” said the detective,
everything to hope. So when she comes back, for giving us such a
that the jubilation in Radical circles over the
“Well, I am—" what, he did not
fright.”
slowly.
I’ar Him. This is the advice of the American Fifteenth Amendment is pure effervescence
All he could say or do, however, led to say, for, chuckling to himself, he went out,
8tock Journal. The writer says:
and amounts to nothing at all. A
very few no good result, and he was at last unwill- jumped into the hack, and returned at lull
“We sometimes see men, having the care of and months of universal
will developc the ingly compelled by the constant entreaties speed to New York.
Ho was conveyed
driving a team of horses or mules, whipping the truth of this most suffrage
of the mother to call in the aid of the police. straight to Mrs. Arohbold, and demanded to
thoroughly.
I>oor animals liccause they do not understand their
As to the principle of State rights which is
wishes. Many a time the leader horse or mule is
Against this step lie had protested most em- see her alone. His manner was so constrainunmercifully beaten for no other reason than that struck at by the Fifteenth Amendment, New phatically ; ho was airaiil of the
publicity ed that she instantly divined that something
the driver’s order is not understood. If the driver
England had better look out. She is now the that must inevitable ensue, and of the conse- most startling had happened.
in such a case should speak gently to the leader,
of centralization, when she owes her
His objections were over“You have news—news of Mary.”
quent scandal.
pat him a few minutes on the neck to reassure it of apostle
his friendship, take hold of the bridle, and lead it own unequal power to the strict observance ruled one by one, and the case was entrust“Yes, Mrs. Arohbold, I have, but I don’t
in
the
State
lines
and
a few steps
direction lie wishes to go, ami all of
jurisdiction. Virginia was ed to a well-known detective of this city, exactly know how I’m to tell you.”
this without any excitement or anger on his part, cut in two.
Texas is to be cut in four. The with full
“Where is she? what is she doing? Speak,
power and authority to act in it as
the leader will always do its best to please him.
same power may reduce the six New
man, speak?”
England he thought best.
In driving a horse to a carriage, however, gentle
This is the moral part of the
The gentleman, crediting the old adage
“Mrs. Archbold, you ask Mr. Horton, he’ll
and well trained lie may lie, something may hap- States to one.
pen to alarm or frighten him; this is no fault of his Fifteenth Amendment, which the sharper of that “two|headsare betterthan one,” procured tell you better than I can.”
—he cannot help it. All he needs is a word or two the Yankees should look to.
The South the service of a companion who had often
“Mr. Horton ! What do you mean—does
of encouragement, gently spoken, to reassure him went to war to
and lost it. been specially detailed for cases of this kind. ho know where she is?”
slavery
preserve
of bis master’s care aud presence, and that all is
New England is trying to ruin the South in After
“I guess so—he ought to.”
having been put in possession ot all
right. There should lie no whipping done. The
“What is this mystery? Tell me all you
driver should recollect that he gets alarmed or order to get a consolidation of the govern- the information that could be given him,
frightened too sqinetimes, and would think hard of ment, by which she can only apprehend the the character of the young lady, her dress, have to tell me, plainly. I can bear all.”
loss of her individuality and power.
liemg whipped for it.
the names of her companions with their ad“Well, don’t blame me. Mrs. Arohbold—
••
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been.”
Doddletown, March 23,1870.
“How dare you tell me so—how dare you
Dear Journal: I finished up the creation of
hint—?”
“It’s of no use being angry, madam, with Doddletown and defined its geographical status in
me—I have only done my duty. I tell you I niv last; in this I proceed to give some account
have seen your daughter and Mr. Horton to- of its
EARLY SETTLEMENT.
gether this afternoon, have but just left them,
and can take j oil to the house which I saw
The territory now known ns Doddletown wns
them leave.”
formerly called Washington Plantation; so named
Mrs. Arehbold did not faint or scream, but in honor of my illustrious
namesake, G. Washingher features grew rigid with anger and pale ton,
who, until the advent of the late lamented A.
with agitation. She left the room and in a Lincoln, was
reputed to be the Father of his Cou nvery few minutes re-entered it, dressed and try; since that period he has fallen into the backready to go out.
ground, and is now known only as his country’s
“Come,” she said; and the two silently
a former
marriage.
started on their errand. When they arrived grand-father by
The first “clearing” in the plantation was made
at the house the detective rang the bell, and
asked the servant if Miss Arehbold lived by my venerated grand-fatlier, Job Doddles. He
came here in ’93, bringing with him a
there.
wife, seven
“No sir, we have none but married people sons and three daughters; the same number of each
sox that claimed to lie the children of his
here.”
Scriptural
“Well,” showing the portrait, “does this namesake.
I do not find mention in the family record th at
lady live here ?’’
“Yes sir, but she is not in at present.”
Mrs. D. ever advised him, like her Scriptural proto“Very well, then; wre will come in and type, to “curse God and die”; but there is a tradiwait lor her; but you need not tell her that tion in the
family that it would have saved the venany one is here ?”
erable man a deal of domestic trouble, if he had
The hours passed very tediously, and the
obeyed the hitter part of the injunction in early
fortitude of Mrs. Arehbold had almost given
life. Had he lived in these days, when
incomway, when a carriage drove up to the door,
of temper” is recognized as sufficient
and immediately afterward her daughter’s patibility
voice was heard bidding some one “good cause for divorce, it is highly probable that there
would have been, at least, ten less Doddles in the
night.” The carriage siowly departed, and i
the detective, bidding the mother to keep world than there were when he moved into Washclose behind him, stepped quietly into the ington Plantation. The youngest member of his
hall, and stood face to face with the girl lie family, at that time fluttering in yellow flannel, behad so long been looking for.
came, in duo course of time and nature, the father
“Good evening, Miss Arehbold.”
of your correspondent.
“That is not my name,” and she looked
Immediately after establishing his residence in
him full in the face.
the plantation, my grand-father
took up,” as it
“Indeed.
Do you not, then, know this was termed, twelve lots of one hundred acres
each,
?”
lady
in the immediate vicinity of that part of the town
Her bravado was all gone then, and utternow known as The Forks.
The proprietors of the
ing a scream that made even the experienced plantation, by a sort of tacit
allowed every
consent,
police oflieer wince, she covered her face “settler” who moved in to take
up” a lot for himw-ith her hands, and fell fainting to the I
self and one for each of his boys. Under tl is custom,
floor.
The detective, raising the young lady in my grand-father was entitled to “take up" eight
his arms, carried her out, and placed her by lots; one for himself and one for each one of his
her weeping mother’s side in a carriage he seven boys. Learning that lie had also“ taken up”
had procured. It is no intention ot mine to one for his wife, and one for each one of his three
recount the scene lie then witnessed between girls, the proprietors were disposed to remonstrate,
Mrs. Arehbold and her child. The detective and sent on their Surveyor. Eliakim Spudge, Esq.,
in all his experience had never met the like, fo forbid any such wholesale
appropriation. My
and hopes never to meet it again.
They graml-father, however, succeeded in satisfying the
were both somewhat more
before
composed
Surveyor that it was all right, on the ground that
they reached home, and the mother had Mrs. 1>. wore the pantaloons more than half the
nerved
herself to meet the snake whom
again
and that the chances were altogether in favor
she had so long called friend. Mr. Horton time,
of the probability that his three girls would all turn
had come in, and was in the dining-room,
where he had been told by the other two to boys soon or late. The result was that the Surdaughters, who had been previously instruct- \i-jui iail will tno twelve lots, as taken up by my
ed, that Mrs. Arehbold had gone to take tea grand-father, ami about three months afterwards
married liis oldest daughter; she survived her marwith an acquaintance.
He turned quickly round, smiling blandly riage hut a short time, and then he took the second
as the handle of the door was turned, and one; thereby securing to himself two of the lots;
was about to advance when he stood trans- the Spudges have always been a thrifty people.
fixed with terror, and grasped the table for Thus commenced the relationship between tile
Poddies and Spudge families; of which last named
support.
Mrs. Areiihoiu never
spoke, but, drawing family 1 shall have occasion to make mention hereherself up to her full height, pointed to her after.
daughter, who had sunk into a chair and was It is due to the memory of my highly revered
sobbing convulsively. Iler sisters, rushing grand-father to add here, although in so doing I
to her side, fondled and embraced her, callinterrupt the even tenor of Ibis history, that he
ing her bj- name and entreating her to be was out in the war of
1S12, although an old man,
calm.
Mr.
Horton
Presently
staggered,
rather than walked, out, without breaking ami was Colonel of the famous Regiment of which
the silence, the street door was opened and honorable mention is made in all the histories ol
that war, called the
llloodv Mugs.” He was acshut and he was gone.
“Well,” said 1. “and how did it all end?” tive in procuring the passage of the aet incorpor“Oh 1 it was hushed up, as well as it could ating the town, and in honor of him it was called
be, though scores of people in New York Doddletowu. The aet as originally drafted read
will recognize the story, and know the actors Poddle.stown; when it passed into the hands of the
in it.
Horton had fascinated the girl, I sup- Committee on Engrossed Bills, it
happened, unforpose; he certainly was a very pleasant man. tunately, that tiie Chairman of that Committee
lie flattered her, and tilled her head with
lisped, and so the s dropped out.
rubbish, and I have no doubt had an eye to
I noticed in a religious paper of recent date that
her money eventually. I was the means of
the inventory of the estate of the Job of Scripture
his wife obtaining a divorce from him; and
I believe he is going to marry Miss Archbold, notoriety footed tip §370,000; my grandfather Job
but T doubt if her mother will ever speak to died poor; hut he died rich in years, honors and
him again, although they often meet.”
grand-children, within a year after the incorporation of the town.
“What! is he in the city still?”
Some Old Mortality, giubbing among the reclin“Certainly, and doing a good business.—
lie is a clever fellow. He knew that he had ing grave-stones in Scrub Oak Cemetery, may
a much better chance of
being unsuspected if ■bailee to come upon one bearing the following inthe gill remained close at home; and I must seription—the dates al one
>b Poddies.
leigiiile:
confess that if it had not been for a whim I Born-Pied-. This stone erected to his
should never have caught him.”
memory by his disconsolate widow, Nancy Snub-

Hollow, where he had taken up a lot, made a
“clearing” and built a bouse. He soon gathered
around him quite a number of the
Spudge family,
and the settlement for awhile was the most
thriving
in the
Plantation; it was called Spudgevllle: that
name was afterwards
exchanged for the more
euphonious and descriptive one, Swamp Hollow.
The precise time when the first
“clearing” on
Nutmeg Ilidge was made is unknown; its existence
was first discovered at the time
Surveyor Spudge
raised his barn at Swamp Hollow; it
happened in
this wise. Some of his old neighbors and friends
at The Forks who came to the
raising—and who
lingered about the premises after the frame was
named, waiting for the moon to rise—instead of
taking a southerly course, the direction in which
The Forks lies froyi
Swamp Hollow, took a northerly one.
It is one of the many
singular facts in the Natural History ot Doddletown, that
although travelling
through the unbroken forest instead of iu the path

well

bushed out, over which they came iu the
did not discover their mistake until they arrived at the summit of the Ilidge, where
they found a small clearing, a log-house, and in It

morning, they

man, woman, half a dozen children, and something manufactured for mechanical purposes, very
much superior in quality to that used iu raising
Spudge’s barn. To all their inquiries about whence
be came, when he came, and what lie was doing
there, the only satisfactory answer they received
was, “Help yourselves, gentlemen”—with the aca

the seises. One fact, however, they did ascertain just before leafing on their back-track, and
that was that his name was Nippers—Josephus
cent on

Nippers.
appeared

From uuglit that appeared, or has ever
to the contrary, he may have been the
first settler on the Plantation. Had that been a fuel
established at the date of our Incorporation, Dod*
dlctown might have been Nippertowu: who
knows f
A large portion of the present population of Nutmeg ltidgc belongs to the Nippers family; they,
with the families before named, and a few strag-

glers

who dropped in from time to time, constituted the population of Doddletown when it was incorporated.
The
ol'D.

topic

of my next will he tlio Sub-divisions
In haste for the mail.
Yours,
O. Washington Doiidi.v.h.
Written for the

Journal,

SIMEON! SYKES.
An Alliterative Romance.
BY SUSAN SAMPSON.

Simeon

Sykes silver seller, straying slowly southward, steadily seeking satisfactory
sales, sauntered soberly, swinging sachel,
systematically showing solid silver spoons,
sugar shovels, small sized salvers, superior
spectacles, scissors, sewing shields.
Sombre skies sent soft showers soaking
mmeon s

satchel—shoes—stockings—shirt—

skin.

Suddenly something? seemed softly saying,
“Sweet Sally Slater Simeon soon shall see."
So Simeon straightway strode stupendous
strides, seeking Sally’s sunny shelter.
Simeon soon saw sundry stately sycamores
standing sentinel, shading said spinster’s
spacious shelter; spied Sally sitting solus
sewing silk stockinett, slyly snuffing sweet
scented Scotch Snuff.
Sudden surprise seized Sally’s sedate soul,
seeing Simeon’s swift strides Sally's sanctity
soon skedaddled shamefully.
She, somewhat sensitive shrank suspiciously, started
suddenly, spilled some snuff—soiled stockinett—stammered—stuttered—said—“ S— r—
se—se—seat, S—Sir."
Simeon shivered—shook—said—“ smart
shutrer!" Sally said—“slightly so.”
Simeon’s shins seemed sore, so Sally sought
some soothing salve (Sawyers) supplied some
soft soled slippers. Square-shouldered, slabsided, spindle-shanked, Simeon seemed somcu'hal satisfied. Sally said “Sold some silver
since Sunday, Simeon ?”
Simeon scolded
savagely.
Sally suggested

supper. “Hartin Hally /”
said Simeon. “Something sufficiently strength
ening, some strong stimulant!”
So Sally sent some sausages, sirloin steak,
savory stew, some soothing sangarce.
Simeon’s stomach soon seemed satisfied,
so Simeon smoked several
Spanish segars—

stupefied—soon slept—snored sonoruosly.
Sally sitting solemnly stitching stockinett

sat

shirts suddenly sneezed ! Simeon started!
seemed scared—-suspiciously surveyed sur-

rounding

space, shutters—shades—seemed

secure.

Sally stopped sewing—said somebody slyly sneaking, seeking Simeon’s silver!
Simeon slightly susceptible seemed suddenly smitten, sought Sally’s side—sacriligiously surrounded sanctimonious Sally Slater’s
bins.'’
slight, smooth symmetry. She seemed someThe Pickled Watch. The other day we
The inquiry will naturally suggest itself. “How what suspicious, said—“ soft!—siekish !”
met Wiggins, and he had a silver-cased
Simon stared significantly, said—“sweethappens it that the widow of Job Doddle* styles
watch—hunting-ease, at that. We had herself
est, surely such solitary souls should sympaSuiibbinr.'"
The
answer
is
Nancy
readily
known Wiggins five-and-twenty years, and
thize." Sally stopped Simeon. Simeon seemMy grandfather died in mid-winter; the
never knew him to carry a watch before. supplied.
ed snubbed.
She seemed sorry—showed
We asked him where ho got it. He gave us gravestone could not be set until the frost was out some
softening symptoms, supinely sought
of the ground the Spring following; and before
a nod and a leer, and said he’d tell us.
Simon’s sturdy shoulder—sh-! sh-!—
“Last fall,” he commenced, “I killed the that time his “disconsolate widow" had married a Sim smacked
Sally. So straightway surold brindle cow, and put the best part of her Snubbins. As this marriage took place when both
she smacked Sim!
rendering
into the beef barrel. She was
were
and the
advanced in
fat,

beef was nice; and I had nigh onto a full
barrel. I didn’t want to make it very salt,
so I set it out in the shed, where the frost
might touch it and keep it; and you’d better
believe it made good eatin’.
“One day my wife says to me,—says she
“Wiggin, ’pears to me our beef is” goin’
mighty fast.” I went and looked, and, sure
enough, it was goin’—goin’ rather fastor’n I
thought it ought to. ‘I’ve noticed it lowerin’
onaceountably this long time,’said my wife.
‘Somebody is stealin’ it. Why don’t ye set a
trao ?”
“But my neighbors were all good-hearted
kind of folks,—though one or two of ’em
might he just a leetle inclined to poke 'round
where they didn’t belong,—and I didn’t want
I concluded, howsumever, that
to hurt ’em.
it would be best to put the barrel, with what
little of the beef was left, down cellar,—and
I did it.
“Well,—when the beef was all used up
and 1 went to clear out the barrel, I found
this watch in the pickle. It looked to me
like Tom Gammon’s watch—Tom had worked for me considerable, and I had seen him
have the watch—or one very much like it.
When I saw Tom 1 showed him the watch,
and he said, right oft', it was his.
“Ilow’d ye lose it!” I said.
I carried it m my pocket without any
chain, and must have dropped it out when I
was stoopin',” said he.
‘Well,’ said I, ‘then ye must have been
stoopin’ over my beef-barrel, for I found it
in the pickle!’
“With that Tom looked kind of sheepish;
and 1 guess he saw the twinkle in my

eye.”

“Let me look at that ere watch agin,” said
he.
“He looked at it a little while, and then he
handed it back to me.
‘On the whole, Mr. Wiggin,’ says he, ‘I
guess that an’t my watch, arter all. It must
belong to somebody else.’ And with that he
walked off.
“I carried the watch to our jeweller, and
he found that the cases had shut so tight that
the works hadn't been pickled a bit; and for
a dollar he cleaned it up in good shape, and
It’s a first-rate timekeeper,
set it a runnin’.
and I reckon that whoever took my beef paid
all ’twas worth.”
Close Shaving. A man is said to have
to a down-town note shaver for discount on a note of the amount of $75, having
twenty months to run. Old sixty per cent”
said that he sometimes “done” long time
paper, and gravely figured the discount at
five per cent, a month for the specified time,
and then for three days’ graco. Turning to
his customer, he said, “Have you thirty-seven and a half cents about you ?”
“Yes,”
was his reply, handing it over.
“That makes
it just right,” said the banker, as he quietly
locked up the note and went on footing up
his daily cash.
[Buffalo Express.

applied

parties
quite
year.*, there was no
Simeon said “Set some suitable season.”
“issue,” as the lawyers say; hence there is no Sally said September. Simon shrugged Sim’s
blood-relationship between the Poddies and the shoulders, said—“Sooner! Scripture surely
Snubbins’s.
sanctions such strong sympathy—say SunAfter the death of my grandmother—the “discon- day ?”
So she succumbed.
Seven supernal seasons softly, silently
solate widow”—a question arose about the title to
somewhere.
Seven small scions
the old homestead. It was finally settled, however, slipped
by an article in the warrant calling a town-meeting, sprung successively, shedding sunshine, singand by vote, of the town thereon that Snubbins was ing, shouting, seldom sick, squalling some
still sweetening Sally's solitude.
entitled to it; in that way the old Poddies home- times,
So succeeding summers serenely
spent
stead passed into the possession of the Snubbins
Simon’s seven sons suddenly seized "soldier’s
family and there it remains to this day. This is
subdued
southern
sethe same place on which the celebrated Snubbins swords—successively
settled South.
cessionists—subsequently
Pippin, or Grab Apple as it is sometimes called,
Simon still sells silver, supplying substanfirst raised.
lo resume the thread of my History, which has
become a little tangled up by the foregoing discurwas

sion, the next settlement in the Plantation was
made at the point now known as Skunk’s Landing.
The individual who commenced the settlement was
a
a

Norwegian by nationality .although his father was
Dutchman; his name. Ole Schenck. Humor has

it that he was remotely connected with the progenitors of Ole Bull, the celebrated violinist. There is
really no foundation for the rumor, however, except that Ole Bull was ardently fond of corf-gut, nnd
Ole Schenck of rot-gut.
The guttural elocution of
both families tends in some slight measure to cou-

lirm the

rumor.

In process of time, under the Americanizing in*
fluencc that naturalises foreign names, as well as

foreign persons,

Schenck was converted to Skunk,
and Ole, to Old; so that the Ole Schenck of the
past as well as present generation, became Old

Skunk. The original

family name would, doubtless,

be a stench in the nostrils of the present proprietor
of the odoriferous patronymic.
A member of this family was captain of the

“Washington (now Doddlctown) Heavy Artillery,"
“Bloody Mugs"commanded by Col.
Doddles, as before stated, and did eminent service
attached to the

in the war of 1812.
Some of your oldest inhabitants may remember
that the British troops took possession of your
city
on the second
day of September, 1814, and left very

suddenly on the sixth, but are probably ignorant
day of the cause of their abrupt departure;
not so with our oldest inhabitants. The “Bloody
Mugs" were on the march, sworn to drive the enemy from your soil—their “war-paint on and scalps
dangling from their girdles.” They had arrived
within a day's march of your city, when the British commander heard from afar the howling of
Skunk's brazen war-dogs—ordered the immediate
re-embarkment of his troops—and found safety in
inglorious flight. It was indeed a fortunate escape for the invaders of your territory; for on the
very next day the “Bloody Mugs,” with drums
beating and colors flying, entered your city; and
from that day until peace was declared, no British
to this

tial subsistence.

Photogra thing a Squaw. A Comanche
Indian a few days ago brought his squaw to
a pioneer artist to have her
picture taken.
The artist got the squaw in position,
when tlie old Comanche
thought he would
investigate the mystery of making squaw's
pictures. He accordingly raised the cloth
and looked into the camera, when ho was
astonished to see his wife standing on her
head. At this he grew indignant, and even
beat her for
assuming such an undignified attitude before the soldiers, but as she stoutly
denied the offence, he continued his experiments, and at last came to the conclusion
that a machine that could stand a squaw on
her head in half a second, without her knowing anything about it, was exceedingly bad
medicine.
The Lost Found. About five years ago a
voting man employed as teller in a New
York bank discovered upon settling accounts
one evening that he was $;tSOO short.
Not
being able to replace the amount himself he
was discharged, and his sureties were forced
to make good the missing amount.
Since
that he has rested under continuous suspicion.
A few days ago some workmen in removing
the desk at which the teller had formerly
been employed, found a gold check, siguod
by United States Treasurer Spinner, of the
uato and amount (reckoning the premium
then obtained) of the alleged defalcation.
A drove of 4N(i turkeys passed through
Baltimore on Tuesday.
They trudged it all
the way from the State of Ohio, and are intended for the tobacco plantations of Connecticut. The Turkeys traveled much faster
than either swine or horned cattle, making
twenty-five miles a day with ease, after stopping several times for feed.

In New Bedford, Theodore L. Parker, a
grocer, aged 21 years, was shot dead by Mrs.
Elizabeth Chapman, aged 40 years, who
troops were ever found brave enough to stand a boarded at the same house. The parties rose
second discharge from Skunk’s Artillery.
from the tea table together and went into the
Soon after the settlement was made at Skunk’s hall, when she shot nim and then shot herLanding, my uncle Spudge, the surveyor, sold his self through the body. She was living and
two Lots at The Forks to the Gubbins brothers— conscious at 10 o’clock, but has assigned no
Peltiah and Abiuidab, and removed to Swamp cause for the deed
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laws—
AN

your committee did not reach before
it was nearly time to end their labors and report.
In this matter it was in evidence before your committee that more than two hundred towns purchased Taper men,” for which they paid about a
million of dollars. As to Naval Credits, it was
shown to the committee that towns bought what no
man bad a right to sell,—the fart being these credits
should have1 been deducted from the quota ot the
State; but instead of this, they were sold to towns
and the state paid a bounty of S:i00 each. It was
further shown us that the saint* men that bad onee
enlisted and had been paid State and town bounty,
were, by being transferred to other regiments,
sold for large sums of money. It was also shown
to your committee that the ‘‘sham substitute" business was indeed very profitable—to individuals but
not to the United States Government, nor to the
State of3lainc; for the Government did not reeeive
its men and the State lost the bounty. All these
matters we should have investigated, but want of
time prevented,
Very many persons have applied to your committee" to testily in regard to these things, but we
have no opportunity to examine them. And your
committee are of the opinion that if this matter is
to be investigated further, a commission of three
persons be appointed by the Govornor ami Council to examine tin* same ami report to next Legislature.

investigation

Additional to “an act to amend chapter 101 of the
laws of 1859 relating to drainage.”
To amend an act entitled an act to regulate the ltiv
er and Interior Fisheries,” approved March 12, 18(59.
To incorporate the Georges Valley Railroad Company.
To amend chapter 11 of the Revised Statutes relating
of teachers.
to the
To authorize Davis Tillson and others to extend a
wharf into the tide waters of Hurricane Island harbor.
Relative to the selection and empanelling ot juries for
the trial of civil causes and criminal cases other than

TITLES OF ACTS AND RESOLVES.
Passed by the Legislature of 1870.
From tin' list of acts and resolves passed

capital.

Additional to
respecting act ions against Executors and Administrators,” approved Feb. ‘-i, isf»9.
Relating to injunctions.
To amend chapter :« of the private and special laws of
18(59 relating to the Lime Rock Fire and Marine Insur-

ACT

an

to evidence.
To authorize the County Commissioner* of Kennebec
across Kennebec river becounty to lay out a
tween the towns of Waterville and Winslow, and apportion the expense of erecting a bridge across said river
to their respective state
upon said towr.s, in

Relating

highway

act

ance Company.
Additional to chapter 4(5 ot the Revised Statutes conproportion
valuation.
! eerning corporations.
I
For the preservation of certain birds.
To incorporate the Alga' Fertilizer Company.
Additional to chapter 82 of the Revised Statutes relatTo authorize the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad Company to lease their road, and for other pur- ing to proceedings m court
to section 52 of chapter 80 of the Revised
Additional
poses.
To authorize Dyer 1*. Jordan to extend his wharf in Statutes relating to sheriffs.
towns to provide books for the use of puauthorize
To
the city of Ellsworth.
j
To increase the salary of the Judge of Probate for the pils in the public schools.
ot
To
Waldo.
repeal chapter 45 of the Revised Statutes relating
County
To authorize John A. Buck to extend his wharf into to interest.
i To promote immigration, and to facilitate the settletide water in the town of Bucksport.
■

To authorize Robert Crockett to extend a wharf into
the tide waters of Rockland harbor.
Additional to an act entitled “an act for tbe extension
ot the charter of the Bangor Boom Company.”
To incorporate the Thomaston Savings Bank.
Additional to chapter 27 of the Revised Statutes, relating to licenses of inn-holders and victualers,
To authorize William McGilvery to extend his railway wharf in the town of Brewer, and also build a marine railway.
Authorizing John C. Condon to extend and maintain
his wharf in the city of Belfast.
Additional to an act entitled “an act authorizing any
city or town in this State to raise money to aid in the
construction of any railroad in this State,” approved
February 28, 1807.
lo amend section 24 of chapter 51 ol the Revised
Statutes, relating to trespassers on adjoining land.
To authorize Albert K Ames to place a dolphin or
spar buoy near the head of his wharf.
l'o repeal chapter 53 of the acts of 1858, and sections
2.2, 53, and 2.4 of chapter S4 of the Revised Statutes, and
to amend section 31 of the same chapter, relating to levy
cl executions against towns.
I'w set oil part of the town of Trenton and incorporate
the same into a town by the name of Lamoine.
To establish the school week and month,
l'o amend section 1 of chapter 170 of the private and
speeiul law s ot lsf*9, authorizing Union School District
in < .’berryfield to raise money.
lo prevent the use of narrow rimmed wheels for the
hauling ot lumber over the streets of Ch ‘rryfield.
For tin- preservation of trout and other fish in Gross
j.ioid in the town of Waldoboro’.
l o
the Sherman Steel Company.
provide for the payment of counsel assigned to
with
offences.
persons charged
o
authorize Leonard McCobb, to extend his wharf
into the tide waters of Boothbay Harbor.
lo authorize Edward Swazey, B. F. Faruham and
others, to extend their wharf in the town of Bucksport.
Amendatory of and additional to “an act to amend an
act to prevent the throwing ot slabs and oth< r refuse into the Penobscot river,”
March 5, 1809.”
lo amend an act entitled “an act to incorporate the
city ol Rockland.”
io amend section 1 ot chapter 39 of the Revised
Statutes, relating to the inspection of lime.
l'o continue in force the provisions of chapter 175 ol
laws of ISOs, authorizing pensions to disabled soldiers
;md seamen.
lo authorize Charles B. Sanford to build a wharf in
the town of Winterport.
l'(, incornorate Lite Ppnnlupnt VaIIpv Stpjiirmhin Gum-

incorporate

capital

approved

ment of the public lands.
To change the time of holding the September term ot
tlie Supreme Judicial Court of the County of Knox, and
to establish another term of said Court therein.
Additional to chapter 70 ol the public laws of 1809 to
regulate the river and interior fisheries.
an act to amend section 10
To amend an act entitled
of chapter 87 of the Revised Statutes relating to the survival ot actions,” approved March 11, 1870.
For the assessment ol a State tax for the year 1870,
amounting to thirteen hundred fifty thousand four hunured thirteen dollars and one cent.
To provide in part for the expenditures of government.
To repeal the acts consolidated in the Revised Stat
utes of the year 1870.
To amend section 11 of chapter 71 of the Revised Stat
utes reluting to the sales of real estate.
To revise and consolidate the public laws of the State.
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Concerning specie payments.

II.

EDITOR AND

RESOLVE.
Relating to the claims ol Maine against the United
States, for interest on advances made by Massachusetts

SI M PS ON,

PROPRIETOR.

In advance, $2.00 a year;
SuuscKiPTiox Terms.
within the year, $2.f>0; at the expiration ot the year $5.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch ot
length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 cents tor !
*ach subsequent insertion. A fraction ot a square charged as a lull one.

in the war ot 1812-15.
In relation to the Shipping Interests of Maine.
In aid of lloulton Academy.
In favor of the town of Bucksport.
In favor of the State Reform School.
Abating a portion of the State tax of the town of Casting in the County of Hancock.
In favor of the Joint Standing Committee on the State

Administrators, Executors and Guardians

ease was

Court at

argued

Washington

before the

seemed to

Supreme

and

last winter; but the
a diversity of opin-

and

de-

Ifoston is to have another

big

musical

and Others.
Tin* General Conn, which boiled over last week,
lias not distinguished itself by many brilliant or
wise acts <,f legislation.
It lias buried Peabody,
consolidation and the division of Westbrook, he*

our

readers

1

sen-

'id;

having several other smaller funerals where
the mourners were le*.* numerous. The Consolidation and Westbrook eases, however, will liot stay

sation, in commemoration of the Jubilee.

ease was

thorizing

a

removal and

stitutional and void.
The questions involved

new

trial is

mingling o( mendacious lying and thoroughly demonstrated last summer
thick-headed stupidity, of bare-faced treach- ability to gel lip an entertaining musical
tival on a grand scale, and though tin*
ery and malicious assault upon the credit of
Such

uncon-

buried, but will rise n-rain at tlie next session—when
if is hoped, other and wiser counsels will prevail.
The report of the Valuation Commissioners w

swallowed whole.—but

not without being seasoned
Had the
immense amount of swearing.
report been presented earlier in the session, as it
should have been, it would have been pretty
thoroughly disserted, \eeording to the talk made,

with

its

a

|.■-

and imapbefore seen in the columns proaching occasion will not he one of si much
portant, and several of the ablest counsel in the cilv, was never
the country have been engaged in behalf of of any printed sheet. As a specimen take interest, it will undoubtedly he very pleasant
and enjoyable, and will probably attract
Murray and of the Government in the pro-1 one recommendation in the Mayor's Address,
t in music
large and enthusiastic audiences
gross of this protracted litigation. Among as follows—
to lie rendered is the same as selected for the
we shall be uieler the
tlie
coining
year
in
During
New
are
of
them
York,
John Sedgwick,
necessity of providing for payment of the interest Peace Jubilee, with some additions, and will
the earlier stages of the controversy John K. falling due on oil I tail
1 Loan, as we shall derive
Porter before Ibe General Term, and Judge no income from the Howl ill season to meet that in- have the same accompaniments of cannon*,
terest for the lir-t six months, and but a portion of
Platehford, before his accession to the Dench, the last. I would, therefore, call your attention to bells, organ, orchestra and powerful chorus.
Loan, for a It is to lie under the skillful direction of
in the Circuit Court of the l nited States. In the expediency of making a Municipal
sufficient sum" to pay file same in a term ot years,
the Supreme Court, of the United States, it rattier than to raise "the required amount by taxa- Messis. Gilmore, Zerrahn and Tourjee, who
tion the present year. ! ask your consideration of arc to in* assisted I * v sonic of the best solo
was first argued by Attorney General Evarts, |
this subject, as one of milch importance and intersingers in the country.
bv
and on the second
est to our lax
were new

argument
bis deputy Mr.

Attorney

Field. Gn
General Iloar and
the part of Patrie the ease has been conducted throughout by AmnsaJ. Darker, who tried
the cause at tbo circuit, assisted by Mr. Gluey and Mi. Griswold of Catskill. and who

In favor ot Mt. Desert as a Nival and Military st.it ion
ot the United States.
In favor of the State Prison.
In favor of the preservation ot the h irbors ot the State
of Maine.
In favor of the Waldo Agricultural Society.
Providing a Commission to inquire into the jail system ot this State.
To reimburse the town of Surry.
In relation to the publication of the lb-vised Statutes.
To replace certain books destroyed by tire in the office
of the Judge of Probate of Hancock Countv.
Establishing a valuation of the State of Maine.
Concerning debts ot this State contracted prior to
Feb. 25, 18(52.
To pay the expenses of the Joint Special Committee
on Investigation of Paper Credits.
RelaGng to certain charges against towns ami to credits for men not put into the service, and providing a
Commission to investigate the same.

argued
presented in

judicial

paper.

&£~T. C. E\ a ns, IOo Washington Street, is an authorized agent ot this paper.
jgrGko. 1*. Rowki.i. & Co., 10 Park Row, New York,
will receive advertisements lor this paper, at the lowest
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.
J^-Houace Dodd, 121 Washington Street, Boston

town lias been rated too high and the
towns not high enough—yet, bitter as
the dose was. the members preferred to gag it down
and g<» home rather than stay any longer at the
‘Huh." A dozen weeks hoard at \ugusta prices
make, their Slbb loot sjek, to *ny nothing about
the v irious extras—those that app* tr on their bill*

neighboring

and

sonic other* that don':.
fills Legislature, like it* pivdei **ol‘s. lias had
it.* “Swamp Angels" and it* pop-gun*—its ieavy

Weights and its light weight*—it- ever lading
The Grand Mogul
spouters and it* Tongue-tied.

of the House wa* Mr. Lewis Barker of Stetson.
Whenever he rose to speak there was generallv a
Perhaps there is no city where musical pricking up of ears all over the house, although
This is plain enough. The rent from the
Maine Central, to commence next November, artists are more patronized, or musical peo- what he said had sinh a familiar sound that it
will not pav the interest on the city bonds ple more highly favored, than in Ifoston. seemed like meeting an old acquaintance. \o matter what the topie or occasion might he, you would
issued during the year, previous to that date. There is scarcely a week, from early fall to
he sure to hear something about Sumpter—Old
summer, that one may not have an opearly
the
lie
to
make
taxed
Shall the citizens
up
John Brown and the “dn-Masfed soil of the
0
of
to
some distinguished
listening
deficiency, some A*,‘,0.1 toil, all at onee or shall portunity
South." The ft. i i*. L- vv’* en at -pee. h. which In*
cither in vocal or instrumental
money lie borrowed, and the amount repaid performer,
got tip several years ago, of whieh tlf above were
an
opportunity which is prized and the prineip.i! ingredient*, took so welt with the
taxation distributed over a series o! years ? musicpayers.

Newspaper

protection plain proposition?

country

the reckless

of

Congress,
legislation
against
whose usurpations are. one by one. being
brought to the test and declared unconstitutional and void.
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CREDIT

Any person who takes

an

everybody's

all the questions subsequently
Die different courts.
ll will be gratifying to the friends of sound by
SUBSCRIBERS desiring fo have the address oI papers
all true lovers of the beaufOlfice
which
the
the
Post
to
state
must
paper,
[•hanged,
principles to learn that thi- protracted and It is one of the commonest linaneiai expedi- appreciated by
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
I'ul
art.
At
a
late
concert in Music I! ,11. Miss
well fought controversy has thus terminated ents to adopt the latter course, and in this
Now how does the Mehlig made her first appearance before a
4^-S. M. Peti’EXgii.i. & Co., 0 State St., Boston in the vindication of constitutional right ami ease :t yer\ wise one.
ana 57 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
It was a great pleasure to
The result indicates that “brief absfrael" of the Age, wliieli is a good Ifoston audience.
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertise- personal liberty.
been
ments.
have
able
to
listen
to this distinguished
this
stale
we may look with confidence to'lie highest
deal longer than the original,
very
4^*S. R. Nil.us No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court St.,
for
It is turned, twisted and young pianist, for a greater musical treat one
Boston, 1* authorized to receive advertisements for this
tribunal of the
directed is withheld from this paper.

j

>

clear and straight-

so

comments were called lor. I

no

Legislative Adjournment---What was Done
and What Wasn’t---Lew Barker, Dunning

It
was ordered, and So we
is
conto
commence
on
the
1
ttii
of
June
anil
without
remark.
and
lias
last
month,
re-argued
The mammoth
The Prog. Age, however, could afford only tinue through (lie week.
now been
finally decided.
The decision fullv sustains the constitution- j ••a brief abstract” of the document. And skating rink on Tremont street is to lie duly
al objections made by Patricks counsel, and that “brief abstract'’occupies twice the space lilted up for the festive occasion, and a
holds that the section of the act of 180;) au- that the whole address takes in the Journal. general good time is expected Ifoston prellv

the

siring their advertisements published in the Journal, has
will please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so

Prison,

PAPER

language

propositions

laid the document before

inverted into this

1 lie tlillemiei-

of

a

cipal
fa/'

a

raising

When Barker** jaw* tly open the traitorou* dint
and shell again whiz around the doomed Sumpter,
■loin Brown's migratory soul Mart* into a lively
re .-ive* new pledge*. ol
the dear old il
his uneeasing devotion.
He look* aloft and tries to lin.l
With weeping eye-, some starry Hag—
On whieh, in times most dear aud kind
lie vows devotion to the rag.
And then pours forth live peel.* ot \\ md
From out a three peek bag.
Mr. Barker had considerable iniluenee with a

trot, and

is so, no one who hears her can doubt. And
all these years of study have brought at last
portion lame, whieli with youth, beauty, and that

a

s.'iim.ooii, to tie repaid rarest of all gifts,
genius, are now' hers. She certain class in the House, and was generally deto help hi* friends all he could—but woe lie
term of yi ars"—or "obtaining a muni- enthralls and holds
you spell bound by her posed
to hi< opposers, or to anybody who ever epossed hi*
loan of a spitlieieni sum to pay the same
magic playing, and as you listen to the en- track, either in
politics or poker, if he got a ehan.-e
term of years," is very great.
It i- all
that
from
waves of

year’s

“»// a

nelween

faithful that lie Ini' kept it going ever since—with
slight variations. In the Legislature—on the
stump—at loot race, or funeral,—it is all the -ame.

j only

rarely has. She is only about twenty-three
years old, and is said to have been a hard
student since the early age of six. That this

shape

Alluding to the necessity r,f prn\ iding fur the interest which is falling due mi the raiiro.id bonds,
lie suggests the expedh ue\ of obtaining a municipal lean of a sufficient sum to pay the -ante for a
term of years.

Decisions.

THE PAPER CREDIT INIQUITY.
a paper regularly from the
REPORT.
When a Committee of Investigation into
post otlico—whether directed to his name or another’s,
prevent
or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible loi
Among the matters brought up in the clos- the
WaldoboroL
| the Paper Credit Frauds was appointed by
payment.
To amend an act to incorporate the Maine General ing hours of the Legislature, was tin* report
l. It a person orders his paper discontinued, he must the
present Legislature, we expressed the
inue
cont
to
send
Hospital.
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may
To incorporate the Annebcscook Steamboat Company. of the Committee appointed 1o enquire into I it until payment in made, and collect the whole amount,
opinion that the further it proceeded with it
To authorize William Godfrey, Franklin Brown and the
the paper is taken Irom the olliceor not.
Paper Credits and kindred matters. They whether
would
Handv Ilinkley to construct a fish wier in the tide waThe courts have decided that refusing to take news- investigation the more rottenness il
ters ot Pigeon Hill Bay in the town of Steuben, also
made tlie following report:
paper' and periodicals Irom the post-oHiee, or remo\ing.
lind, and that if the committee was an honest
one in the tide waters of Dyer’s Bay in the same town.
and leaving them uncalled for, is urhna mn> evidence
After the appointment and organization of the ol intentional fraud.
To incorporate the Searsport Manufacturing Company.
! one it would so report. We are gratified to
Committee, there was an unavoidable delay in ob1 o incorporate the Goose Pond Dam
Company.
To establish the salary ol the Register of Probate of taining the necessary abstracts from ihe Adjutant
Subscribers are reqrested to take notice ot the date oil lie aide to slate that. I lie eommille inis dilithe County ol Waldo.
General7* otliee, as much time and labor were re- the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
to terret out the dishoncslv
To amend chapter 03 of the Revised Statutes, relating
quired in making them, so that the end ofthe ses- form of receipt now used. For instance, IV May On, gent enough
to notices in Probate courts.
When
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
than suspected, and honest
sion
near before the roimiiitteo eould fairly
drew
more
was
whieh
l o set off part of Plantation No. 7, and annex the
a new payment is made, the daie will b<* immediately
get at work. On account of the various duties of
.me to the town of Gouldoboro’.
to correspond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent enough to make the taels known to the public
changed
Relating to penalties ol selectmen or assessors for the members of ihe committee, that could not be with every p tper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
malfeasance in office.
I through iC report to the Legislature. That
disregarded., they have found it almost impo-dbl** to lo forward the sums due.
lo authorize A. L. Frohock and others to extend a find time for this investigation.
4£-In sending money, state Til K POK 1 OFFICK to I
wharf into the tide waters of the Penobscot Bay in tinreport we publish in another column, and
Your Committee first investigaed the charges which the paper is sent.-g#
town of Lincolnville.
towns, as they-appeal* by ihe hooks of the
ask for it an attentive perusal.
To authorize David Rodick to construct a fish wei; in against
Adjutant General'.- oilier, for delieieney of men unFrenchman’s lluv in the town ol Kden.
There never was a matter of the kind in
der the eall of letoher IT, 1*153. ('barges were found ANOTHER TRIUMPH OF THE CONSTITUAuthorizing George L. Snow to extend his wharf into (he tide waters of Rockland harbor.
against one hundred and twenty-live towns ot the
TION.
which the people of the State had -o deep an
Relating to the extension ot the wharf ol Joshua and state, varying from two hundred to seven thousand
As last us tli** rash :uul illegal acts b\
interest as they have in this, or one concerndollar.-. S our Committee found that on account of
Benjamin C. Adams in Camden.
To authorize Samuel D. Carleton, Joshua G. Nor
these charges, these towns were unable to draw which
sought to sustain its usur- ing whieh they should ask for so rigid an inCongress
wood and P. J. Carleton to extend a wharf into the tide tie- whole or
any part ofthe bonds awarded them
waters ot Rockport harbor in the town ol Camden.
pations are brought to the 1 <*<t of calm iuthe < onnnissioners on equalization.
vestigating. This report reiterates the deTo incorporate the Damariscotta Village Cemetery by
'These charges are said to have occurred late in
before tin* highest legal tribunal
claration of the former one, that a million of
Corporation.
restigation
the year 1*153 and in 1*01, of which during the past
To authorize the city of Rockland to aid in the con
if the country, they are set aside. a in viola- dollars has been defrauded from the people
six or seven years, many if not all ofthe towns had
si ruction of the Lime Rock Railroad.
lo enable the city of Bangor to extend further aid to received no notice.
During this time, a committee ion of the great charter of the rights of the of the State. This vast sum lias
gone to enthe Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad Company.
had been raised by the Legislature to inquire into
To extend tin* charter of the Rockland l'ire and Ma- the financial condition
Tin* Supreme Court, above party bias rich a set of men, who are holding their
of towns, in relation to war
people.
rine Insurance ('ompany.
matters. 'This committee know nothing of these ind
To authorize Kdward llilton to build a fish weir in tho
parntizan incentives, has held tin* scale heads high, living sumptuously, and loudly
tide waters ot Pigeon Hill Bay in the town of Steuben. charges, a> we have been assured bv the author of
ami tried impartially tin* issues. Tin* asserting their honor and honesty!
lull
the
for
the
the
of
War
that
Debts,
‘vcnly.
To amend chapter 51 section bs of the Revised Statutes
Assumption
the hill was drawn without any reference to those
relating to railroads.
nost recent' ea>o of the kind is the overthrow
The foregoing is bad enough, but it lias all
In relation to the Supreme Judicial Court, and to pay charges.
'The Commissioners tm said Assumption
ertuin expenses of the Justices thereof.
)f the act to screen the ollieials of tin* United
been suspected that the facilities lor
were in session a year, and they know nothing of
along
l o amend section 21 of chapter 82 ot the Revised them.
And considering the important fact that they
states from punishment for illegal arrests,
.statutes relating to offers to be defaulted.
perpetrating these frauds could not have
did not
on the State 'Treasurer's hooks as
Amendatory of an act establishing the times ot hold- assets ofappear
tin* State, and the further fact being patent imprisonment and other outrages, which has
been obtained without (he connivance of high
the
several
terms
of
the
Judicial
court
in
ing
Supreme
to all. that it was the intention of the Legislature,
tin- County ct Hancock, approved February gs, 1m>7.
rubbish ot the State officials, we may say even the highest,
now gone among tin* dead
l o establish the fees ot the County Commissioners of when they provided for the Assumption ofthe War
\V ashington count v.
Tin* c,\se on which this dieision has and that the corruption spread downward
Debt, to relievo the towns of a pari, at least, ofthe [past.
To incorporate tin* Penobscot and I’nion River Rail- burdens that were
weighing them down, it is not In been made is thus
road < ompany.
reported—
through all the grades of the civil and milibe wondered at that towns viewed those charges
lo amend chapter lo of the Revised Statutes, relating
The Justice' of the Supreme Court of the Third
with distrust and refused to pay them, and that
tary service, and outward to the very borders
to Herring Roxes,
The the- Judicial District of New York vs. The failed
l o amend section 8 of chapter 11 of the Revised they demanded an investigation ot them.
This theory lind- much to supot the State.
I
he
r*
A
Slates
ex.
l.
liulkh-y.
questions
.Murray
ory in explanation of those charges offered hv Adstatutes relating to supervision of schools.
it in thede\ elopement of ilie research thus
To authorize Gilbert Longfellow fo erect fish weirs in jutant General Ifodsdon, is substantially as follow- : presented for decision in lliis cause wore whether
port
the tide waters of Jonesboro’, at Shorey’s Landing,
That under the October call of I*t»3. the State paid a the act of < ongress providing for the removal of :i
far made. What are we to think of the eases
fo make valid the doings of the town of Bueksport.
bounty of $100. and that $200 was about the estab- ausefora new trial in the federal eomi. after judgTo authorize the city of Rockland to raise and expend lished
by town-. Cnder this call some ment by a state court, is constitutional: and. second, in which the committee lind that towns are
bounty
paid
money for certain purposes.
towns tilled their quotas, some morcthan tilled them, whether the provision of the constitution which deAuthorizing the municipal officers of Winthrop to lay and others did not
charged with indebtedness and funds withheld
til! them at all. In February of clares that no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise
out winter roads.
the following year, another eall was made, into re-examined in any court of ilie failed Slates than
to the amount's of three, live and seven
To incorporate the Ocean Telegraph ('ompany.
Making valid the doings of school district No. 17, in ; which the < tclober call was merged. There was al- according to the rules of the common law, applies thousand dollars each, when as a matter of
Mr.
Justo facts tried bv a jury in a state court.
the town of Bristol.
so another call in March, and another in
and
.Inly,
To establish certain rules for the construction ol .Stat- one in December.
During the month of February tice Nelson delivered the opinion of the < ’ourt. hold- fact no indebtedness exists'.1 What are we
utes.
a law was passed, giving to recruits $300 State
ing substantially that the clause of ilie act of 1ni;,‘»
To incorporate the Bueksport Savings Bank,
to think when, as is shown, the stale paid once
which provides* for the removal of causes after
bounty.
To legalize the doings of the first Parish iu Bristol,
from the slate to the federal court was
'This
law
was
in
force
until
cut
General
judgment
oil*by
for men and tin town paid swindling brokers
l o amend chapter 81 ol the Revised Statutes, concernorder No. 3*2, under date of November 1, 1*01. not in pursuance of the constitution, and was thereing the commencement of civil actions.
over again for the same men?
The conclusions arrived at in respect
Additional to and amendatory ol the act establishing which order it is stated was a positive necessity, fore void.
the time ol holding the several terms oi tin-Supreme though in violation of the existing law.
After the to the second question stated above amount to an
And so on to tin* end of this heartless highJudicial Court, approved Feb. 28, 18(17.
passage of this law, the State paid the bounty of answer in the ailirmative. The cause is remanded
To amend chapter *.H of the Revised Statutes, concern- $300 without
between those men with directions to dismiss the writ of error to the
robbery, that plundered right and left,
deseriminating
way
ing forcible entry and detainer.
that were put upon the October quotas when only state court and all proceedings under it. This is
without regard to decency or the laws ot
fo amend the city charter ot Bangor.
ease
of
1‘atrie
vs.
the
fafe
imprisonment
Murray
To amend section (15. ot chapter 4 ol the Rev ised Stat- $100 was paid, and those that were put upon subsequent calls when $*200 was paid. 'They then called and one of his deputy marshals, and which, after (bid or man—there is nothing that does not
utes, relating to penalty lor illegal voting.
lo amend section 1 of chapter 25 of the public laws of upon the towns to return the number of men to
judgment against the defendants, it was attempted arouse the utmost
indignation, and the dewhom they had paid town bounty under the Octo- to remove to the Circuit Court of the United States
lsiio, relative to the sale of milk.
lo
liable the towns of Winterport, Frankfort and ber eall, and whatever delieieney there was, charg- by writ of error under the act in question, supportsire for a whip that shall lash the rascals
H.unpden, to aid in the construction ol the Winterport ed on the hooks to the towns, at the rate of $200 ed by a writ of mandamus, the judges of the state
naked through the world.
Railroad.
man.
Rut in making up the accounts it is not court declining to send up the record of judgment.
Additional to chapter of the Revised Statutes, relat- per
that they were made up from the Pay
Mr. Hume, of Cherrylield, to whose depretended
The
recites
the
to
Town
Treasurers
and
facts
in
the
Collectors.
ing
Albany Argus
Rolls, where all the men had receipted. Rut whenl o regulate the taking ol porgiea or menhaden in the
ease.
ever a delieieney was found in the October quotas,
Patrie sued .Marshal Murray and his termination and fearlessness the people of
waters of Maine.
To change the time of holding the April anil October it “was presumed*' that the State had paid the
the Stale are. largely indebted for the light
tor an arbitrary arrest in
terms of the court ot County Commissioners in the bounty, and it was
accordingly charged, thus throw- deputy, liulkley,
that has been shed on these dark transact ions,
County of Hancock.
without
the
the
warrant
or
burden
on
the
towns.
That
is
of proof
to seizing
plaintiff
justiTo authorize Frederick SpotVord lo build a wharf in the ing
the result of I lie investigations ol'the
-ay, instead ofthe State showing why and for what fication, at his farm in Cairo, tireene
reported
ide waters of Bueksport.
County,
the towns were thus charged, the authorities then
fo procure the enforcement of an act to
the
('onmtiUee
to tin House on the ?_'d. with the
prevent
throwing of slabs and other refuse into Penobscot river. in power, throw the burden on the towns to show taking him to the city of New York, and eonIt is not
fo amend chapter 70 of the Revised Statutes, relating that they did not owe the sums charged.
resolve lor a ( omnnssion to sil m (lie recess
in a loathsome eeli.
several
linn
days
to assignments.
claimed that this course was supported by authori- lining
ami report to tic next Legislature. Hi* anConcerning the rate of Interest,
ty of the then existing law, except interentially. So At the trial of the ease at the Creene County
fo amend section i: of
*’-5 ol the Revised Stat- much for the
chapter
ofthe authorities then in
nounced to tlie House some of the astoundexplanation
utes relating to the distribution of personal estate.
Circuit, the pbunlill* recovered a verdict of
fo amend section 2o, chapter 14:t of the Revised Stat- power. The Committee has examined the eases of as
discoveries tiia I the ('oimnitlee had made.
towns
as
their
time
would
In
tin
both
nine thousand dollars,
permit.
utes, relating to expense of supporting the insane at the many
political parties ing
ease of the lirst town tliev examined, they found
One of these wa that the naval men creditHospital.
No
on
the
jury.
exception
the state had charged it with $3,loo for a delieieney being represented
to tin* Slate hy the authorities at W ashut«*m relating t<» survival of actions.
of seventeen men. under the October call of 1*153; was taken at the
trial, and no attempt was ed
To amend section 115 of chapter 0 oi the Revised Stat- and that the State had
on
the
town's
$200
each,
paid
were three thousand, ‘-and that one
ington
sold
to
land
for
taxes.
of
the
ease
in
the
review
ordiutes, relating
made to
any
t o amend chapter 21 ol the Revised Statutes relating
thousand of the names thus credited were
oil examination oftlio Pay Polls in tin* Adjutant
nal y forms of law.
lo paupers.
Io amend chapter 2 ;o ot the public laws ot lfsOI relat- (icnernls Office, they found that the State had paid
sold hy brokers to various towns in the State
lint after the judgment was perfected, the
but $1011 and the town produced receipts for
ing to evidence.
at a price ranging from ik:!t)0 to S-ioo; also,
To repeal section 2 of chapter 264 of the acta of ISO?., tilteen ol the men, and assured the Committee that
to
remove
the
defendant attempted
ease, by
entitled
an act to amend an act to incorporate the city
they could account for the other two. Thus it was
that for these very men the State paid an adof Belfast.”
shown that the claim of the State was without writ of error, from the Stale Court into the
To prohibit the wholesale destruction of waterfowl foundation.
ditional bounty of three hundred dollars per
In the case of another town they Circuit Court ol the United States, under a
by traps, &c.
found charged with $4,400, it was ascertained that
man.”
To amend chapter .‘to ot the Revised Statutes relating
of
March
of
act
of
the
the State paid $000 each, and that the town paid provision
Congress
to killing moose, deer and caribou.
the (inventor is authorized to appoint
A case of very great hardship,
To amend section 4o of chapter 4, section 11 of chapter brokers $450 each.
which provided not only for a re1S0:1,
,‘!d,
section .4 ol chapter IS ot the Revised Statutes, and for this town raised more than sixteen per cent, of
three
Commissioners with ample authority to
chapter 40 of the public laws of 1866, relating to elec- its valuation to pry its win debt. Your Committe moval of the judgment, lmt fora new trial,
tions, public lands and ways.
were led to scrutinize this ease carefully, and the
go to the bottom of this business.
W'c hope
in
the
United
States
of
as
matter
a
course,
To amend section 27 of chapter 77 of the Revised Statevidence showed that they put in latter months of
that he will appoint able, fearless and honest
utes relating to exceptions in Supreme Judicial Court.
ease was opposof
the
The
removal
six
Court.
tittv
men
to
fill
calls:
1S04,
preceding
twentyTo amend chapter 12 of the Revised Statutes relating
men to
two of these men were taken to till the October
to
discharge this important trust—men
ed on the ground that it was a violation of
parishes, meeting-houses, ministerial and school lscsl call, for which tlie town is charged
lands, and funds arising therefrom.
$4,400.
who will
To amend section 1 of chapter 87 of the public laws ol All but six of these men were enlisted and paid the Seventh Amendment of the Constitution
discharge their duties without fear j
1862, relating to appeals from decisions ot County Com. alter the te noral Order of November 4th, 1S(!4.
or lav or, and
of the United States, which declares that
drag out to tin* light of day
inissioners.
had been issued expressly stating that but $100
these plunderers. In*
an act to incorporate
Additional to an act entit led
they high or low.
State bounty would be paid on quotas tilled under “No fact tried by jury shall he otherwise rethe Winterport Railroad Company, approved Feb. 28,
existing calls.
1867.
in any Court of the United Stales,
examined
Tile orders for the payment of State hountv.
To amend section 1 ot chapter 34 ol the Revised StatHailey, the defaulting New York Collector,
were presented by a well known firm of substitute than according to the rules of the common
utes relating to licensing auctioneers.
was one of the officials that President John
Additional to chapter 47 of the Revised Statutes relat- brokers.
while
these
orders
were
to
Now,
paid
It was claimed by the counsel for son
ing to banks.
substitute brokers in defiance of Order Xo. 112, it law.*’
attempted to remove, but who was kept
Additional to chapter 126 of the Revised Statutes con- has been shown to
Committee that town l’atrie that Congress had no power to grant
your
in place by that
cerning frauds.
were
to
lovely enactment, the Tenure
held
the strict letter of the order.
In relation to certain claims of Bickford C. Mathews. agents
of this was that the call of October a new trial, and that a verdict could only he of Office Law.
The
To
Hailey was erected into a
incorporate the Waldoboro’ Woolen and Cotton 17th,explanation
iso;!, and the call in tlie early part of 1S04 set aside and a new trial
by the kind of
Mauutactunug Company.
granted
Republican brevet martyr, and exhib
Additional to chapter 90 of the Revised Statutes con- were not considered existing calls!
Your Committee examined the case of another town charged courts, for some error committed on the first
cerning mortgages of real estate.
it oil as a choice specimen <>t Radical virtue.
To amend section 88 of chapter 6 of the Revised Stat- $7,200 for a deficiency of
thirty-six men. Your trial.
Cnder protection of the party, Ins chief occuutes relating to collection of taxes.
Committee think that the State has no claim in this
To renew the charter of certain banks.
No return being made to the writ of error,
case.
There were other eases where the towns
pation, in the intervals of stealing, was to
To authorize G. W. Berry to extend a wharf and place
ilid not dispute that the State had paid the bounty the counsel for Murray moved at the Special
a buoy into the tide waters of Owl’s Head bay in the
city for men deficient,
say and write the most insulting things of
but the authorities of those town's
of Rockland.
Term of the Supreme Court of the State for the
Additional to and to amend the acts incorporating the testified that they had never been notified of their
President.
Now, having stolen half a
Knox and Lincoln Railroad
indebtedness for such bounty paid.
an order compelling a return, lmt alter a full
Company.
million and lied to parts unknown, we supTo authorize certain towns and the city of Ellsworth
A large class of towns remote from the State
to aid in the construction of the Penobscot and Union
capital was brought to the notice of the committee, discussion and a very learned and able opin- pose his mantle of abuse will fall upon some
River Railroad.
which had responded until every available man ion
To amend sections 1 and 2 of chapter 11 of the Revised
by Mr. Justice Miller, the motion was competent successor, who will howl in the
had been sent forward and their pecuniary reStatutes relating to school districts.
A number of these towns denied and the order denying the motion was
To amend section 61, chapter 18 oi the Revised Stat- sources exhausted.
same key, until he too can get his arm into
now find that they are indebted to the State for
utes relating to damages from defective highways.
afterwards affirmed, on appeal, at the (leiter- the
To authorize the Treasurer of State to issue Register- more than the bonds awarded them. These seem
treasury. And thus rotation in office will
ed Bonds.
to he cases of peculiar hardship, and if the theory al Term.
on.
To regulate the time and places of holding the sessions
go
of the former officers of the State is carried out, it
The counsel for Murray then applied to the
of the County Commissioners for the County of Washwill work very great injustice. Jnordertodo justice
ington.
Our readers who relish bits of iptiel fun.
of
United
States Circuit Court for the Southern
class
this
and
in
of
to
view
the fact that
towns,
To authorize the city of Bangor to aid in the constructhese deficiencies were for men and not for money, District of New York (ora mandamus directtion of the WJnterport Railroad.
will liml them in the Doddletown correspondTo amend section 11, chapter 139 of the Revised Stat- and that these claims had laid dormant for so many
of ence which we are publishing. The auutes relating to fees of Coroners.
years, a majority of the committee were at in favor ed to the Justices of the Supreme Court
To amend the 22d section of the 11th chapter of the of
conceding allthesc charges at once. But fearing the Third Judicial District of New York, thor, who is not unknown to fame, has a rich
Revised Statutes relating to powers and obligations of
that injustice might lie done so many towns which
school districts.
have already responded and paid these charges, compelling them to make return to the writ vein of humor which will continue to overan act to regulate the sale of intoxiAdditional to
and possibly that the interests of the State might of error.
An alternative mandamus was is- flow into our columns. AVe believe in makcating liquors.”
To amend chapter 338 of the special laws of 1850 relat
suffer, your eommitce have concluded to recommend a method of adjusting embodied in the re- sued to which an answer was made, setting ing people lau<di, and thus keeping them
ing to ways in Vinalhaven.
To change the time of holding the April term of the solves which are herewith submitted.
forth all the facts and a history ol the ease. good humored. If “man is a pendulum ’twixt
of Lincoln.
Supreme Judicial Court for the County General.
Your committee were also to take into consideraTo increase the pay of the Attorney
To
that return Murray demurred, and thus a smile and tear.” as a popular poet avers,
tion
so much of the report of the Commissoners on
To amend section 1, chapter 51 of the Revised Stat
of Municipal War Debts us relates
the
the
utes, and to repeal chapter 186 of tin* public laws of tin to Assumption
questions were brought directly be- we propose to swinghim to the jolly side reglegal
commission
Men, and
“Paper credit,’’ Naval
year 1868 relating lo railroads.
other
mentioned.
This
therein
the
matters
of
fore
United
States Circuit Court. That ularly once a week, it' he reads the Journal
and
Insurance
the
part
Companies.
Concerning Insurance
pany.
lo
the throwing of edgings end other refuse
into the waters of the Medomak river in tlie town of

in

plans

forward, that

questions being
ion existing, are-argument
new

to state its own

us

Correspondence of the Journal.

Correspondence of tire Journal.
rhe Approaching Musical Festival-Concerts
--Miss Mehlig—Italian Opera—Miss Kellog—Peck's Benefit—Boston Art MuseumPublic Park—Arrest of a Police Officer—
Fechter—Fashions.
llosmx. March -•>. 1870.
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LETTER FROM AUGUSTA.

LETTER FROM BOSTON.

MAYOR HAYFORD AND THE AGE.
gave judgment that a peremptory
If ever a mail had occasion to exclaim
mandamus issue, and a writ of error was I
then brought by the unsuccessful party, re- •Save me from my friends!” that man is
j
moving that judgment for review into the j Mayor llayford, of this city. In publishing
last week his Annual Address, the document
Supreme Court of the United States.
Court

inten st

on

trancing

melody

glide

Ills Dod-soll, Mr. Peter

at them.

halle-

<

Keegan,

the dilVerenee in the world.
mnler her swiftly mo\ mg lingers there -teals is a promising youth, and may yet prove useful in
But the main ipiestion which alleels the over
hoisting him into John A. Peter*'plan*, hy hearim*
you—
what motive has the
citizens of Belfast is
down on the Madawaska cud of tin* lever.
"A feeling of sadness amt longing.
Which is not akin to pain:
Mi. Dunning of Pangor, was also a **inau ot
conductor of the \ge. in refusing to publish
Hut resembles sorrow only
function." Ih is deeid' dl> the greatest man of lln*
the brief addre-s of tiie chief magistrate, and
As the mist resembles rain."
He

It is that higher sense of beauty which I’oe
sending out to Ihe world uc li a miserable
misrepresentation as this? Is il native and says i- inseparably eonneeled with s.olne--.
inborn stupidity. which cannot comprehend and which so few artists have tin- power of
the plain meaning of words? Or i.-. it a ma- bringing forth.
The Italian Troupe closed to-day not very
licious attempt to bring the city into con-

off*

a

1

jump

■

■.

i

from

bigger snake—in short,
more ami done more than
ii
other man w the known world—/>/•" i<hu( ;mn
hi hih> t U ih lb- did not consume much time, but
generally spoke to the point, enlivening his re-

higher burn—semi
know* more, has s»en
a

a

Ibis was partly marks by stories, of wliieli ha* a great fund—some
of Opera.
of which tie lias told so many times that lie almo-t
presenting sue an absurd scheme as being ow ing to the fact that Miss Kellog, the prin.a believe- them himself. Mr. Dunning is
good
all
with
her
and
talent,
grace, beauty
seriou.slv recommended? Il is one or the donna,
< f ar-le aded
Legislator—almost always mi the
other of these
Type.- and pre.-ses in such is not a favorite with the ltoston public right «ide, giving a good common scim,- vote, exhands are dangerous articles. Like a monkey She doesn't seem possessed ot a very amiable cept on questions purely parli/an. 11 is eget mm is
perched on tla'crane with the powder-horn, temper,.and is very cold and indiIVcrcnl in pardon ilde, as he w as probably h >rn so.
Mr. P» radio rd, of Ka*dpo**i. was rather a brisk
It is said that her life in ikirnpe.
it isn’t of mu h account it' he gets blown up lier anting.
member. II« started, in wa ll, but lost what little
the ohimnev -but the house may be injured entirely unlitted her for the Ann rh an dage.
inlluenre lie might ha\ «• tiad by talking loo nuieb
Whether tliis is true or not, she doesn't seem
in the operation.
with his month, lie w anted t- debate every tiling,
We don’t appear as the delender of Mayor to care to put herself out much for a plain lo
but it was
evident that debating was not

tempt, and its securities into discredit, ny

successful

re-

season

very

par-

polilieal or personal grounds. publican audience. Signor Ke Franc, with hi- ticularly his forte. He lo t m. opportunity for
We don't like his polities better Ilian those of electrical high notes, and Adelaide Phillips, making a splurge."
l lit* most active member, and the one who ha
any other man of his parly, and on a party who is always pleasing, only redeemed the
done tin* most hard work, is Mr. Yose, of \\ interjssue would oppose him as vigorously ns we troupe from litter failure. Within a few days
port. The entire responsibility of running Ih.*
would :imv me. Bill as a eilizeu ol Bellasl, takes place the farewell concert of Mrs.
I.egislati\t maeliim ha- reslcti on his shoulder
having a pride in her welfare and interest in I tarry, previous to her departure for Kuiope
lb* felt his responsibility ami tlid not shrink from
her pro'-perily, we cannot let such gross mis- the complimentary concert for ('arl Zerrahn. it. nil tin* wind, h< radni <u y»*d it
During
representation and vindieliven'-s pass un- the popular and distinguished Musical I 'ire- the session he hail every thing amended that could
ueai ly all hi- ainemlmeuts.
challenged. it i- shameful that such stull’ tor; and the annual lienetit of Mr. P----U. tin- be, besides aim-nding
<
llavlord,

on

*•

Mr. I lu me, of berry lie lil, has shown sonic good
lie is plucky ami smart, and will.do well
in the future, if lie don't grow too fa-t.

treasurer, at Music Hall. These benefit.the rarest, and best musical talent to I---

should lie put in print.

points,

cure

Legislature adjourned dually

’fhe

21th.

a

on

had, and tickets for them

lie'

protracted session of 7* days.
portion of the paper we publish a

He

as soon as

a

are

largely sought

Prominent among the member.- who hav e been
industrious workers on Committee
iml
leal
heat ted, son m I leg*i hit or s. in\ ariahl/ \ otiiu ar. t

announced for sale.

An Art Museum for ltoston has become a
In anothi r
list of the most important of the acts and re- settled fact, and preparations for the erection insr to their eonvirlions of ri:*:h« if aidless ot paror parly e!i pies, base been peed, ot
solves passed. When the slice! containing of a suitable building upon the Coliseum ty feeling,
\\ ddoboro*: Whim.
Pan m*: Prawn, of OldTin
are
forward.
is
received, grounds
the full te\t of the laws passed
going rapidly
\ * I Hi",
t Pit I«|e ford
Mwn:
Ham, «>i Lewiston
we shall eommeut on them more at length.
prospect of having this long needed want so Powers, ot Houllon; Plake, of Vuhuru, and a few
Among the more important of the laws en- soon gratified is a source of much pleasure others | have ii.-t -pa* b* name. If w •• bad more
the to those interested in art matters. Two con- -m b m.*n tin re would not b.* so mm Ii foolish leg
more
acted, is one
■

*.

stringent

making

law: to promote immigration and the certs for the lienetit of the Mu- uin have al- i'lat ion.
<Juite a number •>( other both in lie* ! I u and
I
settlement of our public lands; allowing a ready been given.
ate. might In* m idiom I. HHmi as un n of hotiof
of
new
a
and
much
talked
Tin*
a
project
higher rale of interest on money ; assessing
re
a lit l abilit \
or t In
I'.i', 1.111
w oil I I I ak.*
State tax ofSlpIbO, 11:1.01 : authorizing towns large City Park was brought up this week t

liipior

to

purchase

disc ns-it n before the house ot’ K e present at i,
There
and the decision postponed one week
dil- is some probability that the Park plan may

school books.

j

much tinn

to.,

1 do

d

whole, tin

I-

been ratlin*

a

harmle

ho

I

gislai

ly

ot

'la*

men.

|s7i) haTln-ir sin*

of

it was In'misfortune ol i len tiraut to
j have been more of omission than commission
fer from the editor of the Progressive Age on lie laid aside for awhile, inasmuch a-tin Dive lln au credit f>r What little g't *t n I they bill lit 1< c
i into, and throw the man I h* of charity over what
the currency ipiestion. IIrant favored spe- City is incurring large expense- ju-t at prI w as wrong ami foolish, f"r it is • xtremely doublIt is estimuP <1
cie, while tin' Age man was in love with “the cut for street improvements
fu! if they knew my ! tmi
p\ di imnis let them
non-exportable greenback." Now another upon good authority that it will require three ! liavt tin* beneti! of the doubt.
IM-; cm
dilVerenee of views has arisen between these millions of dollars at least to complete tin
—

■

pillars
Congress a.
two

of the

(• rant

slate.

has sent to streets, and

message favoring the shipping
lie sees a dilVerenee whether we

interest.

going ships or not. while the editor
of the Age can’t see It, as well as a good many
oth“r things. Il is Grange how the great minds
of the country can run in such nppo j|r chanbuild

sea

lions to

lay

possibly

some ten or

twelve mil-

A [ >d1 ni‘ oil leer i'I tin- i-it \

Thursday, charged
| watch from

with

was

a

rn‘St et I nil

having stolen

t

young lady in Music Hall on
Ii appears
of
January P7lh.
evening
from the evidence that he afterward- -old the
a

the

watch to a regular customer of the young
l:ulv\>* brother—a gentleman doing business
1 >!•'.\'r:i hi (1 k\. Thomas.
Major (ion. on Devonshire street. Happening in at the
liimnas, commanding tli<* department of (In* store one dav he displayed the watch whilst
Pacific, ilicil a! S in Francisco on Monday, of in conversation with the merchant, who at
apoplexy, lie was a native of Virginia and once identified il as belonging to his -i-t.•
nels!

graduale of West Point. He served in the The ease was at once earelullv worked up,
II iFlorida and Mexican wars with distinction, and ended in the arrest of the olliecr
and was a prominent I'nion commander in eertainlv a very singular train of ein uinslanthe rebellion, in the western departments, ees, and shows how hard il is for guilt to relie commanded at tin* battle of Mill Spring, main undiscovered.
Hechter enters upon another engagement
when the confederates were so disastrously*
a

at the Boston Theatre on Monday evening
lie appears in The Duke’s Motto, and
next.

defeated.
I In*

llangor Whig's nomination of (len. will he supported
Mersey don’t go down with all the parly or- Clem |.

as

|orinerl,\ by

Mi--

l.e

In fashions, all of the outside wraps tor
gans. Like Macbeth's amen, it sticks in the
throat, <d a portion.
The FJlsworlh Ameri- spring wear are tilled to the torm. and aie
waist with sash and hows.
can. Waterville Mail, and the ramrod
press belted at tbe
generally, can’t enlarge their swallowing .Many of them have large Mowing sleeves.
I’tan ii
to take the General to
powers

sulVieieiilly

their stomachs.

It is possible that the Whig
i|s nominating er:ill too soon.

lias launched

'•\VT.i:t'.
\o|;
i

w i:

hi

KNllAOK

ttAiit:.

we

m n.n xn sca-ikhm;

IN

IIII,

suori.it

loUI.IHN

sines,

CAl.'inINC

I'l.ia rn i: riii.

mi

i:u-
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PRINCE BONAPARTE ACQUITTED
Prince Pierre Bonaparte
I'aIlls, March l'7.
has been acipiitlod in spito of the strong appeal by the IVoeureur (ieneral fora verdict

of guiltv with extenuating eireumstanees.
As soon as the
The jury were out one hour.
verdict was announced. the counsel for the

| Progressive Age.
encouragement, given to partie civile demanded HHI.Ixin francs damagIn consequence of this demand the
our great local iuditslry. I>y a
paper publish- es.
lie
ed in this city. How do yon like it, -hip Prince was not released from custody.
because he was
was
indignant
exceedingly
owners
and
sailorsif
builders, ship
lie
not allowed to leave the court instantly
itNi i:

in

r

ll

ri.i

The above is tin*

Among
nor

and

appointments bv the
Gunned, are the following
recent

Gover-

Frederick Kent. Ihvmt-n. .1. P. (y Win. Item,
ltiiriihain. .1. P. < I.
.lames Mmvli. Winterpnrt I
P. <y .btlin
liiiwcn. stdckuiii, .1. p. it. \, is,in
Allen. M.nitvillc, .1. 1‘. 1y W. It. Moody, .1. P. <y
FlMI'.N lisn ie. The till to wing town o Hirers were
chosen at the annual town meeting in Friendship :
Moderator. Joshua I (odd : Town (Jerk. Nelson

Thompson: Selectman. Zenas

ook. .M. William
I trad lord
(i ever, I-.. H
A -.sess, ,i s, I*oliert (, < \ r,
James Wineln npav lr.. s-munl W allen
I'n
u
ook.
rer. Fi in. i
<

■
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NFW

COLLECTOR'S
CATION.

YORK

out a suitable Park.

said he wished to show that lie was not afraid
file
of the menaces made against his life.
news ot his acquittal produces everywhere
immense sensation and astonishment, and i->
the universal topic of conversion.

DEFAL-

Warrants wore issued in \, u York la I
week lor the ui re.-t of Cnlloetni Bailey, Hep
ut V t a >1 leet or (1. * < 'hi Ms,a lui L in a leriek Lou
Bailey's cashier, >111 the charge of defr Hiding
( hi Id
Wait
I III" govern lie’ll I out of * I 011,000
00 I. mid- he
ed examination, and rate- s
1
his appearance. IF also mad
lulenieul
that lie never had used any oi the govern
ment's money for hi- own hem-tit. and Inis in
his possession a 1 ett‘
from Bailey clearing
him from any -lispieioii d hating reecited
II
monei unlawfully,
Bailey admitted
-ay
he was doing wrong, lint erntcd to think it
would eventually eome out right, and had
done all in his potter to return the money
taken lit him. Childs thinks the amount taken
lit Bailey is *|oo,ooo, (the amount ol his
bonds, (bill does not think he lias urn -h at nil
aide funds with him.
Bailey has neve" gam
tiled or speculated to Ins (Child's ) know ledge
("hi hi fully exonerates Low. the cashier, who
District Attorney I’icm poni
is his nephew
pus the amount of the defalcations at silgo,
non, and thinks they hat e extended over the
whole term of Bailey ’s eolh tor-hip. Nnmer
0:1- statements are found in Bailey's letters
ill
I papers, which are oi|uivalenl to a conies
sh 11. tnd lie also asked clemency for hi- liombNo clew to his whereabouts has been
men.
obtained. Solieitoi Banliehl tins returned to
\\ asliington. and D-p I onuuissioiier Doug
lass lias eome on from there to take entire
charge of the frauds The internal revenue
otlha.ds are making every etl'ort to ferret out
the frauds.
File Commercial (Uepuhlie.au 1 edilorally
makes, this afternoon, the following -late
"\Ve desire to -tale that lye hale in

lllemt

formation, on reliable ailthorili. that one of
Collector Bailey's bondsmen approached t
well known distiller in thi- city w ith the pro
position that, it the whiskey interest would
raise sr.;on... he ( Bailey ) Would resign the
otliee of collector and leave town.
The proposition was declined It is asserted that
in
the
i-till
city, and that detectives
Bailey
could’ bring him lortli if they were so disposed.
•’

1

VI

1 11

Mil.

1

KAMI-

WOtiSK

\NI> WOlist.

It i- -tat d that the frauds of

..tiling collector, reach
lars (oooaioo),

a

Bailee. llieahhalf a million dol-

including,

among other items,
('apt. l’int of the Boston hark Kremlin,
ten thousand dollars | lu.iino) of fees
paid by
to
ami
lately imprisoned at Aspmwal!
compelled
mereliants tor fees to gangers ot spit its.
It
liivesyl i- also
pav S7on damages for the eollision ot
stated
that his bondsmen lta\e ottered
with a small schooner in the liarhor, the sum lying
commissioner
appoint'-.i tw ent thousand dollars reward for bis arrest,
seven limes as large a- a
u as

lo

ilctcrminc tlic amount had ilcciilcil upon.

I tic A1 gal say- 1 tint harbor thieve- lapped a
Major Ihomits 1„ WhiK-who kilt.-.t Mrs. Katie
hogsliohhs in Boston la—I August, pleaded guilty "I head o| mola—es 011 Portland I'icr, owned To
to la y a 1
in
M'
-i
senlenecl
l.vneh
A
liarkei.
S.ilm-I
a\ 111I1I. and, owaand
manslaughter
I oil ll ill ol it
I I1 Hilt II I
State pi i on. \\ Lilt i- in < onhrmeJ ou umpt..
I.,

>■

publisher,

It i> said that the Ro-ton mu-ie

ric lumber-dealer, died at Capo Elizabeth last

who

l-le

What lias heeom*. of the ITo><|ue
tli. Sunrise become the Sunset?

paper,

1 tamariseotta. In the latter place six persons
been left blind from the effect of the disease, and
four in quick consumption.

'i*lou Robin-011, in Florida, saw the point of an
:• r rowing through his dour one night last week.
1 <rnt a pistol bullet to tin I the handle. A negro
•i.witli a bullet hole in hi- b »dy. wa- found in
nii'il' the next morning.

The .Methodist church at AVaterville, which is
largely the gift of lion. It. I?. Dunn, was dedicated
It is a tine edifice.
on the iffd.

fin

Hath Tunes .tyle- the Flierrytield member
tli> Legislature Mr. Flume, probably a- an intiii ion that lie goes by water.
i

John I’attcn. Hath, .1. Parker Morse, Hath. Titos.
W. |ivde. Hath, X. A. Fanvell, Itoeliland, have
hccu nominated by the Governor as Trustees of the
Militarv and Naval Asylum for orphan children,
-ays the Kennebec Journal.

inland Hie-- -ay- that tli- item in n 1 ation
ie burglary
at Mr. Higgin-* in "emboi-o. app< arllie paper before h missed liis money. That
be railed journalistie enterprise.
Wt hope it
n'i be railed a r« lb t>• 11 on >»itrnalistie honesty,
w i-ton Journal.
F

a

of

honored the bench. He is able to attend to all the
details of his business, says the Journal.

I he gentleman w ho would till a lighted kerosene
mp at Haltitnore. the oilier night. H now in

LOCALJJEMS,

spiritual inerting in <t. Flair. Midi., the
appeared bodily in the riivle. lmofs. hunts,

d

■

LOCAb TATtICS.

and all.

Farewell,

Hodgkin- Of N obit-horn, married a
and went!" Jetl'erson.
:it;* lady in Relfast. lately
i't■ he
hired out. In ie- than a month after
eige
he was toiiud to hav e broken open a
tv and stolen some money from Ids employer.
w as not a verv go.nl beginning of married

Till* dear

lnipout I*t»vvdel
Friday.

! t-t

Mill, at Wilmington, bb

him.

Winter:-straightway get

w

Spring,
And

delights
brings

that

to

of violet

you

gone!

Sylvester deserves well of his country, especially that portion which perambulates the crossDr.

his shop, for his ell'orts to keep tlic
be
crossings clean, file ladies, especially, should
walks

near

grateful.

breathing Spring.

leaves, ttie bees, the birds,
the dear tilings they are wishing

the

young hearts

in these dull times for business.

are operating in Belmont. Mr. Taber
had four sucklings that gave promise of much
future pork, hut one morning he looked mournfully
into tlic vacant stye. The thief ought never to
know tlic blessing of roast spare-rib.

1.

Fresh green pastures to ttie longing herds,
aid 1 ha! -“me
*00,00:1 h av e be. n iuv e-te.|
Alai to ttiis bard ttie chance to go a-tishing!
e busi11—
timing the past w inter on the
r
hi
river alone and when
i- taken into'
alien fliat the hai Vf-; i- almost gratis -ave
On Friday last, soon afternow .1 ui„
Esi'tre
elting t'ii i' 'if. the amount -well- r.* a prodigiof
Al»ollf gVU.OOU tolls noon, Hamlin, who is awaiting trial for a series
.(.•give of
importallee.
I ,* rii gathered from Riehmond to Fardiner
...
burglaries committed in this city, made his escape
111.
old at"nit "I'.o.ooii di-lributed theft abouts from the
jail. A disused scuttle in the roof, which
•
Rath rimes.
to w ; t-u labor, A
► accessible to prisoners when not in their cells,
-u
N. w York, having ipiarrelled bad been covered with
MiM it
planking spiked on the
went to the (iralld Hllehess ball
Ilf !n•'1 •:11.•
beams, and stated over on the outside. Hamlin who
I !•
i :V !: 'lit. I!: 11 V. < ‘lit 1" 1 house of ill fame
mil -h •! 1.eis.-lf through the bad by some means procured an old chisel, worked
;•

'hi

on

The Stockton

I’ig thieves

All in the melting mood. We see the rough
And ragged edges of your narrowing robe
Shrink on the hillsides. You’ve had your lling
Ai us poor mortals, and we long to probe

Whig.
■

wild

no.

&c.

We've had your rugged Mustering long enough ;
Von are become like .Sampson, syren-shorn,

I

odes

paw

lively

:iven.
a

There is, somewhere in the neighborhood of our
office, a swinging sign that we wish the owner
On
won Id provide with a cent's worth ol grease.
windy nights it shrieks like a lost soul, or the
of a carpet-bagger when the Devil puts his

f THE GENTLE SPANIARDS IN CUBA.
New York, March 2:5.
An Havana letter ot the lGtli states that
captured Cuban correspondence shows that
General Jordan is much hampered in his war
movements by counter orders troni President
Cespedes. I'pon the reception at Havana of
the American papers containing the alleged
letter of Yiee Consul Phillips to Secretary
Fish about allairs in Santiago, there was
great indignation expressed. On the news
reaching Santiago there was great commotion
volunteers there.
among the. Spaniards and
They threatened to mob and lynch him.
Phillips hoisted the American flag, and stationed a number of American sailors in his,

Debating Club will give an exhibiTltc story that the. losers by the Rowdoinham tion this (Thursday) evening. A sheet and pillowHank robbery are settling with the thieves, is de- case masquerade will take place on the following
nied.
evening. Our neighbors arc hound to he socially

Haifa pound of lead was found ill a pair of
ken- bo light in the Haligor market—pullets
at wei
try ing to lay bullet-.

\t

result.

Judge Weston of Augusta, is eighty-seven years
age, and vet his step is elastic, his body erect,
and'bis min'd as clear and unfailing as when he squeal

>

..

II

ent”

Sun-

lay, aged 00.
The Augusta Journal learns that the measles are
and
raging to an alarming extent in Waldoboro’ have

uhlished. “Shoo Fly." ha-* made spkOOO hy it.

fist-fight between two “discordant and belligercitizens, in an ale shop on Main street, Tuesday
evening, occasioned some excitement and a bloody
11 was all about the possession ot an
nose or two.
umbrella—and if ever a man is going to tight tor his
umbrella, now is the time.
Augustine, son of John is, Caldwell, died sudden-1
Iv on Friday night last. An inflammatory disorder
in the head produced bleeding at the nose, from
which he lost a great quantity of blood, which, toa fatal
gether with the original disorder, induced
A

Col. John Goddard, the well known and eeccu-

GENERALITIES.

i<

ii

>

<

■

■

In tlic haste of pulling the Railroad director's
notice in type last week, the limit of payment before suit, was stated as April twentieth. I' should
have been April second.
Sells. Harmony, ( apt. Halt, and Rosanna Rose,
tlic railrapt. Burges*, have been chartered to bring
road tics which are now ready at St. Johns, and
Will sail the first fair wind.

staging. The Augusta mail,
line at midnight on Tuesday, did not reach this city
until s o’clock Wednesday morning.
The bool-black brigade comes out with tlic advent of spring mud, shouting tlic perpetual suggesHard times these for

upon the planks from time to time, until he had
if!
ladishe-, and eaulilloWer are cut them off. Taking a time when the jailor was tion of ••Shine y'r boots, sir?"
uii
alil'ol Ilia hy rail.
down town, he pulled the planks away, broke the
i;,»:
!i f-h
The ram storm of Monday was short lint severe
-lutes, and with abed cord from a cell let himself in this
I nw ii-. lid. '•! '-ar-aparilla fame, i- dead.
vicinity. It was a heavy and damaging gale
down into the yard. The edge of the slates on the
to the westward.
Hiding of hi embankment in a pond on the
th
into
eaves cut the cord, and gave him a fall
H ■ln -n-r Railroad, lu-i week,earried
miau l an
An astonishing number of portly unclaimed
yard, which bruised him some. lie then passed out
1 r-•
an
tin IhiHuiii. vy In re H»ev drownbooks will lie seen lying about the streets
at the gate, which is left open during the day. ran pocket
to-morrow.
the
crossed
street,
of
back
the
lots
across
Congress
V;••"till \\.i ti-'i. Fm|.. of tlie H, nob-mt I.yThe bad travelling produces a stagnation in busimain road near the Cemetery, and went into the
'•
i.ll'iv -"id a \ e I v line 1.11 Pi M r. -I F. Nomgwas recently brought ness, and the hotel registers show meagre lists of
who
Packard,
Woods
beyond.
N
a
-a
ll
*1 >rk. ie, a pi a
whit’ll i- n»t made
i' 1111 i j ■,
f,,,in Knox county, declined to take advantage of arrivals.
VI
l '-ie! >. I'alinei -oitl a Hlie Haiiiblrtoniaii
this "hole ill the wall.” together with some live or
Oapt. Daniel D. Carlton advertises his bark, tlic
l ,nI\
Halin- r" tour years old. belonging Jo tin*
and raised the alarm. Pursuit Transit, for sale at Sail Francisco.
>! doloi L. '-••a\ey of < ..in!
N. II j.» the six ether prisoners,
«:i- at once undertaken by Sheriff Calderwood and
!•.■
a Iy
for > 1 .on.
H.oigoi \V big.
..

■

Wa-hiiigtoii

letter

writer- -ay that Fen.
r. daughter of Reii-

ill marry Hiain In- Rei 1-

w

..

a-.-istants. hut no elite was got to Hamlin’s course
until the mail carrier on the North Searsport route
came in and reported having passed him on that

.min.
tm I N

tin- I leputy >hi rii)'« hai'gi .1 with
of -bdiii 1 oilman in New sliamn, last

iiurdi
unary ha- I..
aUii.di Ml i

..at

\

He

ill;.-.

t!

•|Uitled.

a-

t

hi

he figure of the “loyal" Hailey Vnolle
W lleie the
Woodbine

i net h."

’!’!»«•

ii

'lie.I

a

I »t •* of ili- praying Mii-riir. w 11 i. 11 wv
1- ago. ii i- i t\,•lli'il I- far
f. w \\

ami appeals in this shape—
\ •!. ntitv slmriif in Maim* lead a revival ineeio.
i o 11 a 11 \ lol.uo.lv down
ug to the d o
t the nngodlv

:

o

t.

■

o

e

!

u

few

di\.
<•

\\ York Post sa\s
Adv e. t jsillg i' the
railvv t> to mi.s. |t j- an art possessed
tie
few
ar<•
the
merchant
hut
princes of
••

deliv

ering

an

in-

the I i a 111 e ot (iett v shurg, heand other public a
uihli i.idiiVeivnt

die: lecture
1101'

on

■-

the stale.

lit- of

I ie Argil'- 'ax that * apt. I
Hug of the steamer
ui'ion. whieii returned to Portland W ednesday
-111hio from mu tii't trip
Ml. In
rt. touching
at tin advertised iiilenn dial-landings, -jn ale
mo !
•!' OUI agilla! V ot the prospect
of all I ill Usual IV
s

i•

-.

s

hijsjuesr
the < oinpanv this sea-on. The
u had a large freight and passenger li-l.

ilai
aiu

II

«

•ni

ii

I ll'
I"'

a

hoi it

Lewiston .1 oiiriiai lias discovered a female
over there.
\- the hov
aid to the ninIlmr run."

runner

I

'oiigi cal ioiial >oei.-|\ of ( linden je and remodel it- house of wor
hip.

-.

“You in
-aid a indue to a vvitn- •.
that tie
laintitl resortm! to ui ingenious use ot eiivimManli e\ id'-ne. ; -1;i;e j11 .t e vact !v w hat V 011 mean bv
“W ell.’* said tie \\ die
dial
m \ exact mean*
i':
1' ! ila! h" hd."
--

Muk Twain iok in Itutfalo.

givim*. readings from hi-

own

Pa iii- IPtilroad trains ln\e been interrupted

I h.

iieax

'!..ril|s,

V MJmW

aitliv ejti/eii of a certain town in this State
e
t re. .-n!!
a.id his la-i w olds to Id iieirs Were :
I'
ut m- a
-o..ii
e
I am cold, and don't earl me
uind !-’i‘ a -1.|,- siiow, Ih-im niher PeahodvIP
d a- -rdillg to his le.juesl.
a' Mil
\

>x.

■.

o

X

(.

I•

ha- found

had spot within it \ \ e.-im-p—
where illegitimate children are horn, and
l-i:*
ib fed to die without proper care.
\ legal invesn

a

1

itioli i' h.-iug made.
\ Pennsylvanian has resurrected a keg of butter
i-d in a well to cool t h i rt v years ago. It is cool
n 1 sVVeet How.
I he
*’

ho it.

colored voters in Whitleniore’s district think
idel.-.7, o he sold for >:'*H0 j- a species of canal

«

oimt' feiting horse-ear tickets j- the latest
nation ot criminal enterprise in lio-ton.

man-

A P*altim«tre couple, rei litly man i. d.
appended
to ih« ai. mm net-men t of the f
in the pa pel' : Ad\ erti'e. I tortile henelit
(if a te\\ ot our iii'ji.i-iiiv e
Ii ICII |s.'

IPtngor goes ju for reform.
city otlieials have heell reduced
tin Mayor's, who is a spared
particular*

Pile salaries ofall
*JU

percent

-except
momum-m m this
—

little girl, seeing a litter <»(''kittens fur the first
expressed her opinion ilia!
somebody had
’taken pussy ;dl to pieces."
A

••

iim

All «|iii«*L in the lied liiver country. The Winne-*er- are lving on their arms for the
present.

l

miles

Mr. Woodard, of the Bangor Kxchange, recently
a tine horse far soOuu. to go to New York.

'Id

A .It rseymaii lost an axe over twenty years ago,
which he has just found under Ids bed*. 11 is life
hasn't been luuilc unhappy by house-cleaning.
The dog population of Augusta is being reduced
by the revolvers of the police.

liios,- who were present felt highly gratified. With
a plca-ing personal
appearance, a voice of rare
sweetness and flexibility, utterances the tones of
which arc a- distinctly heard in the lower as in the
higher key-, and a charmingly correct emphasis—
her auditor- cannot but follow her with pleasure.
And -he not only emphasises with voice, but with
•c-iurc- and the pose of tigurc—all showing careful
-indy »*f the art of elocution and an appreciation of
To listen to lu r rendering of
tin* pieces -elected.
a- The < Me* I lorse Shay. After the Rail
in li pK in
and The Ln-t Heir, i- no -mall plea-lire. We liked
<•-;>< a ally tin -piriled recital of Whittier’s Rarhara
I rco-bi.—apochryplial though the Stonewall JackThe lines.
»n of that occasion he.
Hall ! The Just-browned ranks stood fastfire t (Jut blazed ttie rille blast,”
lied t>- tin* mind’s eye tbe reality of war.

A- \\v -aid, tin* bearers wen* gratified.
Owing
tin- had -tate of tin* weather on Tuesday, the entertainment will be repeated this. Thursday, evening,

when the attendance will be
l.o-soi

horse attached to a Minnesota stage-coach,
while trotting at the usual pace last week, threw
oil one of its hoofs, and bled to death in a few
minutes.

Sfii.

mi

Ai.tiT.

larger.
The above

I’akkf.k.

cssel,commanded by ('apt. Lusher, which left this
port in January, tor Turk's Island, experienced a
She
constant -uccc--ion of gales for twenty day-.
lost lioats, sails and deckload, bad bulwarks and
-tern-frame stove, and was leaking very badly. In
Ibis condition, when about 100 miles to the eastw ard
on January 14th, was fallen in with

of Rermuda,

by Rriti-h brig Java, which took otf the captain
and crew and carried them to St. Domingo. From
ilienee they were sent to New York by the United
States Consul. The Alice Parker was owned threefourths by S. S. Lewis and one-fourth by J. C.

Thompson, and

was

-orted cargo, on
partially insured,

goods

on

not

insured.

She had an as-

account,

owners

(ieorge

<>.

which

Hailey

was

had some

hoard, which were fully insured.

llayford. President of the

Railroad, is making
arrangements with the Custom House authorities
for

bonded warehouse for railroad iron, near the
wc-iern end of the bridge. The United States require- that the ground be enclosed by a stout fence
a

twelve feet high, and that the whole he in the care
and control of the Custom House so long a- duties
remain unpaid.
\ •root! many potatoes are still in the farmers'
rllar-, l.ul the present hard state of the roads ha>
mi-pended the trade*. Mr. Morrow informs us that

he has thus far bought only 12,000 bushels, against
Is.ooo at this time last year. Probably other deal
ers have made even a less proportion of their usua

pmvhases. '1 he crop of last year was
in amount to that of ISOS.

fully

e«pia

Fv\n-1 entre

pier for the Bailrond bridge in the Sal'.ir-lii'iiol; liiver, is linisheil, the cap-stones having
been

Hamilton i- visiting Washington, the guest
of *peaker Blaine.

placed

on

ii.

The stones were hauled nod tilt

by workmen upon the iee, a place
pier being cut out. The abutments

the size of the
upon either side of the river are about finished.
The stone work on the Twenty-five-mile Stream is
now ready for the bridge. The piling across Unity
I’ond is also linisheil.

ail

Simonton’ Bugs. & Co. have

just returned from
lie Boston market, and are closing out the balance
of their stock at prices to correspond to the recent
decline of Dry floods in New York. Samples ol

Tapestry and Woolen Carpeting may lie seen at
I heirs!ore, representing the large stock in Horklaml,
Curtains and Vixturos kept .constantly on hand at
J'le I ipane-e authorities are still
perse.uting the reduced prices. It would he well for our friends
I here C
in Mian-.
bad leeliug against foreign- to give them a call.
\ t*ddo.

The wild land in the State of Maine contains
.bin;,4*7 acres, and is \ aim*.I at sr»,i;>b.:i;»b.
<

r-

at

A
:t

N\ ilmington negro Alderman lets prosecuted
white tor not calling him Mister.

disloyal

Kerholt and (.eorge I*'. 1*711 i< >t. were
Charles \\
alight while breaking into tin* store of Janies I'..
rosby, in Bangor, and will ha\ e justice done them.
<

(

admitted inlo the Union its
During the half century
population was
it has nuieti more than doubled, being now about
Ml.
Meantime
she
has
scut abroad more* than
700.01
pMi.iNKi of her people. According to her census o|
1*70 there were than living no less than 110.7*4 natives of Maim* in other States and territories of the
Dnion. About 4.1,041 were residing in MassachuWhen Maine

wa>

setts.

The citizens of Itoekport held a public
meeting
on the l*th.at which Joshua <i. Norwood,
Ksij.,
ami
in
a series of resolutions,
expressed
presided,
their indignation that the light punishment of four
months imprisonment and s.Tbd bonds had been inflicted on Jerome Packard, for a ferocious assault
on a

citizen.

Newspaper

men

are

looking up

in

Bangor.

John

Ii will lie seen by the advertisements that the
steamer Katalidin will commence on Monday next
to make two trips a week between Penobscot itivet
and Boston. The Cambridge is in New York un-

dergoing repairs,

and will be upon the route soon
alter the iee is out of the river.

The barn and ell of Michael Casey, on Union
burned on Monday night about eleven
o'clock. The origin of the tire is unknown. Tin
-live!, were

night was dark, drizzly and muddy, to the great
disgust ot tin* firemen whose handsome machines
and good clothes suffered accordingly.
As a means of increasing the city revenues, wc
he enforced, it iscstimatcd by it ‘‘figurative man" that the dog population ol
Belfast exceeds that of persons, and that a stricllj
enforced tax of $2 would nett about $10,000 to the

suggest that the dog

tax

treasury.
Caldwell. Dana & Co., sub-contractors on tin
railroad, for grading the section between Brookami Unity, have, failed. Their liabilities are tut

II. Lymlc, of the Whig, received three votes in
the City government for the responsible* ofliee of
Field Driver.

derfitood to tie aliout $7000. The grading of thcii

In
Mr. John Vickery, a highly respected
citizen anil one of the Select men «>t the* town. \\:e
found drowned in a stream near that place on
Saturday, 2bth—supposed to be insane. Hi am
w:u 4b.

The British bark nelcn Maria has been charter
ed to bring railroad Iron from Wales to this port
and is now receiving cargo. She will lie followci

Unity,

re-

MKSSACE.

In the executive message of Deeeiniier 0, 1*010, to

decline of American commerce has completed its
work and submitted a report to the legislative
branch of the government, T deem this a lit time
to execute that'promise. The very able, calm and
exhaustive report oftlie committee points nut the
grave wrongs which have produced the decline in
It is a national humiliation tied
our eomnieree.
we are now compelled to pay from twenty tothirty
millions of dollars annually, exclusive of pas-age
money, which we should share with < tiler nations,
to foreigners for doing the work which should he
done by American owned and American manned
vessels.” This is a direct drain upon the resources
of the country of just so much money, e.jiul to
casting it into the sea, so far as the nation is concerned. A nation of tin* vast and ever-increasing
interior resources of tIn* (Tided Mate-, extending
as it does from one to tin* other ot the great oceannf the world, with an industrious, intelligent and
energetic population, must one day possess a till!
share oftlie commerce of these m-caus, no maltei
at xvhat cost.
Delay will only increase the cost
and enhance the difficulty of attaining this result.
I therefore put 111 an earnest plea for early action
in this matter in a wav to secure an increase of
American commerce. The advanced period oftlie
Year, and the fact that no contract fbrsiiip-bnilding
will probably lie entered into until the question is
settled by Congress, and the further fart that if
there should lie much delay all large vessels contracted for this year will fail of completion before
the winter sets in and will therefore l«* carried over
another year, induce me to request your early consideration of this subject. 1 regard it of such grave
importance, affecting every interest oftlie country
to so great an extent, that any method which will
gain the end will secure a rich national blessing.
The building of ships and the navigation of them,
and tin* utilizing of the va.it capital at home—tinbusiness employs thousands of workmen in construction and manning: it creates a home market
for the products of the farm and the shop: it dim- ;
inishes the balances of trade against us precisely to
the extent of the freights and passage money paid
to American vessels, and gives us supremacy upon the seas of inestimable value in tin* ease of torei"u war. Our navy at the commencement of the
late war consisted of less than one hundred vessels I
of about 130,000 tons, and a force of about s.imo I
We drew from tin* merchant marine, which
men.
had cost tin* government nothing, tint whirl] had
been a source of national wealth, six hundred vessels. exceeding one million tons, and about TO.ntHl
men, to aid in the suppression of the rebellion.
This statement demonstrates the value oftlie merchunt marine as a means of national defence in lime
of war. The committee on the reduction of American tonnage, after ascertaining the cause of its decline. submit two hills, which, if adopted, they believe. will restore the nation its maritime power.
There report shows xvitli great minuteness the actual and comparative American tonnage at the
time of its greatest prosperity, its actual and comparative decline since, together xvilh the causes,
and exhibits other statistics of material interest in
reference to the subject. As the report i- before
Congress I will not.recapitulate any of it-statistics, but refer only to the method recommended
bv the committee to give back to us our lost comAs a general rule, it can be adopted. I
merce.
believe a direct money subsidy less liable to abuse
than indirect aid given to the same enterprise. In
tliis ease, however, my opinion is, that subsidies,
while they may lie given to specific lines of steamers or other vessels, should not he exclusively
adopted, but. additional to subsidizing very desirable lines of ocean tratlie, general assistance” should
be given in an effective way. and therefore I commend to your favorable consideration the two bibs
proposed by tiie committee and referred to in
I S. Cinxxr.
this message.
Washington, March ‘Ti, INTO.

whole work done

\

<■

n i: srii.iKi: r.

beyond.

Ri-:ai»ix<;s isy Miss 1’iiiNci'. The inclement
weather on Tuesday evening prevented a large attendance at tin* reading given by thi- lady, but

Mr

When Adam and lave partook of the tree of
x ledge, did they
study the higher branches y
u

COMMERCE.

Till; puf-sihent’s
The following is the message oftlie President
lative to the decline of American commerce—
MEss.vt'.K u.N

i 'ongress, the importance of taking step* to rex ire
Seeing his pursuers, Hamlin got our decaying merchant marine was urged and a
over the fence and ran into the woods, hut was so
special message promised at a future day during
exhausted by his rapid travel that he was soon the present session, recommending more speeilij
eally plans to aeomplisli this result. Now that the
overtaken, ironed and brought hack to the wagon, committee oftlie House of Representatives entrustj lie went -ubmissively back to bis old quarters.
ed with the labor of ascertaining the cause oftlie

■

Hall, of I>amai i-eotta. i

it.

Sheriff Calderwood and Constable Bickford
at once started in pursuit, tracked him as far as
North Searsport, wherethey procured a fresh horse
at Searcy's, and came in sight, of him about three
road.

In-i

I-

DECLINE OF AMERICAN

work is about completed, and will Ik
at once finished by the contractors in chief.

portion of the

building

as a

of the month

by

another vessel.

George Washingtons are in

Penitentiary.

FISK & HATCH,
BANKERS AND DEALERS

Schooner for SaleSCHOONER ERIE, sr tons burthen, in
good condition, and will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
H. S. STAPLES.
:5w.'i5*
Stockton, March :t, lsro.

omo.'Wsp

IN

I

j

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
No5,Nassau Street,

York,

New

February 15th, 1870,
remarkable success which attended our negotiation of the Loans of the Central Pacific Railroad
Company and the Western Pacific Railroad
Company, and the popularity and credit which these
Loans have maintained in the markets, both in this
country and Europe, have shown that the First Mortgage Bonds, of wisely-located and honorably-managed
Railroads and promptly recognized and readily taken as
I he

the most

suitable, safe, and advantageous

lorm ot in-

vestment, yielding a more liberal income than can
hereafter be derived from Government Bonds, and available to take their

place.

Assured that, in the selection and negotiation ot superior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public
want, and rendering a valuable service—both to the
holders of Capital and to those
great National works ol
internal improvement whose intrinsic merit and substantial character entitle them to the use of Capital and
the oontidence of investors—we now otter with
special
confidence and satisfaction the

lawyer

FIRST HORTLALI. ROADS
OF THE

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO
RAILROAD

VT

New Oui.e.vns, March 2ii. 1 ton.
i- dead. He was litt years of age.
Mr. Soule was born at Castillion. in the Pyrenees
during the First Consulate of Napoleon. At the
age of to he tool; part in a conspiracy against the
Bourbons, and. the plot having been discovered,
lie was compelled to seek refuge in a little village
of Navarre, where lie remained for more than a
year following the oeeupation of a shepherd. He
was permitted to return to Bordeaux, and subseipicntly. in conjunction with Barthclcmy and Mery,
repaired to Paris and established a paper advocating liberal republican sentiments, lie was so outspoken in lib views that he was convicted by the
(ioverinnent for his boldness, and sent to St.
Pelagic, from whence he succeeded in making his
escape to England, and shortly after returned to
Fram e. At Havre he met a friend, a Captain in
the French navy, who advised him to seek an
a-ylum in Hie I'niled States, ottering him a passage in lii- -hip as tar as San 1 tomingo. 1 le accepted' the proposition, and arrived at Port an Prince
in tsi'i, and look up his residenee in New Orleans
during the fall of the same year. I le determined
to make tin- law hi- profession, and assiduously applied himself to the study of English and was admitted to the liar. In 1 s| 7 lie was elected a Senator
in emigres- from l.ouisiana. to till a vacancy, and
Is In lor the term of siv years,
was re-elected in
tint resigned in JsVi, and was appointed by PresiIn INtig he was
dent Fierce Minister to Spain.
arrested in New Orleans for disloyalty to the (ioyernmeiit. and. after an imprisonment of some
months in Fort Lafayette, was released oil condition that lie would not return to Loubann until the
end of tlie rebellion.

INTO.

ARRIVED.
March 23d,

Soli

Farmers and -lock raisers have frequently told
li- that tin \
have mm'ii very good rt tilts from giving “Sheridan's < avail*} (’oiidit ion Powders to eows
and swim* betore and after they drop their young.
I'll'- Powders pul them in good eondition, and give
them drctiglh to
ire and provide for the sin k-

lings.

Thev If \nk 1:1: h i.i: it.—Mothers sigh for it.
Fathers lly for it. children n\ for it
For what :
Warren*- < .nigli P, ilsam V
>t »ai. < old, Pain in t lie * hesi, or
fact, have you the premonitory
symptoms <>l the “insatiate archer," Consumption
If so, know that relief i- within your reach in the
shape of l)r. W'istar's lkd-am of W ild ('berry,
which, in many eases wln-re hope had tied, has
snatched the victim from tin* yawning grave.

11a\

V'»i

iJrouehiti-

:

a

<

<

in

Tut: worst piles itred.
I wish to spread
abroad the great benetit I have derived from tiie Use
of Dr. Harrison's peristaltic lozenees.
I have sillier**il vears from the worst Piles. I used
everything to no purpose, until I found the Lozenges; in le-s than a month I was cured, ami have
only to re ort to them when eostiveness returns,
and always find instant relief. S. o. Neal. For
sale at No. 1 Trcmonr Temple, l»oston, by K. X.
lI \ERrso.\
co., Proprietor-. and by all Drug‘JtnoJl
gists. ^Tailed for iib cents.
KLI'.ISI’ 1»BBECE8 Cl Itltl NT.
c.)i:i:i:cit.i) weekly

rou

rift:

jot

kxal.

Beleast, Wednesday, March 31, 1870.
Flour,
n .Al;*:11,

$7.i»0 to

11 Round Hog,
12 to 14
j
to O.oo ClrarnSalt Pork,
$30 to 32
to
Mutton per lb,
8 to 10
to 1.27*; Lamb per lb.
It* to 12
to o.ooj Turkeys,per lb,
2.'. to 20
Corn,
to
20 to 25
70j Chicken.-*, per lb,
Bailey,
Beans.
to 2 > Ducks, per lt>,
20 to 2a
Marrowfat lVa-,1.2-'* to l.'.o idoese,
17* to 20
«»0 to
iia Hay per ton,
Oats,
$10 to 18
:*o to
Uo! Lime,
$1.7*0 to UG
Potatoes,
to to
Dried Apples,
12 Washed Wool,
27* to -to
1.27. io l.f*o! Unwashed Wool,
27* to 20
Cooking dc.
30
to
Pulled
40 to OG
Butter,
Wool,
20 to 22 Hides,
7 to 00
Cheese,
24
to 00 Calf Skins,
02 to 00
Eggs,
20 to
oo sheep Skins,
Lard,
77>to$l
11 ti>
111 Wood, hard,
$0.00 to 7
Beef,
$4.00 to 0
Apples, Baldwin, 2.00 to 2.27* j Wood, Suit,
s to
to; Dry Pollock,
N eal,
5 to 0
8 to 10 Straw,
$8 to 10
Dry Cod
Coi

Rye Meal,
Rye,

l.2o
1,-n)
l.to
1.17.
G7»
2.2.'*

o.ooj

32j

j

BOSTON

PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday

March MS.

BITTER -But. a small portion of the receipts will
command MlaMIc, ami most oi the sales are made below
:»0c. We quote common to fair lots at M.I.ulO; inferior
MOaMMc; bakers’ hlalSe; Western M0aM7»e per lb. New but-

27th,

March 23d. Sell Ida Morton,
24th. Sells l> K Arey, Ryan,

Cottrell, Castine.
Boston; Banner, Curtis,

Boston.
25th. Sell Mary Gilchrist, Savannah.
27th. Sell North Cape, Crockett, Castine.

29th. Schs Boaz, Rider, Ellsworth: Empire,
son, do; Lillian M. Warren, Warren, Baltimore.

BLEACHERY.
-00-

colored,
and made into the latest styles promptly and neatLADIES
Men and
Straw and Panama Hats
BONNETS and HATS bleached

or

bleached,

Boys

colored and shaped.
We have also a lot of men and
Hats to be sold very low.

5t3“Millinory Goods
gardless of Cost.
Belfast,

S. A. iiliAC'h A
March d1.*, l»7o.

Peremptory
important

boys

Canton Straw

to bo

sold

ro

Europe on the
hand, and the great producing regions of tin* Ohio
Mississippi Valleys on the other.

dmosd.S

HALLS &

Th**

importance of thia Hoad aa a new
from the Weal to the aea magnifies it
into one of national consequence, and insures to it an
extensive through traffic from the day ot its completion

while,

to Persons about to Purchase.

DECIDED to close out the entire Carpet

HAVINC
Department ot my business, have this day marked

IM> h

E

ft

?

L

developement
ot

resources

Thus the

agricultural
West-Virgiuia.
elements ot a large

of the extensive

Virginia

aud

it possesses, along its own line, tin
and profitable local business.

great interests, both general and local, which

demand the

completion

of the Chesapkaki

Railroad to the Ohio

and

(mil*

River,

afford the surest guaranaud render it (he moat

success and value,
iuiporiant aud *ui»«tautial ftailroad **■•terprise non in progress in thin Country.

tee ot its

COOPER,

■» O

ft

in the

and mineral

where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment ot LuiiiIm*:1, ( eiuriit, B.iuir, Maiiil ami
II.Or. also Corn, Flour anil Groceries.
Thankful for past favors lie respectlully solicits a continuance of the same.
M. R. COOPER.
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1870.

Carpels.

on.-

and

outlet

Bt. ( (MIPHii is still at the ohl stand ol

CD., ili^h oli’Oi-1.

Sale of

tween the Atlantic seaboard and

^IIIIE UNDERSIGNED, having been duly appointed
1
Commissioners of Insolvency by the Honorable
Judge ot Probate, on the estate ot the late Jonathan
Treat, of Frankfort, hereby give notice that six months
from the 8th day of Feb. 1*70, arc allowed for creditors
to prove their claims.
And that they w ill be present at
the hotel of 1>. N. Ewell, in Frankfort, on Saturday,
April .tuth, at lo o’clock. A. M.,and on Saturday, Aug.
f>tii, at 1" o’clock, A. M., for the purpose ..i receiving
claims, and hearing pioot'1 1 hereof.
JOHN \\ ISNVEI.I, Ji:.
D. N. E W ELL.
Winterport, March o, l.s.o.

Brig Benj Carver, Pendleton, Bucksville.

ly.

transportation ol the great West and South-west,
form* the additional Knot and H>tt Trunk
Fine, so imperatively demanded for the accomodation
of the immense and rapidly-growing transportation be

Commissioners’ Notice.

Kurga

and

water

fl'fllE SUBSCRIBER gives notice that his Feather
JL Renovator is in operation, and orders for Cleansing
beds can be left at his store.
■iw::.
A. 1>. BEAN.

SAILED.

BONNET

Ol 1MBV, Clerk.

Notice.

Sell Empire, Parker, Gloucester.

Chesapeake

Ohio Hatlroad, connect! ug the
magnificent harbors ol the ( hc»a
peake Bay with the Ohio River at a point of reliable navigation, and thus, with the entire Railroad system and

i, 1870.

more.

Its

superiority

as

an

West route, and the

East and

promise oi an immense and profitable trade awaiting its
completion, have drawn to it the attention and cooperation of* prominent Capitalists and Railroad men of this
city ol sound judgment and known integrity, whose con
ncction with it, together with that of eminent citizens
aud business men of Virginia and West-Virginia, in-

E ft !

The subscriber ha. just received lrom New Hampshire,
fen Thousand best lliekeryand Wtiite Oak Spokes,
lorm L 1-8 to : 1J inches. Please call and examine said
Spokes at No. 1, I’ll KMX ROW
tl*7
OAKES ANGIER.

*ur«‘N

rirotic, hwuorahle, mud
management.

on

tearful

»ur-

is completed and in operation from Richcelebrated White Sulphur Springs ol West
Virginia. 22r miles, and there remain but 200 miles .now
partially constructed) to be completed, to carry it to the

Uo.nl

The

mond to the

PROBATE NOTICES.

proposed terminus on the Ohio river ut, or near the
At a Probate Court held nt Belfast, within and tor the
mouth ot the Big Sandy river, 150 miles above Cincin
Countv of Waldo, ou the second Tuesday ol March
A. 1>. is/O.
nati, and ijo miles below Pittsburg.
rilHK SUBSCRIBER would inform his former cus ;
TIIIMOTH
Y
Administrator
ol
tin
of
.MAYO.
estate
turners and the public, that he lias again started in
A.
JL. Ezra I. Clark, late ot Erankfoii, in n i Couuty ol
Lines are now projected or in progress through Ohio
the business ot House painting in all its branches, and
Waldo, deceased, having presented hi- first and final* ac- and
would be happy t«i take orders for the same.
Kentucky to this point, which will connect the
count ot administration ou said estate for allowance.
li. M. A. POOR.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all (iiefUiiieake an«l Ohio with »lie entire
dw
Belfast. March do, ItCo.
persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be It ailruail hi tteiim of (lie W e»t und Nuiille
successively in the Republican
j published three weeks
and w ith tli«« l*acitic Hail road.
.journal, printed at ltelfast, that they may appear at a neit,
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
Its valuable franchises and superior advantages will
THE HOUSE of the subscriber, on County, on the second Tuesday ot April next at ten of
Spring street. It is a good one story the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, place the Chksaphaki: and Ohio Railuoad Comthe
same should not be allowed.
live
rooms
on
the
why
1jou.sc, having
ground
pany among the richest and most powerful and trust
ASA THURLOl'GH, Judge.
floor, with two finished attic chamA true copy. Attest—-B. P. Fikld, Register. ::w:hi worthy corporations of the country; anil tliure exbers—good cellar—and a never failhunt ami in
the house is weu
ing well ol water,
ist** a present value, in completed road aud
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
good repair. Apply to the subscriber on the premise.-work done, equal to the entire amount of
MRS. CATHARINE BAG LEY.
County of Waldo, ou the second Tuesday of March
the mortgage.
3w38
A. 1>. HCU.
lsro,
Belfast, March
TbllN GREELY, Administrator on the estate ot
The details of the Loan have been arranged with
fJ Charles Nelson, late of-, in said Couuty of
Waldo, deceased, having presented his final account ol special reference to the wants of all classes ot Investors
administration on said estate for allowance,
riAHE SUBSCRIBERS, Assessors of the City ol Bel
Ordered, That the said Greely give notice to all persons and combine the various features of convenience, safety,
A.
fast, hereby give notice to the inhabitants of said interested by causing a copy of this order to be published and protection against loss or fraud.
to
make
out
and
in
to
them
true
and
perbring
Belfast,
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
The Bonds are In denominations of
fect lists of their polls, and all their estates, real and per
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
sonal, not by law exempt from taxation, which they Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor -aid County
are or may be possessed of on the first day ot
A
on the second Tuesday ei April next, at ten of the clock
I), lsro, and that they will be in session at their office before noon, ami shew cause, if
any they have, why the
over the store ot Oakes Angier, in said Bellast, from tin
same should not be allo vid.
first day of April to the tenth day of April next, tor the
AS V TIIITRLOL Gil, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B, P. En.t i*. Register.
purpose ol receiving said lists.
;w :r.
They will be issued as ( oupon fiends, payable to bearHighway .Surveyors ot the several district are requested to bring in their several tax-books of 1800, after the
and may be held in that form or
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the er,
first day of April.
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of March
l
he Bond may be registered in the name of the owner,
Agents of the several School Districts are requested
A. D. l>ro.
to make returns in writings to the assessors, ot the numHILLS, Administrator ot the estate ot with the coupons remaining payable to bearer attached,
ber of scholars belonging to each family in their School
George White, late ol Lincolnville, in said Couuty the principal being then transferable only on the books
Districts, their name and ages, together with the names of Waldo,
deceased, having presented his first and linul
oi the heads of the family, as soon as may be after the
account ot administration ou said estate for allowance, ol the Company, unless reassigned to bearer; or
first of April next.
with his private claims,
together
who
this
to
with
notice,
Any person
neglects
comply
The coupons may be detached aud cancelled, the Bond
Ordered, 'That the said Administrator give notice to all
and who thus assigns the assessors the unpleasaut duty
interested by causing a copy ol this order to be made a permanent Registered Rond, transferable only on
of
him, will thereby be debarred ol his right tc persons
three
weeks
in
the
published
successively
Republican the books of the Company, and the interest made pa)
make application to the County Commissioners lor any
at Belfast,that they may appear at a Proabatement of his taxes, unless he makes it appear that Journal, printed
bate Court,to be held at Belfast,within and lor said Coun- able only to the registered owner or his attorney.
he was unable to offer such list at the time appointee
ty, on the second Tuesday ot April next, at ten of the
as aforesaid.
OAKES ANGIER,
) Assessors ot
The three classes will be knowu respectively us
clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they h:i\ e, why
\
the city
GEORGE WOODS,
the same should not be allowed.
NOAH M. MATHKWS,) ol Uollast.
ASA Til URLO Li ill, Judge.
( oii|m»ii IS<»nil* iiiiyulMe to iM'urcr.
| l»t.
March .'10, lsro.
US
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.d, Register. :tw.U’»
«il.
Ile^hieivil IBouH ttitli i <mi|mim* alAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the ( ached.
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March,
A. l). is;o.
Id.
n^giatered lBoiad* *» i(la C oupon*
BOWLER, Guardian of Ira B. and Caroline
Brawn, minor heirs ol John Brawn, late ot-, detac hed, ami should be so designated by Coir,
FOR
in said County of Waldo, deceased, haviug presented his
pondents in specifying the class oi Bond-' desired.
lirst account of Guardianship tor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to all perThey have thirty year* to run trom January 15,
sons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be pubfor 1S70.
lished three weeks successively in the Republican Journal ltCO, with interest ut six per cent per annum irom
ON AMUAFTF.lt MONDAY, Al'ltll 4TH, T1IK
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate November 1, LSiVj. Principal vnd interest fan
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said County, ARI.E
STKAMKR
IN HOLD IN THE < ITY <>F NEW YORE.
!
ou the second
of
at ten ot the

HOUSE PAINTING

j

Houso for Sale.

Assessor’s Notice.

April,

$1,000, $500, $100.

JASON

dooming

SANFORD’S

Line

Independent

JOSEPH

BOSTON & LOWELL.
Spring Arrangements

ter sells in small boxes all tin* way from .‘da IMc p; r lb,
as to quality.
EGGS—The market is firm, with a very good demand
at MMo lor Eastern, and M7 1-MaM8c per doz for Western.
BEANS—We quote choice Western pea Beaus it $'.* Go
aM
per bush: common do at $1 7..aM M7>; choice handpicked peas 3M (*M 1-M; do mediums at $1 7 .per bush,
Canada l’eas, common and screened ‘.Oca 31 17*; choice
A
cooking $1 7.o per bush.
DRIED APPLES- There have been sales of choice Will uiiike Two
rri|M Per Week,-Leaving
New York State Apples at 10 l-Mallc, hut the demand /or Belfast
every MOi'I DAY and Til Lr IIS DAY, at ‘-'o'clock
any description is not brisk, and sharp buyers claim to 1*. M.
be able to obtain some concession on common Apple.
Returning—leaves Boston every TUESDAY and FRIWe quote Eastern sliced at i:i 1-Mall 1 Me per lb; do DAY, at f* o’clock I*. M., until further notice.
quartered 1M 1-MaPjc; New York sliced at lo I-Mall 1 Me:
tf.'IS
GKO. G. WELLS, Agont.
do quartered lo 1-Malle; Ohio and Michigan sliced loa
lo 1 Me; do quartered loc; Southern 8a'.»c per lb.
APPLES—The receipts of Western fruit have been
INLAND ROUTE TO
quite liberal, and as these Apples are offered below the
asking iates ol those in store, the trade has been mostly
confined to recent receipts ol Western Apples, which
have sold all the way from 31 77. lor Apples in poor conFIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON.
dition to $5 GO per libl for sound lots.
POTATOES—The market is steady at 7.8c for New
THE STEAMER
York stock, and f»0c per bush for Maine Potatoes.
GRASS SEEDS—There is a steady demand for Seed
in small lots, and quotations ar** unchanged. We quote
Herds Grass at $0 per bush ; (.'lover at l.‘» 1-Ma l ie; Red
Mf* per sack.
Top
II AY The market is firm, and there is a good demand
for the best lots at lull prices, but over-ripe and tine hay
CHAItLKS DKKIUNU, Master.
is not so salable. We quote Eastern cargo prime hay
WILL leave Railroad Wharf, every FRIDAY F.VK$ MluM4 per ton ; Eastern and \ ermont car load at $MMa10
o’clock, (commencing the 18th, inst.) loi
NlNG,at
Swale
M 7,; Eastern inferior $10al*;
$17.. New York
Macliiasport, touching at Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
S t raw $M4aM7> per ton.
Mt.
Desert, Millbridge and Jonesport.
Sedgwick,
Returning will leave Macliiasport every Tuesday
"»
at
o’clock, touching at the above named landMorning

T A H D

K

I 1ST.

MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS.

X.. 33 W ISTO N,

ings.

Steamer Lewiston will receive freight for the landing:
on the Penobscot River (as far as the ice will permit,
to be reshipped at Rockland by the Sanford line.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent.
tFtti
Portland, March lo, 1870.

i i s h

!

fish!

fish!

Tuesday
April next,
clock,
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
should not be allowed.
ASA Til URLO UGH Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fikld, Register.
:ti»

LEWIS &

CROSBY,

At the Foot of MAIN

STREET, deal

in

FISH OF ALL KINDS.
Ami have then fresh from the briney depths twice a
week. The spotted Cod, the silvery Hake, the lively
Haddock, beautiful for chowders, the mottled Mackerel,
the ponderous Halibut, the translucent Smelt, the appetising Flounder, and the savory Clam,—all may be found

there.
Shakspere it

was

who exclaimed

Fleshy Jlesh, how
right,

—

art thou jUhified !”

usual. He understood the
As a diet, fish is better. Therefore should
question.
flesh be fishified.
Economy sanctions it, for fish is
cheaper, and quite as nutritious. It is easier of digestion. Physicians say it nourishes the brain and strengthIt Is not heating, begets not humors in
ens the mind.
And the poet

was

Tin* interest is payable in May and Nov k.mukr, that
place of that, ot the earlier Issues ol
Five-Twenties, aud suit the convenience of our friend.-.who already hold Central and Western Pacific Bonds,
with interest payable in January aud July, and who
may desire, iu making additional investments, to have
their interest receivable at different seasons ol tin-

same

it may take tin*

E subscriber
give public notice to all conA.
corned, That she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herselt the trust of Administratrix ot the estate ol Putnam Simonton, Sate ot Searsport in the County
ut Waldi», deceased, by giving bond us the lav» directs ;
she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to
said deceased's estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demauds thereon, to exhibit the
I.MILY
same for settlement to her.
SIMONTON

rJill

hereby

year.
The Loan is secured by a mortgage upon the entire
Road Irom Richmond to the Ohio River, with

Line oi

the equipment and all other property and appurtenances
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, that lie has been duly appointed and taken connected therewith.

UJTI1E

upon himself the trust ot Administrator of the estate
ol John C. Perry, late of Lineolnville, in the County ot
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s esrate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor
settlement to him. 3w3G WILLIAM K. DUNCAN.
To the Honorable
Waldo:

Judge

ol Probate for the

County

A Sinkinm Fund
vided

EFFECT

The

of

J. Rob-

per

THE

annum

HoNDS,

COMF1.1

i»

pro-

I’O TAKE

I ION

OF

THE

mortgage is ior $15,000,000, of which $3,000,000

now

merged

in the Chksapkak

and

Ohio.

Of the remaining $1.1,000,000, a sufficient amount will
be sold to complete the road to the Ohio river, perfect
and improve the portion now in operation, and thoroughly equip the whole tor a large and act is e traffic.
The

present price is 00 and accrued interest.

A Loan
so

so

amply secured,

carefully guarded, and
a prominent
place

so

certain hereaiter to command

among the favorite securities in tho
this Country and Europe, will be at

markets, both ot

once

appreciated

and quickly absorbed.

Very respectfully,

Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and for the

County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol March,
A. D. 1S7U.
the
Petition, Ordered, That the petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy oi said petition, with this order thereon,
to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
Ollice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday ol
April next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew
cause, if any they have, why the same should not be
ASA I’HURLOUGH, Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w30

UPON

&

foregoing

BANKRUPTCY

P. S.—We have issued pamphlets containing lull particulars, statistical details, maps, etc., which will be
furnished upon application.

NOTICES.

I^We buy and sell Government Bonds, and receive
accounts of Banks, Bankers, Corporations, aud
others, subject to check at sight, and allow interest on
Jmos33
daily balances.
the

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
next Court of Bankruptcy, for the
be held at Belfast, April

will
THEWaldo,
2
P. M.

County ot
2,1870, at

PETER THACHER.
o’clock,
Register Gth District, Maine.
Belfast. March 3,1870.
upr2

HATCH,
Bankers.

as

Therefore, oh ye who are wise, come to the Fish Market. Order book at the store of D. Faunce & Co.
Pedlers supplied on liberal terms,
LEWIS & CROSBY at Lewis’ wharf.
Belfast, Jan. 10, im?o.
>7

$ioi>,000

ONE YEAR AFTER

Company,

Brooks,
Roberts,
County,
ed, respectfully represents that said minor is seized and
of certain real estate, situate in the towns oi
possessedKnox
and Monroe, in said County of Waldo,
Brooks,
viz.: all his interest in the real estate of which said deceased was seized or possessed at the time of his decease, that an advantageous oiler of one thousand dollars has been made by Adelaide S. Roberts, Louise C.
Libby, Abby D. Chase, Sarah F. Roberts, Ellen W, Roberts, Isabel E. Roberts and Allred E. Chase, ol said
Brooks, which otter it is lor the interest ol all concerned
immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to be put
out ou interest lor the benefit of said minor.
WilKitEtOKE your petitioner prays your honor to grant
her a license to sell and convey said real estate oi said
minor, (Including the reversion ot the widow’s dower
thereon,) to said parties for said sum.
SARAH A. ROBERTS.
a

ok

THE REDEMPTION Ol THE

will be reserved and held in trust tor tho redemption ot
outstanding Bonds of the V irginia Central Jtailroail

ol Brooks, in said County, minor heir of AlTHEerts,UNDERSIGNED,
in said
late of
deceasGuardian of Alfred

FOR

Road.

lred J.

At

the blood.

rilKACllER OF PIANO FORTE. Residence at Mrs.
1_ HUNNEEjEj’A Congress Street, Belfast.
tfl4
Special attention given to beginners,

JOHN 11.

Belfast, March

'/'he.

COMPANY.

Atlantic const and the

Warren, Warren, Balti-

Lillian M.

prices down iwithout regard to cost) to below manufacturers present rates. At which prices I shall continue sales at retail until the doth ot April, after which
balance ot stock on hand will be disposed off here
A\ *• have often wondered whether tlieiv is a per- time,
or elsewhere at Auction.
The stock is largo, and emsnn in all NVw England who does not know and apbraces all the varieties usually kept in a lirst-class Carpreciate the value of “Johnson's Anodyne Lini- pet Store. Such an opportunity for bargains is rarely
ment" a- a family medicine V li C adapted to most offered. Persons in want should not fail to improve it.
(i. II, SLEEPER.
all purposes, and i< the lu-t pain killer that can be
dwdS
Belfast, March do, 1870,
used.

Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER
the Louisi-

!

_

WIMIMMS,

Ten

OFFICE OF

!
!

MARRIED.

Storage,

governable passions.

For Sale.
A FA KM, situate in Northport, one mile
from Saturday Cove, on the Beech Ilill
road, so
called, containing about one hundred acres of
good land; cuts about twenty tons of hay; a
wuuu k'uiiui pasture, wen ieuueu;
plenty oi never tailing water, and a pleasant location. A good one-half
house with L, finished throughout. A barn, shed, carriage-house, work shop and blacksmith’s shop. Any
one desirous of a good larm and a good location,
cheap.
please call on the subscriber on the primises.
DAVID DKINKWATEtt.
1137

gained. It gives a clear Synopsis of the impediments
to Marriage, the treatment of Nervous and Physical Debility, Sterility, &c., and the remedies therefor,—the results of twenty years’ successful practice;
together with an infallible recipe of a Lotion preventive
of diseases.
“There is no member of society by whom this hook
will not bo found useful, whether such person holds the
relation of Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman.” [London
Medical Times and Gazette.
Sent -by mail on receipt of One Dollar. Address the
Author, Dr. Curtis, 14 Chapman street, Boston, Mass.

protection.

Further particulars of the tragedy in New
lledford disclose that a brother of tin* murdered man whosnspected that Mrs. Chapman,
the murderess, was endeavoring to entrap
his younger brother into matrimony, put him
on liis guard against her wiles, and persuaded some ol his friends to advise him on the
same point.
Inconsequence of these warnings an intimacy that was said to have existed between them was broken oil'. Matters
went
along, to all appearance, smoothly
enough, until tea-time on Thursday evening.
Parker, the victim, and the woman, occupied
their usual seats at the table, side by side
She finished the meal first, and withdrew to
the front entry, as she had done frequently*
before. lie left the table a lew minutes afSPECIAL NOTICES.
terwards, and the boarders were almost immediately startled by three reports of a pistol
Whether the parties had any conversation beWharfage and
fore the fatal shots were tired is not, known ; On the
principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable
if any, it must have been brief. It appears terms. Inquire ol
«
mi
nit
that she tired twice upon Parker, striking
him on the right side and back of the chest,
and then discharged the pistol into the front
Miss ANNA BELL BAKER
of her own abdomen, the ball passing entire- Will give Piano Forte instructions. Application may be
made
the New England House, where terms, &c.,
ly through her body. A physician was im- may beatlearned.
the
called
to
attend
murderess
and
mediately
Belfast, March 14, 1870.
sptfid
suicide, but. she had made sure work; conafter
that
the
immediately
fessing
using
ASK Fill! Dll. CLAMS 8IIKBKY
pistol she had swallowed a large dose of And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
arsenic and laudanum. No skill could save is
upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
her life, which terminated yesterday morn- They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tlsp
ing. The pistol used was a large size liveshooter of Colt’s manufacture, and one chamber was charged when it was taken from the
Is beyond a question the very best medicine of the day
Her age was about 30 years. The
woman.
for all COUGHS, COEDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS!
only conjecture for the rash act is that she Also for Whooping Cough and Croup in Children it is
had arrived at an age when it was desirable the most effective medicine ever used.
Sold by all Dealers iu Medicines,
to retire to private life, and was disappointed
B. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Mo.
GEO. c. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents for New
in her expectation of marrying young Parkf»ml7
She was known to be a woman of un- England.
er.

ana

Edition.

C'orrofteil ami reviieil by the Author.
E. DE F. CURTIS, M. D., F. It. C. S., &c., &c., late
Surgeon Turkish Contingent.
A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Cause and Cure of Premature Decline, showing how health is lcii and how re-

The new consul, Mr. Parsons, waited on
Fishing Vessel for Sale.
(lie Governor of Santiago and demanded proTHE schooner SENATOR, 34 tons O. M.
In Cleveland, Ohio, Mr. Charles Stafford and Miss EmIs in good order and well found in sails,
tection for Phillips, and a passport for him to ma J. Lermond of Camden, Me.
and
Miss
Carrie
c able, ifcc.
17tli
A.
Morse
Will be sold very low.
In
inst.,
rigging,
Union,
Quincy
leave by the French steamer lor Jamaica. S.
E. 15. GARDNER,
Shepard.
These were granted, and Phillips left town
In Eden, by L. J. Thomas, Esq., Alvin D. Harden, of
15ucksi>oit. j
Permelia Paine of Eden.
after sending a letter to the President of the Trenton, and Miss
In Rockland, Mr. C. H. Mansfield, of Salem, and Miss
sent
letclub
any
disavowing having
Ann Kalloch, of St. George.
Spanish
Schooners for Sale.
ter to Secretary Fish.
A good, fast sailing, white oak, coppersame
containthe
It is stated that
charges
fastened Hchr.. carries one hundred thouDIED.
sand Iiangor lumber, or Go tons hay, withed in the letter received by Secretary Fish,
out ballast, draft eight feet
deep loaded,
and which is believed to have boon disavowed Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye inns
well found and in eood order. Al so n <rnnd
of personal safe- [ paid for. I
motives
carries one hundred and tifteen thou- |
scnooner,
(scow)
through
by Phillips
17
In this city, March 20th, Augustine Caldwell aged
sand Bangor lumber on eight teet draft, well found and
ly, have been made by both the English and
in good order. Both vessels are now at this
port and
french consuls at Santiago, to their govern- years.
In Eden, Dea. Oliver Higgins, aged 90 years; Nahum will be sold low for cash if applied lo.- soon.
Cousins, aged 01; lltli iust., Orrilla Salisbury, aged 30
JOHN ATWOOD.
ments.
ls.'o.
lath, Mercy Richardson, aged 29 years.
Wiaterport, March
c\v34*
A Kingston (Jamaica) letter of the 10th years;
In Newburyport, Mass., March 10th, Capt. Robert
states that a steamer had arrived there with Hodgdou, formerly of Belfast, aged 35 years and 5 mos.
He was a devoted husband, a kind and affectionate faAll persons indebted to B. C.
the American eon-ml, Phillips, on board, who
and was a dearly beloved brother, and has left a
tied from Santiago de Cuba, it appears that ther,
large circle of relatives and friends to mourn his loss, by Dinsmore are requested to settle
he was dearly beloved. He was possessed with a
Phillips had entered a protest against the ar- whom
noble and generous heart, was ever ready to administer
before April 1,1870, or their bills
rest and assassination of a naturalized Amerto the wants of the needy and suffering. He had long
ican citizen, and against the seizure of the been a worthy member of the St. Mark’s Lodge of that will be left with a
for
American sloop Champion, whose captain city. He was buried from the Washington street Methodist. Church, Sabbath of the 20th, where he was follow- collection.
of
one
his
in
estates
to
and crew he had sent
ed by a large number of Masonic Brothers, who exthe country to keep them Irom a Spanish pressed a heartfelt sympathy for the mourning friends,
W k" CAIRS OF WOMK.N'ti, .M ISSF.S’ and cl.iland for the loss of their departed Brother.
*
dren’s single and double sole boots, selling
the
prison. Just then came the report from
much less than cost tor CASH, (hill and see before
for
thee—
we
can
but
Brother,
weep
you
United States relative to his letter to SecrehuyB. C. DINSMOUK,
Though we know thou art at rest;
hv.m
; 1 Main Street.
tary Fish, which caused the ease of assassiThy Saviour early called thee home
To live among the blest.
nation b\ the volunteers. The Governor of
And when onr toils and cares are o’er,
Railroad Notice.
Santiago said he was powerless, and advised
And we from life depart,
Phillips to leave, anil he left, being accomA MEETING OF THE DIRECTORS of the
we
meet
thee
in
that
home
May
Heavenly
Belfast and Mooschead I.akc Railroad, March **:t,
A.
panied to the wharf by the governor's secreWhere we never more may part.
Is. o, the lollowing vote was passed.
tary and the British consul.
Voted, That the Treasurer ot this Corporation be and
hereby is instructed l<> commence suits agajusl all indiSHIP NEWS.
vidual subscribers to the stock, who shall not have paid
DEATH OF PIERRE SOULE.
one or more of their assessments on or before
April ’d,
PORT OF BELFAST.
Pierre Soule

___

m course

I.Tltli

MANHOOD,

|

1

THE FUTURE.
What may wo take into the vast forever?
That marble door
Admits no fruit of all our long endeavor,
Xo fame-wreathed crown we wore,
Xo garnered lore.
bear bevond the unknown
Xo gold no gains
of all our toiling; in the life immortal
Xo hoarded wealth remains.
Nor gilds, nor stains.
What

can we

portal?

Naked from out that far abyss behind us
We entered here;
No word came with our coming, to remind us
What wondrous world was near,
Xo hope, no fear.
Into the silent, starless night before us,
Naked we glide;
Xo hand has mapped the constellations o'er us,
Xo comrade at our side,
Xo chart, no guide.

NEW BOOKS.
Domestic Science; as applied
to the Duties and Pleasures of Home; by Catherine K. Beecher and Harriet Beecher Stowe.

Pkixcipi.es

|lclxr Sbbcrtiscwcnts.

ok

II. A. Brown & Co.. Boston.

This book,
book for the

although ostensibly

a

AGENTS WANTED.—*-

“Text- “THF FYPfl^F
i nc. LArDoc,

-

«-

PHILO CHASE,

Counsellor and

«*«*

hohvoxo
nonnoxisn.’

or

of young ladies in schools,
By a Sifter of a High Priest, and a resident for 15 years
Price $’.8.
Illustrated.
Pages 472.
seminaries, and colleges,” is one that should among athem.
Giving lull and authentic account of their rnor.il, solind a place in every home in the land : not cial and political condition to the present time, and of
the mysteries and w orkings of f*oljff.imj'.
Full of
on the book-shelf, on the centre-table, but in
startling facts and astonishing disclosures. Sold only
Exclusive territory given. Gi.culars
by
subscription.
the hand of every member of the household. and
sample sheets sent free. Address
BELKNAP & BLISS, Hartford, Conn.
It is brim-full and running over with facts,
of which every man and woman, old and
Wantetl for flic* !%»■« IBook

I

SHALL

Kt|

G P LOMBARD,
s |

house-keeper or denizen of a boardSECRETS OF INTERNAL REVENUE.
ing-house even, for the sake of health, coma Prominent Officer of theTreasury Service,
By
fort and happiness should be well informed. showing up the secrets and inner workings of the Reve-

accomplished

the

Among
topics
larly, “A Healthful Home.”

treated

we

note

particu-

When the rich gold and purple of Life's suu-et
Lies iu its beauty on the silent sea;
When on the shore I see the white-robed angel
And hear his whisper, "God has called for thee,"

"Healthful Food,
and Drinks,” “Health of Mind,” Cleanliness,” “Care of the Aged—the Sick—of Ser-

Kyes lit with love will watch

vants,” &c., &c.

the sea shore.
press my own.

Warm human hands will fondly
But can I bear them with me on my journey
nut through the dimness of the world unknown?
And this great beauty of the earth and heavens,
The holy night whose glorv tills my soul,
The softened amethyst of fading twilight,
The gleaming stars on night's emblazoned scroll—
The rosy light of morning on the mountains,
The tender purple ot the distant sea,
Things I love now, from henceforth all forgotten.
What of their beauty can I bear with me?
"Alone, alone," sighed gentle-hearted Pascal,
Vud yet I think that not alone we die;
Though all this earth i- dimly fading from us,
Viv we alone if one kind Friend is nigli?
who hath said, "Ln, I am with you always,"
The way-worn Man who sat by Galilee,
-peaking good words and healing all the people,
Who lived and died for love of me.
(Inc

(ill. not alone, for this our Friend and Brother,
Though'heaven’s great angels bow before His

throne,

shall stand with us upon the silent sea-slmre,
Mi- hand shall guide us to the world unknown.

WATCHWORDS OF

LIFE.

While ‘.here is

Dare,
While there is

While there's
While there's

voting heart brave!

a

Toil,
a

task

unwronght!

Trust,
a

God to save!

Learn,
That there's

a

work for each!

That there's

a

strength

Feel,
That there's

a

in God!

Know.
crown reserved!

Wait,

Though

'ncath the cloud and rod!

Love,

When there's

a

loe that wrongs!

When there's

a

brother's need!

When there

a

Help,

Watch.
tempter near!

Pray,
ami deed!

we

They shall ripen into wrong.
Are we sowing seeds of honor?
They shall bring forth golden grain

quarters.
Our staunch old friend, the potato, is to other
vegetables what bread is on the table, bike bread,
it is held as a sort of xiue-qurMinn,' like that.it
may be made invariably palatable by a little care
in a few plain particulars, through neglect of which

Are we sowing the seeds falsehood?
We shall yet reap bitter pain.
Whatsoe'er our sowing he,
Reaping, we its fruits must see.

We can never he too careful
What the seeds our hands shall sow;
Love from love is sure to ripen,
Hate from hate is sure to grow;
Seeds of good or ill we scatter
Heedlessly along our way;
Rut a glad or grievous fruitage
Waits us at the harvest dav.
Whatsoe'er our sowing be.
Reaping, we its fruits must see.

CAPTAIN WILLIAMS.
In contrast with the cowardly, inhuman
conduct of the English Captain1 Eyre, it
is noted that the first act in the life of Midshipman Edward P. Williams, late commander of the ill-fated Oneida, was to
save the captain and crew of the British ship
Cleopatra, off St. Johns, X. B., in the year
1853, while Capt. Williams was attached to
the United States sloop-of-war Decatur. It
was a dark, stormy
night, and after much
danger and exposure the officers ol the illfated ship was got on board the Decatur with
safety. Midshipman E. P. Williams was in
charge of the boat that brought them, and
upon getting on board Capt. Whittlesey
asked if all were safe ? Williams replied:
“I have saved every soul, sir!” And he had.
The relatives and friends of Capt. Williams
may, perhaps, draw some small comfort from
the thought that the story of his heroism in
the face of death will be remembered as
long as the world retains its admiration for
gallant deeds. He would not leave his post
mi the bridge,
although he was almost pulled
away, and when urged by Mr. Yates, replied, “I go down with my ship.” A petty
officer urging him to go, he grasped the iron
rail, and said, “So, this is my place, and
here will I remain.” These are the stories
which people tell each other, witli softened
hearts, over the winter’s fire, and which invites the young to courageous aets and selfdenying aims. There is no book of shipwrecks. or volume ot “Stories of the Sea,”
in which tin- loss of the brave officers of the
Oneida will not he treasured up, to draw
tears front thousands long after this generation has passed away. [XT. Y. Times.
An

Augusta

corre-

spondent relates the following affecting story
of an old lady resident in this count}-, which is
also a striking commentary on the destitution
which the late

war

entailed upon the

The Xew York Soldier Author.”
This is the most thrilling, the most popular^ and the
best selling Book ever published. Send $’8, and we will
forward sample copy and all necessary Instructions concerning the business. Address R. II. Ferguson & Co.,
New York.

people

of the country—

Among the incidents of the week was one of
peculiar interest. With the orphans who came up
here yesterday from the “Home” in Bath to visit
the legislature, was a woman, visiting here for a
few days, who is worthy of a brief notice. .She is a
resident of Burnham, in the
county of Waldo. At
the beginning of tie war her husband was almost
a helpless cripple.
Site hail four sons, all of whom
enlisted. Three were mustered into the service,
the fourth was rejected on account of disability.
These three sons were killed. Of her great family
of grandchildren, thirty-one were left orphans;
three of these have recently died, only six of the
twenty-eight remaining are in the Orphans’ Home.
The old lady went to Bath two days ago to visit
the little ones, and was given clothing, Ac., which
she very much needed. At sight of a pair of boots
which a kind lady gave her, site cried like a child,
remarking, “This is the first time anybody eve r
She had only fifty cents
gave me anything.”
whec she started from home, but the conductors
all parsed her willingly. At the Augusta House
she dreaded to go to the table,
saying she would
ather not eat where there were so
many peo pie.
She said. This is the first time I ever
put up at
“a tavern in my life.”
she
was on the
Yesterday,
floor of the House of
Keprcscntatives, and by
unanimous vote, a resolve passed,
giving her a
for
life.
Her
name
is Betsey Reynolds.
pension
She is sixty-seven years old. Her husband died
two years ago. Trouble lias bent her form and
dimmed her eye, but she is a sensible, modest and

i

it often becomes intolerable. The soggy, waxy, indigestible viand that often appears in the potatodish is a down-right sacrifice of the better nature
of this vegetable.
The potato, nutritive and harmless as it appears,
belongs to a family suspected of very dangerous
traits. It is a family connection of the tleadlynightsliade and other ill-rcputcd gentry, and sometimes shows strange proclivities tit evil—now
breaking out uproariously, as in the noted potatorot, and now more covertly, in v arious evil affections. For this reason scientific directors bid us
beware of the water in which potatoes are boiled—
into which, it appears, the evil principle is drawn
oil'; and they caution its not to shred them into stews
without previously suffering the slices to lie for an
hour or so in salt and water. These cautions arc
worthy attention.
The most usual inodes of preparing the potato
for the table are l>y roasting or boiling. These processes are so simple that it is commonly supposed
every cook understands them without special directions; and yet there is scarcely an uniiistrueted
cook who can boil or roast a potato.
A good roasted potato is a delicacy worth a dozen
compositions of the cook-book; yd when we ask
for it, what burnt, shriveled abortions are presented tous! Biddy rushes to her potato-basket and
pours two dozen of different sizes, some having in
them three times the amount of matter of others.
These being washed, she tumbles them into her
oven at a leisure interval, and there lets them lie
till it is time to serve breakfast, whenever that may
be. As a result, if the largest are cooked, the
smallest tire presented in cinders, and the intermediate. sizes are withered and watery. Nothing
is so utterly ruined by a few moments of overdoing.
That which at the right moment was plump with
mealy richness, a quarter of an hour latter shrivels
and becomes watery—and it is in this state that
roast potatoes are most frequently served.
In the same manner we have seen boiled potatoes
from an untaught cook coining upon the table like
lumps of yellow wax—and the same article, under
the directions of a skillful mistress, appearing in
snowy balls of powdery whiteness. In the one ease,
they were thrown in their skins into the water, and
suffered to soak or boil, as the ease might be, at
the cook’s leisure, and after they were boiled to
stand in the water till site was ready to peel them.
In the other case, the potatoes being first peeled
were boiled us quickly as possible in salted water,
which the moment they were done was drained off.
and then they were gently shaken for a moment or
two over the fire to dry them still more thoroughly.
We have never yet seen the potato so depraved and
given over to evil that it could not be reclaimed by
this mode of treatment.
As to fried potatoes, who that remembers the
crisp, golden slices of the French restaurant, thin
as wafers and light as snow-flakes, does not speak
respectfully of them? What consulship with the.se
have those coarse, greasy mass of sliced potato,
wholly soggy and partly' burnt, to which we are
treated under the name of fried potatoes in Ante riea? In our cities the restaurants are introducing
the French article to great acceptance, and to the
vindication of the fair fame of this queen of vegetables.

The
or

either

“Accidents and Antidotes,”
“Habits of System and Order,”
of them is richly worth the cost of

chapter on

that

on

one

the book to any household.
occasion to refer to it again.
Tiif. Seamstkess Tkageiiv.

We may have
A. L. Robin-

son, the paramour of Mrs. Lunsford, the
seamstress who was found murdered in limbed, a few mornings ago at Mansfield, O.,
has been charged with the murder by a coro-

ner’s jury. He has a wife who seems to have
known little about his habits, but whose testimony as to the late hour in which her husband came home on the night of the murder
is exidicit. Robinson’s teeth correspond exactly to the marks on the arm of the murdered woman, casts of the teeth and of the
wuonds having been made and compared byexpert dentists. Robinson was angry with his
victim for having married against his wishes.
He had even promised her that if she would
remain single lie would find work lor her intended husband. A daughter of the murderer, 15 years old, was examined as to her habits. YVhen asked to identify the handwriting
of some letters, she burst into tears and faltered, “I think it is pa’s.” Robinson is the subrave woman.
perintendent oflarge iron works at Mansfield
and takes his arrest and trial with great coolThe Bangor Democrat says :
ness.
A certain Hugh ,J. Wilev of CincinnaHamlin is after the scalp
man
who
ofevery
ti is implicated as a friend of Robinson’s,
went for Morrill in the Senatorial
fight of last and perhaps
as accomplice.
winter. At that time there was an oflico in
this city called the Special
Inspectorship of There is a curious story in circulation in
Customs. It was filled by W. E. Cromwell,
Gloucester, of a schooner having been visitAnd
Cromwell
went for Morrill. After
Esq.
ed by ghosts for two or three times on the
Hamlin got into his seat in the Senate, CromBanks of Georges.
The schooner is the
well waked up one
morning and found his of- Charles Haskell, and is in that harbor now,
fice abolished on the plea of
Reeconomy.
been driven back by ghosts a third
cently, however, the community were quite having
time. The town is very much excited ovci
surprised to find the office re-created and one these
reports.
A. (I. Hunt, a particular friend of Hamlin and
1’eters, appointed to till it. It is a nice little
Horace Greeley obtained a verdict of $7,sinecure. Nothing to do. Pay $4 a day and 775 against Moses 1). Bean who inveigled him
all expenses paid by Government.
into a bogus African colonization scheme, tilt
pretence being that a large lot of land in
In Alton, III., William Robin, while burglarious!) North Carolina had been engaged which ulitientering the house of W. \V. Martin, was shot am matcly proved to be a portion of the Dismal
killed by the latter.
Swamp.

Feet Front—Iron ami Glass.
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WORKS

UNITED

OF

STATES

I^^Nig-ent Perionii of
Vtcorcu I ADLl either sex, who desire to know
how they may realize from $1000 to $3000 a year, introducing valuable and popular books, may address LEE &
SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston, Mass. QtfpState what
paper you saw this in.

COMPANY.

MAIDEN
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NEW

LANE,

DR. Ii. DI XN
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
£1 EiHlicott Street, Button, *■*«».

YORK.

is so arranged that patients never see or hear ach other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Mo. <1, ha\
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any persou
hesitate applying at fils office.
<

MANUFACTURERS SiSr WATCHES, PENDANT WINDERS AND M WINDERS.

(ESTABLISHED JMIBO.)

Hie finer grades all having three pairs (oniral 1'ivoH. lap
and accurately adjusted to Unit, fold ant l\-siUon. ami a
in
-mu
in the
grades, have the STRAINHT l.INK Kscapement, with KxposeJ Ballet .Jew- Is. and Hardened and Tempered Hairsprings; and t«»r our tat lmprov.m.nt iti
Si'KM WINDINfi mechanism we claim a ST/lTSf Til, SIAFTLICITY, and S.\fi)OTIl\7. >’.V hitherto unattained in any other manufacture, at home or abroad,
Constantly on hand, full lines, all sizes, in Cold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Itepeaters, Independent I I, l-d Split ami Fly-back Sm-mD for taking
three different times, for timing horses, Artillerymen. Sec,
*<ri ’rice List furnished the trade cn application, enclosing business card. For sale by the trade generally. Beware of worthless imitations, with which the country is
flooded. Insist on a certificate of genuineness from those of whom you purchase, and see that the words, Marion. N. .J., are engraved on the plate over the main -prim'
barrel. All others are spurious.

And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Street,

It is far the best Cathat once relieves and in-

vital functions, without causing injury
to any of them. The most complete success has long attended its use in many localitu>; and it is now offered
to the general public with the conviction that it can
all the

fail to accomplish all that is claimed for it. It
little or no pain; leaves the organs free from
irritation, and never over taxes or excites the nervous
system. In all diseases of the skin, Hood, stomach,
bowels, liver, kidneys,—ot children, and in many difficulties peculiar to women, it brings prompt relief and
certain cure. The best physicians recommend and
prescribe it; and no person who once u.«es this, will voluntarily return to the use of any other cathartic.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
1 Box, $0,25.l'ostagc 0 cents
5 Boxes, 1.00
18
12
2.25
;»9
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
One oackagc
$1.00
l’ostagc 0 cents.
Six packages
5.00
2?
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
TUKVER ft CO., Proprietor*,
120 Tieuaout, Street, Button, Hass.

NOTICE.
OF

A NO

AFTKIt

Phthisic!

TUESOAV, OKC. Till, THE
STEAMKK

PATENTED, May 18,

with

Itility.

Best of references given. *en«l for ('ircularM.
IV 6 CHI** ft CO.. Uoml Broken*.

D

tf50

-00-

Will make but

one

trip

per week

Leuving' Belfast every TUKSDAY.
FRIDAY.
GKO, G. WELLS,
Agent.

CITY

SHERMAN HOUSE, BOSTON.
Formerly Hancock House, Court Square.
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

Rooms, One Dollar per flay for each person.
This House now stands among the first Hotels
in Boston, having been lately refurnished and put in
perfect order. BAltNEY' HULL, Proprietor.

and I’ll Do You Good

“Buy Me,

Dll

BONDS,

EXEMPT FROM TAXATION!

DECISION ol the Commissioner ot Internal
received, these bonds are not liable
to
revenue tax ot FIVE PER CENT, like
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in aid ol
a railroad, or by way of a loan of credit to a railroad
company.
This consideration gives Belfast City Bonds A GREA I
ADVANTAGE over the bonds ot town- and cities which
are subject to this tax, and makes them by far the most
desirable investment in the market.
fifty thousand dollars of these bonds were sold
before the decision of the Commissioner was received—
and investees will find it lor their advantage to send in
immediately, as no assurance can be given that any thing
more than n limited amount will he disposed of at former
TIMO. THORNDIKE,
rates.
tGO
City Treasurer.
A

Read This!

Agents!

WILL PAY

ACEIT8 A SALARY'

allow
eek and expenses,
of $30 per
WE
wonderful inventions*
commission, to sell

large
Address,

ty ^20

a

or

w

our new

M.

Sani-

“Economypeopleis Weal/---FRANKLIN.

will
pay $50 or more for a Skwinn; Ma
chine when $22 will buy one that has a standard
is
double
thread, complete with Table, conreputation,
structed upon entirely new and practical principles,
runs by friction, and excels all others ? These celebrated
Machines, fully licensed, are intended for poor people
who want to save time, labor and money. Agents Wanted. Machines sent to Agents and gicen away to needy
families. For circulars ami reduced prices, address J
C. Ottis & Co., or Franklin and Diamond S. M. Co.,
Box 5W7, BostoD, Mass.

WHY

FOOD

FASCINATION

OIt

SOUL-

CHARMING.—100 pages; cloth. This wonderful
PSYCHOMANCY.
book has lull instructions to enable the reader to fascinate cither sex, or any animal, at will.
Mesmerism,
Spiritualism, and hundreds ot other curious experiments. It can be obtained by sending address, with postage, to T. W. EVANS & CO., No. 11 South Eighth

Street, Philadelphia.

FEMALE SILVER
unfailing

Gray's Linen Collars and
CUFFS AT
H. L. LORD’S.

Call at No. 10 High St
Farm for Sale.
SUBSCRIBER offers his farm for sale,
situated in Northporon a good road, and in a
healthy and pleasant location, thirty minutes
ride from the Post Ofllce, Depot and Steamboat
wharves. Said farm contains 01 acres good land, suitdivided
into Tillage, Pasture and Woodland. Well
ably
fenced, well watered and good buildings, house new. A
orchard
of the best fruit, with (Tab-apple and Pear
large
trees, Grape vines, Cherry, Currant, Wilson and Agricultural Strawberry, &c.
Stock and Tools sold at a fair valuation if desired.
.1. C. LEWIS,
Terms easy. Apply to

MTIIE

Belfast, Maine.

Nov.

:$0, 180J.

1121

sizes, from two feet to six feet six

U'.iLHI'T Cmii ETN tlways
to order, ami trimmed in theh A I I

luml,

on
>

1‘

II iUI) MOOI» < 4*14 RT* ready
PRICES.

or

nostrums, o that the “usual fe e*” may be obtained for
or “the dollar,” or
fraction of It,
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quae kery,
DR. DI.VS

professedly curing,

math

M'l J.I:.

inade.nt LOW

charLM-s arc- very moderate. Communications sacredly
Confidential, and all may rely on him with the* strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease,condition or situation ot
any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of t »«*
United States,

CORFU* CIS K % I*.

No. 11 Pliooulx Row.
C. 1>.

til8

FIELD,

A. l>. MATHEWS.

All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
insure an answer.
Address Du. L. I)ix, No. 21 Endicott St. Boston, Mass.
Boston Jan. 1 IfCu-lyr

-CUT AT—

>

II.

liURD'S

I..

\4». SO

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD,
Pl'HLISllLD

High *1.

PEABODY

r.Y

HI K

MEDICAL

INSTITUTE,

(Opposite Revere House.)
1000 Copios Sold the Last Yoar.

Instant Relief from Pain!

NTo. ft'l William Mtreet.

SCIENCE OK I HE, or SEEK FltKSKKVA
A Mnlieal Treatis* on the Cause ami Cureot
ALS I »*:I»
VITALITY, I’UEMAll UK I>K* LINK IN

IT ON
F.s

H

or

Mailed

on

receipt

of Price.

Address,

For Sale, Wholesale and

YJ

President.

J. I. WATTS, General Agent, South Brooks, Me.
Charles Austin, )
Burton Foster,
|
Fred Cushman,
) Special Agents.
I
Gko. Mayo,
21
Fred Pitchei:.
J

.4 L

L I. t

250 CONGRESS

1

o*

ZJ

BRANCH,

,

1m u

oc a,

which
in

Sprains, Dysentery,

u
AND STAPLES, Agents tor the
j
We have just arrived in
State of Maine.
ik
PORTLAND with ;i full supply of
tie
celebrated!
IliKlYEllMlTl
ra»:i»IPI4i:.«i. These Cura
on
o
tives are the favorite prescriptions of the New York
a,
Medical University. What may seem almost incredible
is the astonishing rapidity with which they cure disin
eases hitherto considered incurable.
A valuable Book
A sk your Druyyist for it unit i / if tms n t yot it. he
I N T O
information ;
tree, containing important
for everybody. Agents wanted in every town in the will order it for you.
Manufactured hy the Franklin Medic i! A soemtion,
.State. We would be pleased to communicate with any :
No. 2S Winter St.. Boston, Mass
one desiring an agency for the sale of the University 1
and see the largest sto^k of
Tins Association are also I’ropi hdor- and MumUaetuMedicines.
rersof
Dr. Foster’s justly celebrated Catarrh Remedy.
F. P. 11 ENDKILSi >X, M. i>.. Consulting Physician.!
lyrhS
Medical Advice, tree. Other
cases cured by Contract.
SUITS ot tiie
ever offered in this city. l'ARLOR
hours, from » o’clock in the morning to t* o’clock in the
LATEST STYLES
I evening. Address all letters to
HENDERSON .t s l’APLES, Agents,
JUST O 1’ E N IN It
University Branclt, iioO Congre ss St.,
tl'TI
Portland’ Maine,
! LOOK ! at the quality ami prices of our
CHESTNUT
ami
J CUSTOM MADE WALNUT

UENDKRSON

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

LOOK!

q

LOOK!

Physiological

No. 11 PHfENIX liOW,

SETS, KTAOERES,
WHAT-NOTS, &e., tic.

SIDE-BOARDS,

our

CHAIRS.

and see
and not to be

EU It NT

SETS, BEDSTEADS,

4c.,

our

prices, so cheap

that all

can

undersold in the State.
tfis

buy

A. B. MATHEWS.

LAZARUS & MORRIS’
(J K L. K n U A T K ID

Perfected

rnin: i .Yii iitvirv

1

stock of COMMON

at
large
IOOK
J TURK, PINE CHAMBER
4c.

C. D. FIELD.

Spectacles

and EYE GLASSES.

the Skin.

Children.

1

j

[

corner

beyond

no

our

allusion

Knur.iv

comparison,

tin most extraordi-

he found in any other works
All the New Dlsdovkrik.n of the au-

even can

language.

published.

ever

Vai.i

vbi.l Boors.
Wi have received the valuable
I works ot Hr. Albert II. Hayes. These books
of actual merit, and should find a place in
every intelligent family. 1 hev are not the cheap order ofabomln
abii trash, puMishca by irresponsible
parties, and pur
chased to gratify coars* tastes, but are written
by a r.
sponsible professional gentleman ot eminence, as a
*oui\:» ot instruction on vital
matters,cor/ern'.ng wtiich
lamentable ignorance exist’*,
i’he important subjects
presented are treated with delicacy, ability an 1 cure, aud,
n
an appendix, many useful prescriptions for
prevailing
vs ftepnldicnn, / ancastcr, y
eomplaints are added.—
//., S-pt. 7, lstilb
modi
u>

Dl.

Hav

ks

is

one

of the most learned and

popular

be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the cause
>l those diseases to which they are snbject, and he tells
them just how and when to do it
[ Farmington df'emi
Farmington. Mr., Sept, 'l, tKtV.L

F.<r sale hv all the principal Dry Goods Stores in New
1KW I*
IHlOHAf
dr C O., *<»|«
44 SUMMER S’lREET, BOSTON,
dm:tl

England.

T)i«*6 are truly scientific and popular works
by Dr.
Ha\es one of the most learned and popular phvsiclaus
of the day.- /To
\fnlical and Sur<,i\d Journal, Julu
186‘J.
l’rico of SCIKNCK
<>J

OFT.1FK, $L00. PHYSIOLOGY
DLSI.ASKS, $,*.00. In fur

WOMAN AND IIKit

lev morocco, lull gilt

B. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of II. ). AN
DKRSON, J it., are now opening an entire new stock,
consisting in part ot the following articles.

WILLIAM

Kith,

book sent

Ad.Ires

1

tlK

to.

by

!* I!

mail

on

A III * D Y

Postage paid.
receipt o! price.

Ml'.Dl*

XI

I NSTli'i n.,

or

llA)

KS, No. l Bullini h Street, Boston.
N. H.—Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest confidence
ou all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience
dr.

CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE,
RIO
FLOUR, CO FEEL
JAPAN TEA
HAVANA
PORK,
OOLONG
ST. J AGO
BEEF,
RAISINS
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS. FISH, &<
A lull and complete assortment ol Groceries, which w<
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
W.M. It. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
tMJ
Belfast, May 1. 1800.

Aromatic Invigorator Scorn,

all

■

NOTICE.

iNVtOl.AULK Shi

RKSY

AND

t’KRTA

IN

KKI.IKF.

1yr 1

1 he celebrated DU. L, DIX
I. ADI KS.
X
particularly invites nil I.adies who need u Mnlieal or
his Rooms, *,*1 Kndicott 8t
at
to
call
Surgical adviser,
Boston, Mass., w hich they will lind arranged tor their

rpo

TUI*:

special aceomniodution,
>

DR. 1 1 \ having devoted over twenty years to this
branch of the treatment ot all diseases peculiar
females, it is now conceded by all, (both in tins couu
and
huropc,) that he excels all other known practictry
ioiiers In tin sate, speedy and effectual treatment ol
female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, un
natural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
discharge which flow from a morbid state of the blood.
The Doctoi is now tally prepared to treat in bis
peculiar
style, h«*fh medically and surgically, all diseases of the
h inulr m
umi they are respectfully invited to call at

particular

New Turk Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.

NEW GOODS
flour, groceries, &c.

Removes from the system the 111 effects caused by I lie ox(too. O.
cessvc use of alchollc liquors, anti effectually destroys
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debilthe store formerly occupied by F. A. Knowlhas
taken
is
matter
removed
from
itated mucous surfaces. Effete
the system, thereby restoring It to normal healthlul con- ton.atthe toot ol Main street, and is opening an entire
dition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing new stock, which will be sold at prices to suit the tunes.
the moat aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Com
GEO. O. BAILEY.
plaints, and nil other Derangements of tlie Stomach and
tia.i
This elegant preparation
li.'lliat, Die. 14, ISO!).
Bowels in a speedy manner.
full
eatbefore
has stood the test ol years. A wine-glass
all
and
prevent
will
sutl'erluga
ing
give
good appetite,
Irom Indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitu
FOR SALE.
tions should take the invigorator three tunes a day. A
Billiard Tablos at Roducod Prices.
wine-glass lull before retiring will insure sweet and re
asks
Is
a
and
to
trial,
freshing sleep. All the proprietor
Induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles VTl*i\V and second hand carom or four pockets, all
sizes, with the latest combination spring cushions,
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 45 Central
better than all the patent humbug standard Reces or
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
whalebone cushions. Catgut cushions excluded. Please
Sold in Belfast by If. A MOW®* * <«•
call Indore purchasing elsewhere. H. II EIMS, loii Sud
In Stockton, by ioil* ** AMEX mil OHM. !■
go
k HIUHfLf
bury street. Boston.

hirativk

out

ull SAt.K i:v

Belfast.
The above medicines cures Cancer, Scrofula, Tumor*
of all kinds, ill diseases ot the skin, 1'leers ot the throat
RICH A RD H Mi K)DY
catarrh, rheumatism, fee.
tr.w

elegant li.t.i

Piiys-

ally, from Infancy

physicians ot the day, and is entitled to the gratitude ot
race for these invaluable productions.
It seems to

he»i(J4em.

U. H. MoODY', Druggist and Apothecary,
Main and High streets, sole authorized agent in

n-V'OT Sale at CALVIN llEltVKY’S, Agent, Belfast.
tl JO
.JAMES EMEUY, Jeweler, Uucksport.

Dr. Ham’s

aclic. I‘impit-.-;
Chilblains, Worm-

tukai'ki) of

no? tm,d

Ihor, whose experiemv is of an uninterrupted inagiu
tilde sueli as probably never hefor* tell to the lot ot any
.V* person should be without
man
are given in full.
these vuluubh books. J hey are utterly unlike any others

Nervous Head-

j

IOOK

rOOK
J

Sick

Fu.rnitui‘0

CHAMBER

TABLES,

j

with

III MU,

w hat is fully explained, ami
many matters of the most
important and interesting character are introduced, ft*

£5
CD

r.

o

Adi

Old

Pa

and

O

IM.S,

S3

I.ites .uni Stini>;s,

«

*‘i »

YSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AM)

W nary works ol
ever published.
There is
S3 nothing wlmte\ Physiology
that tin- Mmkkiku or Sindlk of
®
I
m i: Si \ can either re juirc or wish to
5.
know, hut
**

Colic, Cramps,

Pm

Me.

r r n

book for every man. Price
in cloth. I)R, A. H.

DISKASKS. or, Woman

fhese an\

iNi'iii'alin;!,

W
a

a

pagibound

Honk for t»

loi-oLie M.i.v

>1

l.uins,

<D

*1 1 \ 4 T a «i \

ST., Portland,

Hi It

rn

THE NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY

-'n'.

Author.
.4

1/3

Belfast, Maine.
El »l<

Hollar.

Mi*

HA) KS

A Sure Cure and Instant Relief.

M«*.

N. A. IKIW EN A C O.

1

<

KntitledSKU \L 1MJ

lAIIMlillg.
Retail, by

tld?

ibis i- indeed

yc.::

D

EATOX A ( O.,

SAMUEL T. HOWARD,

Europe.

oi

s
AND I’m -I Mi. DRIB LIT v, li Y i’(H II
I'RiA, and ail other diseases ur ising from the Krrorb
Yoi ni, or Tfie 1 x >isi ui ioNs or t \< »•
of ma

lure

«

called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which after the payment of live or
more annual premiums, they may be converted into Annuities.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary nun-forfeiting character of the Policies of this or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, lor the
payment of renewal premiums,
Dividends applied at the option of the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in the United

States

n

onl\

fTlHIS Company issues all kinds of Life and KndowJL ment Insurance Policies. Especial attention is

remover

MATIIIOOI)

hand of all

inches.

w
R

of the

and Womanhood.—Essays tor
Young Men, free, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD
Box
P, Philadelphia, l’a.
ASSOCIATION,

BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT KiNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some <iu tek doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ol the life and health >1 others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their

THE

PILLS.

of obstructions, and a certain
monthly turn. Infallible, Harmless
regulator
and Trustworthy. Sent tree by mail to any address on
receipt ot One Dollar.
P. O. BOX 1020, New York City.
An

the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
other r< medy. he relies upon Mkkcury, and gives it
all his patients, in Rills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrum
maker equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
.specific, Antidote, 4c., both relying upon its effects in
curing a lew in a hundred, it is trumpeted iu various
ways throughout the land; hut, ulus! nothing Is said of
the balance, some ot whom die, others grow worse and
arc lelt to linger and sutle r tor months or years, until relieved or cured, it possible by competent physicians.

through

no

to

1>11. FOSTER'S

Unfailing Eye Preservers.

Dr. C. W. Millard's

false certificates and references, and recommend
ations ol their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradic t them
or who. besides, to further their im
po>itious, copy from medical books, much that is written
ol''the qualiti< s and etl-cts ol dllferout herbs and plants
and ascribe1 all tin same to their Rills, Extracts, Specifies
4c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
>>f the ancient beliel of its “curing everything,” but now
known to
kill more than is cured,” and those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.

METALLIC CASES
always on

NEW YORK

Now

AX liASX.—Watches superseded. The
Dollar Time Keeper. A perfect tWeni. Elegantly cased in Oroide of Gold, superior compass attachment, enameled dial, silver ami brass works, glass crystal, size of ladies’ watch. Will denote correct time,
warranted live years, superb aud showy case, entirely ot
Is entirely new,
metal. This is no wooil compass.
patented, 0,500 sold in three weeks. Only $1 each,
three tor $■>, in neat case, mailed tree. Trade supplied.
Address E. C. CHASE & CO., Springfield, Mass.

in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other celNeither be deceived

M VS, NT.IIVUI

WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.

A DAY'!—lo new articles for Agents.
pics free. II. B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

advertising

and

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Ottic«*

Du. Lanoley's Root and Ilerl* Bittrr* area
remedy tor Liver Complaint in all its forms, Huof the Blood and Skin, Scrofula,
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache ana Billious
Diseases, General Debility, &c., They cleanse the system, regulute the bowels, restore the appetite, purify
the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare
it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C. GOODWIN
& CO., Boston. Sold by all Druggists.

DU. DIX

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
many of w hom consult him in critical cases, because ot
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
through
so long experience, practice, and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
and pretentions of
iMMvr.inn
a
n r. QI A«
1VS,
who know little of the nature and character of Sbuciul
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit torged
Diplom is of 1 institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part ol the w >rld; others exhibit Diplomas of the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and

OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.

upon interest on tin* 1st of each month.
Deposits received daily at the thinking Room, from *J
to 1.' A. M., and -toll'. M. Saturday?- lrom»t > U A.M.
JOHN II. QUIM15Y, Tre a>.
ASA E.U M E I
-1.
tll.»
Relfast, Nov. Id, 1S0U,

THE EXCELSIOR

”

sure
mors

Physician

No. 7 Endit oiT
lor all diseases incident lo the female system.
Prolapsus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
other men.- trual derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
very lew days. .So invariably certain is this new mode
of treatmei t, that most obstinate complaints yield under
it, and the alUioted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
l>r. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases ol women than any other physician iu
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attention to an >Iliee practice lor the cure of Private Diseases
ami Female Complaints, acknowledges no sut erior in the
United States.
N. 1>.—- All letters must contain one dollar, or they will
not he answered.
OMIce hours from X a. m. t<> .' r. m.
Boston .Iulv2‘» ISM.
lyt

Nearly

Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
HOLD BY ALL DR1/GGISTS.

I

Surgeon,
Si'., Bosion, isconsulted daily

IIOW.

cities,

IGNORANCE

To Females in Delicate Health.

1>Jthe Revenue,
just
internal

For the

is a penny earned.

CAUTION

during the winter.

leave Boston every
t!22

Y

Vegetable Soap-

By Mail $1.00.
LEW IS, Proprietor,
IB«*lfu»t. Maine,

J. V.

I N.

more

|

CA1*T. HENRY S. RICH.

Detroit, ttichigau

Aromatic

II

BEIiFAST

C«uar;mty of C'oiav^a'ti-

ISM.

avoid and

o

Q' ACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,

TIME TO DEEOSl I

“A penny saved

PHYSICIAN

BOSTON.

through

Savings Bank

THE

IS

IN

YEARS

ebrated physic inns long since dead.

EEOSITS made on or Indore lie: 1st of Deccrnler,
.January, February, March or April, will In- placed

Price 75 cts.

K. A T A

First Class Investments.
sell

Relievos

Always

the most Distressing eases ol Phthisic in a few minutes.
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to tin* Lungs
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.

♦

TEN PER CT. COUPON BONDS.

Belfast

GKADPATK

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
escape imposition of foreign and native
numerous in Boston than in other large
quacks,
1

WA-i. n No. llo:,-bearing Trade Mark. '• Frederic
Athcitou x Co., Marion, N. .J.," manutactuied by l
.s.
Wateh Co., has been carried by me eleven months; its
total variation from mean time being onh m'vco s(., <.nds
in the entire time.
A. 11. K l IN (i, : 1’ars Place, N.Y.
Viee-Pres’t Plastic Com Spring Co.. VJ.f .ir Spring
ami II. Co.

NOW

KKOI'I.AR

ngaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens. Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &c\, that he is much recommended, and par
tieulurly to

■

Phthisic !

ON IA

I WEN 1 Y

Chicago, 111.

LEWIS’ INHALANT, for the Phthisic,

H1K

AIU KRT1SINO

by C. HERVEY, Watchmaker and Jeweller, BELFAST

For Sale

...

....

IS

Srxiirm I’enii., Feb. 2d, lsd'J.
WAl'i if
No. 117-'» bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic
\tlierton N Co., Marion, N. .1, "manufactured
by I'.S.
Watcii < o., lias been
irried by no the three month* ;
-t- total variation from mean tiui*
being only seconds
during that time H. 1 *K FANCY, engineer l’& F. K. |».

Frederic At herton & Co., Marion, N.d.,'* manulacturbyl'.S. Wat-h Co., has *en carried by me since
t ta! variation from mean time being onilKNI’Y SMITH,
ly live seconds ju r month.
Treas. Panama It. It., ns Wall Street.
Watch No. P-20P2—bearing TradeMark, ‘L. S.
Watch Co., Marion, N. d
manufactured by United
States Watch Co., has been carried by me live months;
its total variation from mean time being only twelve
seconds.
(JUD. LOV1S, (leneral Kastern Passenger
Agent, Toldo, AN at> ish & Western Railway.
AVatch No. r,’;V.)—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic
Atherson & Co., Marion, N.manufactured by U. S.
ed

dune, l.sr.7; its

various climates ot Europe. During that time and since
my return it has not varied one second per week.
If. LASS INC, Manager Knickerbocker Life Insurance Co., 101 Broadway. N. V.
Utica, N. V., Feb. 15, 1-C0.
Wa h h No. 1058, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N.manufactured by U. S. Watch Co., lias been carried by me twenty
months; its total variation from meantime being live
/.. C. PK1EST,
seconds per month.
Asst. Sunt. N. V. <’. & II. II. It.

never

we

DR. DIX

boldly asserts, (and It cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he

HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certilicato.
®3FWaTCH No. 1089. Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark. Fro- .eric Atherton & to., Marion, N. .1.," mamifaelurod by Knited State- Watch < o.. bus
been carried by me from December, isos, to January 171 li, 1 s7-1: its lotal variation being only
sc.'iiitlx in tie entire time.
New 1 oik, dan.
is.u.
L. h. < m iTi:M>i:\, Late liegister 1. s. Treu, my.
Y.
1
N.
Feb.
lsro.
t.
Utica,
Watch No, 1121—bearing Trail -Mark,
Frederic
Watch Co., has been carried
me six
its toWa ivii No. 2u IT—bearing Trade-Murk,
Fayette tal variation from meantimebybeing onlymonths;
Atherton &Co.,’’ manufactured by the U. S. Watch Co.
eight seconds
lias been carried by me seven months; its total variation Stratton, Marion, N'. d.” manufactured by l '. S. Watch per month. Have been travelling through different seclrorn meantime being only six seconds. A. I,. DENNIS, Co., has been carried by me 12 months: its total varia- tions ot the country, from New York to (Jalvaston. Textion from mean time being fifteen seconds.
President N. J. K. It. & T. Co.
as, and back, bv steamer and railroad.
F. KICK,
I. V ROOM AN, Knginet r N. Y. C. & H. It. It.
Watch No. 1125, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
ot Whitney & Uiee, 17‘J liroadway, N. Y.
Watch No. lid? Stem Winder—bearing Prado-Murk,
Frederic Atherton &
N.
manufactured
Co., Marion,
.J.,”
by United States Watch Co., has been carried by me
li months; 0 months of that time at sea, and in all the
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MOVEMENTS.

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

GRIFFITHS,

Mild, Certain. Safe, Efficient.
remedy yet discovered, and

FROSTED

cheapest

Saws! Axes! So ws!

vigorates

NICKEl, AND

ISOTII

DISORDERS;

SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

BOTH

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,

CnAS. A. DANA, Editor.

artic

ti- attuushy at j aw

!•:. If A YFOKD BLOCK,

SECRET AND DELICATE

AND JOBBERS

cheapest, smartest, and best New York newspaper.
SkmiEverybody likes it. Three editions: Dailv,
and Weekly. «1 a year. Alltiik News
Wkkklv,

8?*Prites Reiluced^H
flySend for Price List and Circulars.^®
WELC H & GRIFFITHS.
■Boston. Jlass.. or Detroit, Rich.

E II N O M

Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
-kin ; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body;
Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitu
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad
vaneed, at all ages, ot

MARION, N. J.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS,

The

SAWS of all descriptions.
AXES, BELTING and
MILL FURNISHINGS.
CIRCULAR SAWS with
Solid Teeth, or with Patent Adjustable Points,
superior to all Inserted Teeth Saws.

administered.

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies

GILES, WALES & CO.,

Sim.

&

BE!.FAST, MAINE.

Lth

Their effect? and consequence?;

THE

WATCH

vGILES. WALES & CO.

“

WELCH

0

or

Belfast, Maine.

DCCDEP TARI IT

at half-price. Full reports of markets, agriculture, Farmers’
and Fruit Growers’ Clubs, and a complete story in every
Weekly and Semi-Weekly number. A present of valuable
plants and vines to every subscriber; inducements to canvassers unsurpassed.
$1,000 Life Insurances, Grand Pianos,
Mowing Machines, Parlor Organs, Sewing Machines, &c.,
Send a
among tbe premiums. Specimens and lists free.
Dollar and try it.
I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher Snn, New York.

ST,

Hayford Block.)

BE FORFEITED BY Dr.L.DIX
II "I if'* li
failing to cure in less time than any
'ther physician, more effectually ?»nd
permanently, with
l<
restraint from occupation or less
exposure to oil
weather, with -ate
plea.-ant medicine?.
SELF ABUSE
N'D SOLITARY HABITS,

WILLABD WORCESTER GLAZIER,

indicates the mode in which an old and produces
early friend of ours may be rescued from the
disrepute into which it has fallen in some

sowing the seeds of kindness?
blossom bright ere long.
sowing seeds of discord?

A Remarkable Case.

trees.

it

They shall

Are we

11nul

following from the chapter on “Good
Cooking” is of special interest to ws, because

SOWING.
Are

II' you live in the country, or can get into the
country, and have your eye-;'opened and your wits
about you, your house need not be condemned to
an absolute bareness.
Not so long as the woods
are full of beautiful ferns and mosses, while every
swamp shakes and nods with tremulous grasses,
need you feel yourself an utterly disinterested
child of nature, and deprived of ils artistic use.
For example: Take an old tin pan condemned
to the retired list by reason of holes in the bottom,
get twenty-live cents’ worth of green paint for this
and other purposes, and paint it. The holes in the
bottom are a recommendation for its new service.
If there arc no holes, you must drill two or three,
as drainage is essential.
Now put a layer one inch
dee]) e, broken charcoal and potsherds over the
bottom, and then soil, in the following proportions :
Two fourths wood-soil, such as voti lind in for-

The

Roth in thy word

CART.

H

OFFIt

ers.

One fourtli clean sand.
One fourth meadow-soil, taken from under fresh
turf. Mix with this some charcoal dust.
In this soil plant all sorts of ferns, together with
some few swamp-grasses: and around the edge put
a border of money-plant or periwinkle to hang
over. This will need to lie watered once or twice
a week, and it will grow and thrive all summer
long in a corner of yourroom. Should you prefer,
you can suspend it by wires and make a hangingbasket. Ferns and wood-grasses need not have
sunshine—they grow well in shadowy places.
On this same principle you can convert a salt-box
or an old drum of tigs into a
hanging-basket. Tack
bark and pine-cones and moss upon tin’ outside of)
it, drill holes and pass wires through it, and you j
have a woodland hanging-basket, which will bang
and grow in any corner of your house.
We have been into room- which, by the simple j
disposition of articles of this kind, have been made
to have an air so poetical and attractive that they
seemed more like a nymph’s cave than any thing in
the real world.

bund to strike!

u

work. We must content ourselves, at present, with the following, from the chapter on
“Home Decoration,” involving as it does
matters of special interest to our lady read-

esis,

Hope.
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AGEXTM II AXTEII FOR

We are tempted to make copious extracts
for the instruction of our readers, as well as Publishers,
to invite their careful attention to the entire

W.
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CHURCH

Mold by NiilMcri|ition only.
Send tor Circular
IVT1. FLIXT, Publisher.
and special terms.
Philadelphia, Pa; Chicago, 111., or Cincinnat i O.

Tbe Cautara. tbs Prison-Pen and tbe Escape,

first door

J.'lije

young,

well established reputation of the authors is
sufficient guarantee.

me on

it U i:o\

Agentu

object

DIE ALONE.”

14 WALL STREET,
New York.

use

Department, the Whiskey Ring, Gold Ring, and
It is an attempt, and a very successful one, nue
Drawback Frail is, Systematic Robbery, Depredations,
to embody within small compass a large Conspiracies and Raids on the Government. Malfeasance,
^ et fearless toward that midnight.black and hollow,
Tyranny and Corruption of high Officials. The most
amount ot exceedingly valuable information; startling and important book published. Containing
lur footsteps fare;
about
500 well-tilled pages, spiritedly illustrated.
The beckoning of a Father's hand we follow—
—that the
is well
the
Mi- love alone i- there.
No curse, no care.

Attorney ai La#,

Hailey,

to

ail

!%'«>. 41

EiulicoU Ntrest.

All letters requiring advice must contain
insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1 1877— lyr

one

dollir to

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

ations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, and allays
irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint
SK I’ll W FOWI.K A SON. I’rourietors. Boston
by druggists und dealers in meiueims gene rally

Suld

Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and die, because ot
Pin-Worms. The only effectual remedy for these most
troublesome and dangerous of all worms, in children or
adults, is found in DR.GOCLD’S PIN WORM SYKUf.
Purely vegetable; safe and certain. A valuable cathartic,
and beneficial to health. GKO. C GOODWIN * CO.,
Boston, and all druggists.
•
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